Medtu Neteru
“writing the divine words,”

tat
“sign,” “form” or “image.”
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?
Sema Institute of Yoga
Sema (?) is an Ancient Egyptian word and symbol meaning union. The Sema Institute is dedicated
to the propagation of the universal teachings of spiritual evolution which relate to the union of
humanity and the union of all things within the universe. It is a non-denominational organization
which recognizes the unifying principles in all spiritual and religious systems of evolution throughout
the world. Our primary goals are to provide the wisdom of ancient spiritual teachings in books,
courses and other forms of communication. Secondly, to provide expert instruction and training in the
various yogic disciplines including Ancient Egyptian Philosophy, Christian Gnosticism, Indian
Philosophy and modern science. Thirdly, to promote world peace and Universal Love.
A primary focus of our tradition is to identify and acknowledge the yogic principles within all
religions and to relate them to each other in order to promote their deeper understanding as well as to
show the essential unity of purpose and the unity of all living beings and nature within the whole of
existence.
The Institute is open to all who believe in the principles of peace, non-violence and spiritual
emancipation regardless of sex, race, or creed.
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FOREWORD
Greetings,
This brief guide was prepared for those inquiring about how to enter into Hieroglyphic studies
on their own at home or in study groups. First of all you should know that there are a few
institutions around the world which teach how to read the Hieroglyphic text but due to the nature
of the study there are perhaps only a handful of people who can read fluently. It is possible for
anyone with average intelligence to achieve a high level of proficiency in reading inscriptions on
temples and artifacts; however, reading extensive texts is another issue entirely. However, this
introduction will give you entry into those texts if assisted by dictionaries and other aids. Most
Egyptologists have a basic knowledge and keep dictionaries and notes handy when it comes to
dealing with more difficult texts. Medtu Neter or the Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic language has
been considered as a “Dead Language.” However, dead languages have always been studied by
individuals who for the most part have taught themselves through various means. This book will
discuss those means and how to use them most efficiently.
First you must understand that ancient hieroglyphic writing is not a system like any other
writing. It is not just literal like the English because there are several different levels of meaning.
The glyphs can have a phonetic meaning, pun meaning, literal meaning, mythological meaning,
etc. because they use pictures and because they are essentially based on mystical writings. This
means that learning the technical aspects of reading the glyphs is not enough to understand the
true meaning of what is being said.
Any person can learn to read the glyphs. This is the exoteric (outer) practice but not everyone
can learn to understand their deeper meaning. A true reader of the glyphs must be well versed in
the mythology behind them as well as the mystical teachings behind them. Therefore, your study
cannot be just academic and memorization because the glyphs relate to the higher aspect of the
mind, the intuitional knowledge of self and this is why a true reader must be on the spiritual path
of enlightenment.
The Shetaut Neter series of books will give you insight into the esoteric meaning of various
glyphs and thereby allow you to unlock the meaning of the texts for yourself and this process is
in reality the discovery of your own higher Self. You could conceivably spend an entire day
researching and discovering the meaning of one single glyph; the meanings are so deep. So
realize that this is a lifelong study and not an ordinary discipline. Thus, the study of Ancient
Egyptian Hieroglyphs is actually the practice of Self discovery if it is conducted in the proper
manner, otherwise it falls short of this lofty goal and is no different that any other subject of
study.
Becoming an expert on the glyphs is an added discipline because sometimes the meaning
changes in different historical periods. Also, the ancient Egyptians made use of several variations
and spellings to write one word though there was some consistency to the variations. In ancient
times there were no dictionaries in the form used nowadays. This means that along with the main
words used it is necessary to have knowledge of the variations for the words that may appear in
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any text. Nevertheless, in the Greco-Roman period there are over 6000 symbols used but during
the earlier classical period of Ancient Egyptian history there were only about 750 that were
considered main glyphs, and were considered to be most common. And only a small portion of
these were used in monuments and steles or works of art and these are encompassed in the
introductory course. So, when working with texts a reader may often encounter new words that
may not occur again and therefore even adept Egyptologists resort to the use of dictionaries.
Otherwise a person would be required to keep thousands of obscure terms in mind, which cover
a vast period of Ancient Egyptian linguistic history. The period of history encompassed by the
glyphs ranges from 5,000 B.C.E to 400 A.C.E. which is a greater expense of time and potential
linguistic change than the difference between Chaucer and Shakespeare and the time difference
between Shakespeare and modern times. People in modern times can not easily understand
Shakespeare’s English and can barely understand Chaucer’s. And these are only time
differentials of a few hundred years. What can then be said about expanses of thousands of years
that are encountered between major periods of Ancient Egyptian history (Predynastic period, Old
Kingdom period, Middle Kingdom period and New Kingdom period)? This problem is alleviated
somewhat because the hieroglyphic system was used throughout the entire history but the
language of the populace changed and some grammatical and linguistic differences can be found
in the different major periods of Ancient Egyptian history.
Along with the problem of not understanding many of the glyphs at all is the problem of
interpretation. A survey of the translations of Egyptologists over the last 100 years reveals that
often their interpretations are completely different from each other even for the same exact texts.
This is due to misinterpretation of certain symbols and misunderstanding certain philosophical
aspects of Ancient Egyptian culture, philosophy and mythology. So in order to truly understand
the Ancient Egyptian language it is necessary to understand the Ancient Egyptian culture as well.
Ancient Egyptian culture cannot be completely understood from a perspective of twentieth
century Western Culture. It must be studied from within its own context and this means living
and practicing the philosophy and mythology. This is the best way to gain insight into its true
meaning.
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Preface

{
Before entering into a direct study of the Medtu Neteru an indirect study should be entered
into. This means that the student should have a basic knowledge of the mythology and rituals of
Ancient Egypt and thereby gain an introduction to the Medtu Neteru by learning the names of the
gods and goddesses, their symbolism and their relation to the culture and spirituality of Ancient
Egypt. This will necessitate the learning of basic terms such as those which are to be found in
basic texts. This will give the student an introduction and a base from which to study not with
just memorization but with genuine interest. Medtu Neteru deals with the origins and destiny of
the soul. If a student studies the texts with this in mind, reflecting on how the teachings apply to
their own life there will be great progress in understanding. If the texts are studied at arms
length, as something not to be believed or as mere stories with no basis in reality or truth of any
kind there will be only intellectual understanding and no further.
There are two forms of knowledge, Indirect and Direct. Integral to the study of the teachings
contained in the Egyptian Yoga Book Series is the study of the lectures by Dr. Muata Ashby.
These contain insights into the teachings that are not contained in the books. Also, it is very
important to understand that the study of mystical philosophy cannot be conducted just by
reading, otherwise there would be no need for universities. Listening to the teachings and asking
questions from spiritual masters is an integral part to understanding the teachings. However, you
cannot progress just by listening to or reading the teachings. You must also practice it in your life
through righteous action, meditation, and devotion to the Divine. These practices, when correctly
understood and executed, will open up your mind to the vast reality which lies beyond the
exoteric (outer-indirect) meaning of the glyph and lead you to the esoteric (inner-direct) meaning
by allowing you to experience it directly for yourself by discovering the transcendental Spirit
within you. Thus, as you begin to read the books of those who have translated and who teach you
should always remember that the understanding of the glyphs comes from within through
reflection and practice and not by intellectual memorization of what someone has told you.
Therefore, you should learn how others have translated and what they believe the meaning is
and then make up your own mind based on your understanding of the mystical teaching. Too
often readers look for a literal meaning and this is limited. Also, many times students and
scholars try to find some definitive meaning to every single glyph and this is not possible
because the meanings can vary depending on time, contexts, person using it, etc. So the study of
the glyphs is more than a science, it is an art and a philosophical discipline, which requires a
personality, which is not just developed in the intellectual level but the heart as well. Therefore,
begin your studies with purity of heart and an open heart and you will receive the glory of
understanding even in the midst of a sea of ignorance; you will become a beacon of light for the
world!
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INTRODUCTION TO MEDTU NETER CULTURE
Where is Ancient Egypt, When did it Exist and Who Were the Ancient
Egyptians?
Where is Egypt?
Below: Egypt is located in the northeastern corner of the African Continent.

Below left: A map of North East Africa showing the location of the land of Ta-Meri or Kamit, also
known as Ancient Egypt and South of it is located the land which in modern times is called Sudan.

Figure: right- The Land of
Ancient Egypt-Nile Valley
The main ancient cities
wherein the theology of the
Ancient Egyptian Religion was
developed were: A- Sais (Temple
of Net), B- Anu (HeliopolisTemple of Ra), C-Men-nefer or
Hetkaptah (Memphis, Temple of
Ptah), and D- Sakkara (Pyramid
Texts), E- Akhet-Aton (City of
Akhnaton, Temple of Aton), F- Abdu (Temple of Asar),
G- Iunet (Denderah) (Temple of Hetheru), H- Waset (Thebes,
Temple of Amun), I- Djebu (Edfu) (Temple of Heru), J- Pilak
(Philae) (Temple of Aset). The cities wherein the theology of the
Trinity of Asar-Aset-Heru was developed were Anu, Abydos, Pilak
(Philae), Iunet (Denderah) and Djebu (Edfu).
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The Term Kamit and the Origins of the Ancient Egyptians
The Ancient Egyptians were the inhabitants of the land located in the northeastern corner of the
continent of Africa they called Qamit. They came there from the south, the land later known as Kash or
Kush. The terms “Kush” and “Sudan” all refer to "black land." In the same manner we find that the name
of Egypt which was used by the Ancient Egyptians also means "black land.” The hieroglyphs below
reveal the Ancient Egyptian meaning of the words related to the name of their land. It is clear that the
meaning of the word Qamit is equivalent to the word Kush as far as they relate to “black land” and that
they also refer to a differentiation in geographical location, i.e. Kush is the “black land of the south” and
Qamit is the “black land of the north.” Both terms denote the primary quality that defines Africa, “black”
or “Blackness” (referring to the land and its people). The quality of blackness and the consonantal sound
of K or Q as well as the reference to the land are all aspects of commonality between the Ancient Kushitic
and Kamitan terms.
Qamit - Ancient Egypt
Qamit - blackness – black
Qamit - literature of Ancient Egypt – scriptures
Qamiu or variant,

Q M Tuv- Ancient

Egyptians-people of the black land. Qamit is also referred to as:

/G
Ta-mery
(beloved land)

/
and
Ta-Djeser
(exalted, holy land)

The Two Lands of Egypt
In Chapter 41 and Chapter 172 of the Ancient Egyptian mystical text, the Prt m Hru, The Ancient
Egyptian Book of Enlightenment, more commonly known as the Book of the Dead, the term “Sema (Smai)
Tawi” is used. It means “Union of the two lands of Egypt.” The two lands refers to the two main districts
of the country, North and South, and in a mystical sense they refer to the gods Heru (the north) and Set
(the south land), who are elsewhere referred to as the spiritual Higher Self and lower self of a human
being, respectively. In order to understand the Ancient Egyptians, we must also understand their origins in
Nubia and their relationship to the Nubians (ancient Ethiopians). In this manner we will have a full grasp
of the African origins of Kamitan culture as well as fathom the full impact that it had on the rest of Africa
through the Nubian kingdoms, which in turn influenced other countries in the interior of Africa.
“Our people originated at the base
of the mountain of the Moon, at the origin of the Nile river where the god Hapi dwells.”
-The Ancient Egyptian tradition.

1 Commonly referred to as Chapter 17
2 Commonly referred to as Chapter 176
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The Ancient Egyptians themselves said that their ancestors originated in the interior of Africa, the
place known as the source of the Nile. The land they were referring to is up-river, in the area of modern
day Africa that is today occupied by the countries Uganda and southern Sudan. The Nile River, which
flows down to the Mediterranean Sea, originates in a mountainous region from which several tributary
rivers flow to make one main watercourse known as the Nile River. The mountains in this region have
such an elevation that even though they are located close to the equator, one may experience not only
extremely low temperatures, but extreme weather conditions as well. This topography is ideal for
promoting rains at particular times of the year. The interaction between the mountains and the winds, and
the attendant atmospheric conditions which develop annually, are the key to what causes the production
of snow. Then the snow melts forming streams, which then coalesce into rivers, which in turn nourish the
entire region. Thus it is not surprising that this region, which includes Tanzania, would have been the
place where the remains of the oldest known human being were discovered.

Who Were the Ancient Egyptians?
“The Ethiopians say that the Egyptians are one of their colonies, which was led
into Egypt by Osiris. They claim that at the beginning of the world Egypt was
simply a sea but that the Nile, carrying down vast quantities of loam from
Ethiopia in its flood waters, finally filled it in and made it part of the
continent...They add that the Egyptians have received from them, as from authors
and their ancestors, the greater part of their laws.” (Diodorus, Book III)
The Ancient Egyptians were the indigenous African inhabitants of the land located in the
northeastern corner of the continent of Africa they called Qamit. They came there from the
south, the land later known as Kash or Kush (present day Sudan). The terms “Kush” and
“Qamit” all refer to "black land" (Budge, (1978), 787). In the late 20th century a controversy
developed over the ethnicity of the Ancient Egyptians. A genetic study linked the maternal
lineage of a traditional population from Upper Egypt (the south area near Sudan) to Eastern
Africa and not to Asia (Stevanovitch A, Gilles A, Bouzaid E, Kefi R, Paris F, Gayraud RP,
Spadoni JL, et al. (2004)). Another study narrowed the genetic lineage of the Egyptians to from
three North African populations and the “modern Egyptian population reflects a mixture of
European, Middle Eastern, and African characteristics” (Manni F, Leonardi P, Barakat A, Rouba
H, Heyer E, Klintschar M, et al. (2002)).
In the same manner we find that the name of Egypt which was used by the Ancient Egyptians
also means "black land.” The hieroglyphs below reveal the ancient Egyptian meaning of the
words related to the name of their land. It is clear that the meaning of the word Qamit is
equivalent to the word Kush as far as they relate to “black land” and that they also refer to a
differentiation in geographical location, i.e. Kush is the “black land of the south” and Qamit is
the “black land of the north.” Both terms denote the primary quality that defines Africa, “black”
or “Blackness” (referring to the land and its people). The quality of blackness and the
consonantal sound of K or Q as well as the reference to the land are all aspects of commonality
between the Ancient Kushitic and Kamitan terms (Budge (1978), p. 787).
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When Was Neterian Religion Practiced in Ancient Times?
Chronology of Ancient Egyptian Religion
Based on Confirmed Archeological Dating of artifacts and Monuments3
Major Cultural-Theological Developments
c. 10,000 B.C.E. Neolithic – period
c. 10,500 B.C.E.-7,000 B.C.E. Creation of the Great Sphinx Modern archeological accepted dates –
Sphinx means Hor-m-akhet or Heru (Horus) in the horizon. This means that the King is one with the
Spirit, Ra as an enlightened person possessing an animal aspect (lion) and illuminated intellect. Anunian
Theology – Ra
c. 10,000 B.C.E.-5,500 B.C.E. The Sky GOD- Realm of Light-Day – NETER Androgynous – Allencompassing –Absolute, Nameless Being, later identified with Ra-Herakhti (Sphinx)
>7,000 B.C.E. Kamitan Myth and Theology present in architecture
5500+ B.C.E. to 600 A.C.E. Amun -Ra - Ptah (Horus) – Amenit - Rai – Sekhmet (male and female
Trinity-Complementary Opposites)
5500+ B.C.E. Memphite Theology – Ptah
5500+ B.C.E. Hermopolitan Theology- Djehuti
5500+ B.C.E. The Asarian Resurrection Theology - Asar
5500+B.C.E. The Goddess Principle- Theology, Isis-Hathor-Net-Mut-Sekhmet-Buto
5500 B.C.E. (Dynasty 1) Beginning of the Dynastic Period (Unification of Upper and Lower Egypt)
5000 B.C.E. (5th Dynasty) Pyramid Texts - Egyptian Book of Coming Forth By Day - 42 Precepts of
MAAT and codification of the Pre-Dynastic theologies (Pre-Dynastic period: 10,000 B.C.E.-5,500
B.C.E.)
4950 B.C.E. Neolithic – Fayum
4241 B.C.E. The Pharaonic (royal) calendar based on the Sothic system (star Sirius) was in use.
3000 B.C.E. Wisdom Texts-Precepts of Ptahotep, Instructions of Ani, Instructions of Amenemope, Etc.
2040 B.C.E.-1786 B.C.E. Coffin Texts
1800 B.C.E.-Theban Theology - Amun
1570 B.C.E.-Books of Coming Forth By Day (Book of the Dead)
1353 B.C.E. Non-dualist Philosophy from the Pre-Dynastic period was redefined by Akhenaton.
712-657 B.C.E. The Nubian Dynasty

Early Beginnings: The First Religion in Human History
Shetaut Neter4 is the Ancient Egyptian Religion and Philosophy. Ancient Egypt was the first and most
ancient civilization to create a religious system that was complete with all three stages of religion, as well
as an advanced spiritual philosophy of righteousness for social and spiritual order, called Maat
Philosophy, that also had secular dimensions. Several Temple systems were developed in Kamit; they
were all related. The later Jewish, Christian and Muslim religions drew from Ancient Egyptian religion in
order to create their religions, ironically enough, only to later repudiate the source from whence they
originated. In any case, the Great Sphinx remains the oldest known religious monument in history that
denotes high culture and civilization as well. Ancient Egypt and Kash (Kush) produced the oldest
religious systems and their contact with the rest of the world led to the proliferation of advanced religion
and spiritual philosophy. People who were practicing simple animism, shamanism, nature based religions
and witchcraft were elevated through Ancient Egyptian religion to the level of not only understanding the
nature of the Supreme Being, but also attaining salvation from the miseries of life through the effective
3 For more details see the Book African Origins of Civilization, Religion and Yoga Spirituality and Ethics Philosophy by Sebai Muata Ashby
4 For more details see the Book Egyptian Mysteries Volume 1. by Sebai Muata Ashby
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discovery of that Transcendental Being, not as an untouchable aloof Spirit, but as the very essence of all
that exists.
The Far Reaching Implications of the New Evidence Concerning the Sphinx and Other New
Archeological Evidence in Egypt and the Rest of Africa
In the last 20 years of the 20th century, traditional Egyptologists, non-traditional Egyptologists,
archeologists and others have been taking note of recent studies performed on the Ancient Egyptian
Sphinx and Pyramids which sit at Giza, in Egypt. Beginning with such students of Ancient Egyptian
culture and architecture as R. A. Schwaller de Lubicz in the 1950’s, and most recently, John Anthony
West, with his book Serpent In the Sky, many researchers have used modern technology to study the
ancient Sphinx monument and their discoveries have startled the world….to the extent it has be
promulgated, which has been limited, due to the far reaching implications for rewriting the entire history
of humanity. They now understand that the erosion damage on the Sphinx could not have occurred after
the period 10,000 B.C.E. - 7,000 B.C.E. because this was the last period in which there would have been
enough rainfall in the area to cause such damage. This means that most of the damage which the Sphinx
displays, which would have taken thousands of years to occur, would have happened prior to that time
(10,000 B.C.E.).
Below: Sphinx rump and Sphinx enclosure show detail of the water damage (vertical damage).
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The following evidences must also be taken into account when examining the geology of the
Sphinx and the Giza plateau.
¾ The surrounding Sphinx Temple architecture is similarly affected.
¾ Astronomical evidence agrees with the geological findings.
¾ Ancient Egyptian historical documents concur with the new evidence.
¾ The Sphinx Temple Architecture matches the architecture of other
buildings in other parts of the country.
It is important to understand that what we have in the Sphinx is not just a monument now dated as the
earliest monument in history (based on irrefutable geological evidence). Its existence signifies the earliest
practice not only of high-art and architecture, but it is also the first monumental statue in history dedicated
to religion. This massive project including the Sphinx and its attendant Temple required intensive
planning and engineering skill. Despite its deteriorated state, the Sphinx stands not only as the most
ancient mystical symbol in known human history, but also as the most ancient architectural monument,
and a testament to the presence of Ancient African (Egyptian) culture in the earliest period of antiquity.
Further, this means that while the two other emerging civilizations of antiquity (Sumer and Indus) were in
their Neolithic period (characterized by the development of agriculture, pottery and the making of
polished stone implements), Ancient Egypt had already achieved mastery over monumental art,
architecture and religion as an adjunct to social order philosophy, as the Sphinx is a symbol of the
Pharaoh (leader and upholder of Maat-order, justice and truth) as the god Heru. The iconography of the
Sphinx is typical of that which is seen throughout Ancient Egyptian history and signals the achievement
of a culture of high morals, which governs the entire civilization up until the Persian and Greek conquest.
“The water erosion of the Sphinx is to history what the
convertibility of matter into energy is to physics.”
-John Anthony West Serpent In the Sky
The findings related to the Sphinx have been confirmed by seismographic tests5 as well as examination
of the water damage on the structures related to the Sphinx and the Sphinx Temple, as compared to the
rest of the structures surrounding it which display the typical decay due to wind and sand. It has been
conclusively found that the Sphinx and its adjacent structures (Sphinx Temple) were built in a different
era and that the surrounding structures do not display the water damage. Therefore, the wind and sand
damaged structures belong to the Dynastic Era and the Sphinx belongs to the Pre-Dynastic Era.
Therefore, the evidence supporting the older dating of the Sphinx is well founded and confirmed.
These new evidences constitute a momentous discovery on the order of the discernment of the Ancient
Egyptian Hieroglyphic text. It requires an opening up of the closely held chronologies and timelines of
ancient cultures for revision, thereby allowing for the deeper study of the human experience on this earth
and making the discovery of our collective past glory possible. Thus, it is clear to see that the problem in
assigning dates to events in Ancient Egypt arises when there is an unwillingness to let go of closely held
notions based on biblical based assumptions, and biased information that is accepted as truth and passed
on from one generation of orthodox Egyptologists to the next generation, rather than on authentic
scholarship (constant search for truth). This deficiency led to the exclusion of the ancient historical
writings of Ancient Egypt (Palermo Stone, Royal Tablets at Abydos, Royal Papyrus of Turin, the
Dynastic List of Merndjehuti- Manetho
). However, now, with the irrefutable evidence of the
antiquity of the Sphinx, the carbon dating of the Great Pyramid and the excavations at Abdu (GreekAbydos) and Nekhen (Greek-Hierakonpolis), the mounting archeological evidence and the loosening grip
5 Traveler’s Key to Ancient Egypt, John Anthony West
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of Western scholars in the field of Egyptology, it is no longer possible to ignore the far reaching
implications of the Ancient Egyptian historical documents.

A Long History
For a period spanning over 10,000 years the Neterian religion served the society of ancient Kamit. It is
hard to comprehend the vastness of time that is encompassed by Ancient Egyptian culture, religion and
philosophy. Yet the evidence is there to be seen by all. It has been collected and presented in the book
African Origins of Civilization, Religion and Yoga Philosophy. That volume will serve as the historical
record for the Neterian religion and as record of its legacy to all humanity. It serves as the basis or
foundation for the work contained in all the other books in this series that have been created to elucidate
on the teachings and traditions, as well as the disciplines of the varied Neterian religious traditions.

The book African Origins of Civilization, Religion and Yoga Philosophy, and the other volumes on the
specific traditions detail the philosophies and disciplines that should be practiced by those who want to
follow the path of Hm or Hmt, to be practitioners of the Shetaut Neter religion and builders of the
Neterian faith worldwide.
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Above: The Giza Pyramid Complex-with Great Pyramid.
New Evidence from the Great Pyramid
Newly refined radio carbon tests on organic material found in recent years in the Great Pyramid have shown
that it “was built at least 374 years earlier” than previously thought (Egypt: Child of Africa, Ivan Van Sertima
1994). The oldest radiocarbon dating of the organic material in the Great Pyramid yielded a date of 3,809 B.C.E.
Further, there is evidence that the lower section of the Great Pyramid is older than the upper parts.
While the date when the stone to create the Great Pyramid was originally cut apparently cannot as yet be
dated with available instruments, tests performed on 16 samples of organic materials such as charcoal, discovered
in the Great Pyramid in Giza, Egypt, by a prominent orthodox Egyptologist (Mark Lehner), showed that the
Pyramid was in use as early as 3,809 B.C.E. So on this evidence alone the chronologies given for the age of the
Great Pyramid by traditional Egyptology as belonging to the reign of Pharaoh Khephren (Cheops) of 2551
B.C.E.- 2528 B.C.E. are simply untenable and must be revised forthwith. While momentous in and of itself, the
evidence of the Sphinx fits into the larger scheme of scientific evidences which are unraveling the mysteries of
history, and leads us to the understanding of life in ancient Northeast Africa as a high point in human cultural
achievement, which was attained in Ancient Egypt and later spread out to the rest of the world.
Below: The Great Pyramid-new radio-carbon dating: older than 3,809 B.C.E. A-older section, B-newer section

B

A
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Who Was the Founder of Neterianism and Who Created Medtu Neteru
(Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphs)
One of the most important questions in life for followers of any religion is who started it? The next
important question is what is the lineage of the spiritual teaching, that is, how was it transmitted down
through history? In order to understand who founded Neterianism, the teaching of Shetaut Neter, we must
also understand the origins of creation. In the sacred scriptures of Shetaut Neter we are told that Creation
is a cycle. That is, that Creation occurs cyclically. God brings creation into existence and then dissolves it
again.

ABOVE: LORD KHEPRI, FOUNDER OF NETERIANISM

The current cycle of Creation began around the year 36,000 B.C.E. In the beginning there was nothing
more than a watery mass, a primeval ocean, called Nun. Nun is the body of Khepri. Prior to the creation,
Khepri remained in a recumbent posture. He rested on the back of the great serpent Asha-hrau (“many
faces”). From that Nun the Divine Spirit arose by stimulating Asha-hrau to move and churn the ocean.
Then he named himself Khepri, Creator. Khepri called out his own name and
dchn –
vibrations were infused in the ocean and waves were formed. Just as there are many waves in the ocean
with many shapes and sizes, the objects of the world came into being in the form of elements, Ra (fire),
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Shu (air-space), Tefnut (water), Geb (earth), Nut (ether). Everything in creation emanates from the Nun or
primordial ocean, and expresses in the form of elements in succeeding levels of denseness. These
elements also manifest in the form of the opposites of Creation (man-woman, up-down, white-black)
which appear to be exclusive and separate from each other, but which are in reality complements to each
other.

Khepri and the Creation Myth

Khepri congealed the Nun, his own body, into all the forms of Creation. The first spot that was congealed
from the Nun is called
Benben, the first place, the Ben-Ben dot, •, of Creation. That dot is
the center point in the symbol of Khepr-Ra $. That dot is the very point at the top of the Pyramid
mr- Obelisk,
tekhnu. The pyramid-obelisk symbolizes the mound that formed
from that initial spot. Khepri sat atop the hill of Creation and all solid ground took form underneath him.

Khepri then bought forth Creation by emerging in a boat. The Nun waters lifted him and his boat up
with his great arms. He brought nine divinities with him in that boat, lesser gods and goddesses, to help
him sustain the Creation and lead human beings on the righteous path to life and spiritual enlightenment.

Having created Creation, Khepri now sails the ocean, which has now become Creation itself, with his
divinities, on the divine boat. Khepri-Ra and the pauti, Company of gods and goddesses, travels in the
Boat of Millions of Years, which traverses the heavens, and thereby sustains creation through the wake of
the boat that sends ripples (vibrations) throughout Creation.
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The act of “Sailing” signifies the motion in creation. Motion implies that events occur in the realm of time
and space relative to each other, thus, the phenomenal universe comes into existence as a mass of moving
essence we call the elements. Prior to this motion, there was the primeval state of being without any form
and without existence in time or space. The gods and goddesses of the boat form the court of Kheper-Ra.
As Ra, the Supreme Being governed the earth for many thousands of years. He created the world, the
planets, the stars and the galaxies; he also created animals, as well as men and women. In the beginning,
men and women revered the Divine, but after living for a very long time, they began to take Ra for
granted. They became arrogant and vain. Ra sent his daughter, Hetheru, to punish them, but she forgot her
way and became lost in the world. Then He left for his abode in heaven and gave the earthly throne to his
son Shu, and daughter, Tefnut. After a long period of time, they turned over the throne to their children,
Geb and Nut. After some time again, Geb and Nut gave the throne to their children, Asar and Aset, and so
on in a line of succession throughout history, down to the Pharaohs of Kamit.
Lord Khepri manifests as Neberdjer, “All-encompassing Divinity.” Aspirants are to say:
6

tu-a m shems n Neberdjer
“I am a follower of Neberdjer7

er sesh n Kheperu
in accordance with the writings of Lord Kheperu”

6 i am follower of Neberdjer… Pert M Heru Chap 4 (commonly 17)
7 The Supreme Being, all-encompassing Divinity
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capacity as Creator, he is known as
forms.”

Shetaut Kheperu, “hidden Creator of

Lord Djehuti codified these Mystery teachings into the hieroglyphic texts (Medtu Neteru).
The teachings of Shetaut Neter or the Mysteries, given by Lord Khepri and codified by Lord
Djehuti, was taken by Lord Asar who developed the Shedy or means to penetrate the mysteries.
The disciplines of Shedy (study of philosophy, Divine Worship, Maat-right action and
Meditation) were taught to Lady (goddess) Hetheru, Lady (goddess) Aset, and other divinities by
Lord Djehuti. Djehuti, Asar, Aset, Hetheru taught the priests and priestesses the mysteries. Those
teachings of Shetaut Neter and Shedy have come down through history in varied forms,
sometimes openly and at others, in secrecy through initiates who have kept the teachings alive,
and in latent form through traditions kept alive in varied spiritual traditions that have developed
based on the Neterian teachings.

So Lord Khepri imparted his knowledge to the divinities, and especially to his son
Djehuti
. Thus, Lord Khepri, the Self Created Divinity, is the founder of Shetaut
Neter. The codifier was his first main disciple, Djehuti. Djehuti has the body of a man
and the head of an Ibis bird. He also has another form as a baboon. The teaching that
Lord Khepri gave to Djehuti became known as Shetitu
through the Medtu Neteru (hieroglyphic texts).

and it was conveyed

“Medtu Neteru”

The teachings of the Neterian Traditions are conveyed in the scriptures of the Neterian
Traditions.

Djehuti aah-u is an ancient Egyptian title of the god Djehuty. It means “three
time great.” This same title in the Ancient Egyptian language makes use of the glyph
which means “great.” The use of three glyphs can be taken to mean three or plural. The
same term appears in the Hermetic period of Greek culture in association with Ancient Egypt in
the term Hermes Thrice Greatest. Hermes is the Greek name for the Ancient Egyptian god
Djehuti. Therefore, the ancient tradition in the form of the title was transferred into Greek
philosophy during the late period of Ancient Egyptian history and the post-classical period of
Greek history.
Hermeticism8

8

From Wikipedia Encyclopedia
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Hermeticism is a set of philosophical and religious beliefs (Churton p. 5) based
primarily upon the writings attributed to Hermes Trismegistus. These beliefs have
had the impact of effecting magic traditions and further, the impact of serving as a
set of religious beliefs. Whatever the impact of the beliefs, they stem from
teachings and books accredited to Hermes Trismegistus, who is put forth as a wise
sage and Egyptian priest, commonly seen as synonymous with the Egyptian god
Thoth (Hermes, Djehuti).
In Islam, the Hermetic cult was accepted as being the Sabians mentioned in the
Qu'ran in 830 CE. (Churton pp. 26-7).
The Corpus Hermeticum
After centuries of falling out of favor, as did all pagan religions, Hermeticism was
reintroduced to the West when, in 1460 CE, a man named Leonardo brought the
Corpus Hermeticum to Pistoia. He was one of many agents sent out by Pistoia's
ruler, Cosimo de'Medici, to scour European monasteries for lost ancient writings
(The Way of Hermes, p. 9).
Believed originally to predate Plato and Moses, much of the fascination with
Hermeticism disappeared with the analysis in 1614 CE by Isaac Casaubon, a
Swiss philologist. Casaubon analyzed the Hermetic texts for linguistic style and
concluded that they were written after the start of the Christian Era (The Way of
Hermes, p. 9). Other scholars analyzing the Greek texts for linguistics came to
similar conclusions. Walter Scott places their date shortly after 200 CE, while Sir
W. Flinders Petrie places them between 200 and 500 BCE. (Abel and Hare p. 7)
Plutarch's mention of Hermes Trismegistus dates back to the first century CE (1100 CE) suggesting that Scott dated the work after its true date (Hoeller).
In 1945 CE, Hermetic writings were among those found near Nag Hammadi, in
the form of one of the conversations between Hermes and Asclepius from the
Corpus Hermeticum, and a text about the Hermetic mystery schools, On the
Ogdoad and Ennead, written in the Coptic language, the last form in which the
Egyptian language was written (Way of Hermes, pp. 9-10).
The concepts discussed within the Corpus Hermeticum are distinctly ancient
Egyptian. This includes the concept, "All is one, all is from the One" (Way of
Hermes, pp. 10).

The following excerpt comes from the Hermetic Gnostic Ancient Egyptian text known as
Asclepius from the group of texts known as the Nag Hammadi Library that was found in Nag
Hammadi Egypt.
Do you not know, Asclepius, that Egypt is the image of heaven? Moreover, it is
the dwelling place of heaven and all the forces that are in heaven. If it is proper
for us to speak the truth, our land is the temple of the world. But you should know
that a time will come when Egyptians will seem to have served the divinity in
vain, and all their activity in their religion will be despised. For all divinity will
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leave Egypt and flee upward to heaven. And Egypt will be widowed; it will be
abandoned by the gods. For foreigners will come into Egypt, and they will rule it.
—Asclepius, Nag Hammadi Library

Above: Lord Djehuti imparted the teaching he learned from Khepri to goddess Hetheru (here in the form
of a cow goddess). She became lost in the world and forgot her true identity. He showed her how to
discover her true Self, how to know herself and how to find her way back to heaven, to her father Ra.
Here Djehuti is shown presenting to Hetheru, the healed right eye of Ra, her true essence.

Above: Hetheru as Queen
Lord Khep-Ra knew that human beings needed guidance, so he sent his great grandchildren, Asar and
Aset, to be teachers and role models for human beings on earth. Lord Djehuti also imparted the hidden
knowledge of life to Aset and Asar, so that they would lead people on earth in a righteous manner,
showing them the path of peace, prosperity and spiritual enlightenment. Asar and Aset established the
Shetaut Neter, “Divine Mysteries,” ritual worship and Ancient Egyptian religion. When human beings

become too involved in the world they forget their true nature, and so the Temple,
Het Neter
{House of the Divinity {God(dess)}-Temple},was created, where the pressure of the world can be
relieved, and an association with something other than the worldly perspective (i.e., with Divinity) can
occur.
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Temple of Aset, Egypt, Africa
Such a place and its teaching are needed so that the mind can become aware of higher possibilities and
turn away from
led to

umt-ab- “mental dullness” due to
Nehast –“Resurrection, spiritual awakening,”

and so that human beings may become
ancestors.”

Khemn, “ignorance,” and be
Akhu, “enlightenment”

Sheps- “nobility, honor, venerable-ness, honored

Above: Aset nurses baby Heru
So, Aset learned the Mystery teachings from Lord Djehuti. Aset is the ancient African prototype of the
mother and child which is popular all over Africa, and also in Christian and Indian iconography with the
birth of Jesus and Krishna, respectively. The mother is the first teacher. Aset not only raised Heru, but
also initiated him into the mysteries of life and creation, with the teaching she learned from Djehuti and
Khepri, in order to enlighten him and make him strong for the battle of life. Heru became a powerful
initiate and became the model for all human beings who strive to master the lower forces of nature and to
discover their higher essential nature.
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Heru is the redeemer, the challenger, the one who stands up for his father, Asar, and liberates him from
the imprisonment of death. Heru represents spiritual aspiration and success in the spiritual path. Heru
reestablishes order after defeating the evil Set, and takes the throne of Kamit. In his form as Heru Behdet,
Heru is a warrior. He fights for truth, justice and freedom for all.

Heru, the redeemer, the warrior, the greatest advocate of Asar (the soul) and triumphant aspirant is the
one who leads the aspirant to the initiation hall. As seen above, Heru is often the one shown leading the
aspirant by the hand, into the inner shrine. In rituals, the priest wears a Heru mask in the context of a
ritual theatrical ceremony of the temple that is meant to awaken the glory of the Neterian teaching.

By tradition, the
followers of Heru, the priests and priestesses and the aspirants of
Shetaut Neter, are the ones who continue the traditions of Neterian spirituality including the Medtu
Neteru.

The Fundamental Principles of Ancient Egyptian Religion for the Hemu Neter (Clergy of
Shetaut Neter)

Shetaut Neter
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Neterianism (Ancient Egyptian Religion) may be condensed into four teachings.
Neterian Great Truths

Shetaut Neter), and its language and symbols
The Ancient Egyptian religion (
provide the first "historical" record of mystical religion and Yoga Philosophy and Religious literature in
this human history. Egyptian Yoga (smai-tawy
) is what has been commonly referred to by
Egyptologists as Egyptian “Religion” or “Mythology,” but to think of it as just another set of stories or
allegories about a long lost civilization is to completely miss the greatest secret of human existence. This
unique perspective from the highest philosophical system which developed in Africa over thousands of
years ago provides an advanced way to look at life, religion, the discipline of psychology and the way to
spiritual development leading to spiritual Enlightenment. Egyptian mythology, when understood, gives
every individual insight into their own divine nature and also a deeper insight into all religions and Yoga
systems.
The Ancient Egyptian Religion may be condensed into four statements. These statements may be
thought of as summaries or formulas, which if understood, can provide a basic understanding of Neterian
faith, but on a deeper level, they can also lead to a mystical understanding when their ramifications are
fully explored. The four statements may be considered as great utterances or truths. They are to be known
by all students of Neterianism and memorized. Their deeper mystical teaching is to be studied by all who
propose to enter into the order of the priesthood.

Maa Ur n Shetaut Neter
“Great Truths of The Shetaut Neter Religion”

1

Pa Neter ua ua Neberdjer m Neteru
“The Neter, the Supreme Being, is One and alone and as Neberdjer,
manifesting everywhere and in all things in the form of Gods and Goddesses.”

Neberdjer means “all-encompassing divinity,” the all-inclusive, all-embracing Spirit which pervades all and who is the ultimate essence of all.
This first truth unifies all the expressions of Kamitan religion.

2

an-Maat swy Saui Set s-Khemn
“Lack of righteousness brings fetters to the personality
and these fetters cause ignorance of the Divine.”
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When a human being acts in ways that contradict the natural order of nature, negative qualities of the
mind will develop within that person’s personality. These are the afflictions of Set. Set is the neteru of
egoism and selfishness. The afflictions of Set include: anger, hatred, greed, lust, jealousy, envy, gluttony,
dishonesty, hypocrisy, etc. So to be free from the fetters of Set, one must be free from the afflictions of
Set.
3

s-Uashu s-Nafu n saiu Set
“Devotion to the Divine leads to freedom from the fetters of Set.”
Uashu means devotion, and the classic pose of adoring the Divine is called “Dua,” standing or sitting with
upraised hands facing outwards towards the image of the divinity. To be liberated (Nafu - freedom - to
breathe) from the afflictions of Set, one must be devoted to the Divine. Being devoted to the Divine
means living by Maat. Maat is a way of life that is purifying to the heart and beneficial for society as it
promotes virtue and order. Living by Maat means practicing Shedy (spiritual practices and disciplines) as
follows.
4

ari Shedy Rekh ab m Maakheru
“The practice of the Shedy disciplines leads to knowing oneself and the Divine.
This is called being True of Speech”
Doing Shedy means to study profoundly, to penetrate the mysteries (Shetaut) and discover the nature of
the Divine. There have been several practices designed by the sages of Ancient Kamit to facilitate the
process of self-knowledge. These are the religious (Shetaut) traditions and the Sema (Smai) Tawi (yogic)
disciplines related to them that augment the spiritual practices.

The Spiritual Culture and the Purpose of Life: Shetaut
Neter
"Men and women are to become God-like through a
life of virtue and the cultivation of the spirit through
scientific knowledge, practice and bodily discipline."
-Ancient Egyptian Proverb
The highest forms of Joy, Peace and Contentment are obtained when the meaning and purpose of life
are discovered. When the human being is in harmony with life, then it is possible to reflect and meditate
upon the human condition and realize the limitations of worldly pursuits. When there is peace and
harmony in life, a human being can practice any of the varied disciplines designated as Shetaut Neter to
promote {his/her} evolution towards the ultimate goal of life, which is Spiritual Enlightenment. Spiritual
Enlightenment is the awakening of a human being to the awareness of the Transcendental Essence which
binds the universe and which is eternal and immutable. In this discovery is also the sobering and ecstatic
realization that the human being is one with that Transcendental Essence. With this realization comes
great joy, peace and power to experience the fullness of life and to realize the purpose of life during the
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time on earth. The lotus is a symbol of Shetaut Neter, meaning the turning towards the light of truth,
peace and transcendental harmony.
It has been established that the Ancient Egyptians were African peoples who lived in the north-eastern
quadrant of the continent of Africa. They were descendants of the Nubians, who had themselves
originated from farther south into the heart of Africa at the Great Lakes region, the sources of the Nile
River. They created a vast civilization and culture earlier than any other society in known history and
organized a nation that was based on the concepts of balance and order, as well as spiritual
Enlightenment. These ancient African people called their land Kamit, and soon after developing a wellordered society, they began to realize that the world is full of wonders, order, regularity in life as well as
entropy, stagnation, disorder and death, but also that life is fleeting, and that there must be something
more to human existence. They developed spiritual systems that were designed to allow human beings to
understand the nature of this secret being who is the essence of all Creation. They called this spiritual
system “Shtaut Ntr (Shetaut Neter).”
The term “Neterianism” is derived from the name “Shetaut Neter.” Shetaut Neter means the “Hidden
Divinity.” It is the ancient philosophy and mythic spiritual culture that gave rise to the Ancient Egyptian
civilization. Those who follow the spiritual path of Shetaut Neter are therefore referred to as “Neterians.”
The fundamental principles common to all denominations of Ancient Egyptian Religion are summed up
in the four “Great Truths” that are common to all the traditions of Ancient Egyptian Religion.

Shetaut means secret.

Neter means Divinity.
Who is Neter in Kamitan Religion?

Ntr

“
The symbol of Neter was described by an Ancient Kamitan priest as:
“That which is placed in the coffin”

The term Ntr
, or Ntjr
, comes from the Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic language
which did not record most of its vowels. However, the term survives in the Coptic language as “Nutar.”
The same Coptic meaning (divine force or sustaining power) applies in the present as it did in ancient
times. It is a symbol composed of a wooden staff that was wrapped with strips of fabric, like a mummy.
The strips alternate in color with yellow, green and blue. The mummy in Kamitan spirituality is
understood to be the dead but resurrected Divinity. So the Ntr is actually every human being who does die
physically, whose soul goes to live on in a different form. Further, the resurrected spirit of every human
being is that same Divinity. Phonetically, the term Nutar is related to other terms having the same
meaning, such as the Latin “Natura,” the Spanish “Naturaleza,” the English “Nature” and “Nutriment,”
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etc. In a real sense, Ntr means power manifesting as Neteru and the Neteru are the objects of creation, i.e.
“nature.”

Neterianism is an aggregate of several related Kamitan mythic and philosophical traditions
based on Gods and Goddesses who are all related. All the traditions relate the teachings of the
sages by means of myths related to particular gods or goddesses. It is understood that all of these
neteru are related, like brothers and sisters, having all emanated from the same source, the same
Supremely Divine parent, who is neither male nor female, but encompasses the totality of the
two.
Neter and the Neteru

The Neteru (Gods and Goddesses)
proceed from
The Neter
(Supreme Being)
The concept of Neter and Neteru
binds and ties all of the varied forms
of Kamitan spirituality into one vision
of the gods and goddesses all
emerging from the same Supreme
Being. Therefore, ultimately, Kamitan
spirituality is not polytheistic, nor is it
monotheistic, for it holds that the
Supreme Being is more than a God or
Goddess. The Supreme Being is an
all-encompassing Absolute Divinity.
The Neteru

Neteru”

“

The term “Neteru” means “gods and goddesses.” This means that from the ultimate and transcendental
Supreme Being, “Neter,” come the Neteru. There are countless Neteru. So from the one come the many.
These Neteru are cosmic forces that pervade the universe. They are the means by which Neter sustains
Creation and manifests through it. So Neterianism is a monotheistic polytheism. The one Supreme Being
expresses as many gods and goddesses. At the end of time, after their work of sustaining Creation is
finished, these gods and goddesses are again absorbed back into the Supreme Being.
All of the spiritual systems of Ancient Egypt (Kamit) have one essential aspect that is common to all;
they all hold that there is a Supreme Being (Neter) who manifests in a multiplicity of ways through
nature, the Neteru. Like sunrays, the Neteru emanate from the Divine; they are its manifestations. So by
studying the Neteru we learn about and are led to discover their source, the Neter, and with this discovery
we are enlightened. The Neteru may be depicted anthropomorphically or zoomorphically in accordance
with the teaching about Neter that is being conveyed through them.
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Ancient Egyptian Writing

Medtu Neter
“writing the divine words,”

tat
“sign,” “form” or “image.”
The ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic system of writing was called medtu neter (divine speech)
by the Ancient Egyptians themselves. Most modern literature on ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs is
too simple, being just an explanation of the alphabetic hieroglyphs for children, or alphabetic
signs from an artistic point of view for adults, or extensive and difficult grammars for college
work, which is very difficult for most people working alone, and offers little progress in the short
term. This manual/course will present the latest researches into reading ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphic texts, using sections of the texts that are most suitable to best allow an average
person with a moderate level of motivation to access simple hieroglyphic texts. It is expected that
rapid basic entry into hieroglyphs will produce a feeling of joy of learning in the participants and
engender a desire to study more of the philosophy, and perhaps also more advanced texts. By
working through this manual, the reader will be able to read many ancient Egyptian steles and
temple inscriptions with high level of literacy.
The ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic language is unique in its iconographical
attractiveness. Having been invented before the year 3300 B.C.E the ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphs were the longest-lived human language, having been in existence for over 3,500
years until their last recorded use in the fourth century C.E. The form of writing changed
remarkably little during its time of use, especially in the area of temple and monumental
inscriptions as opposed to everyday texts, letters, etc.. So, it is possible to make out the same
symbols from the beginning of its inception in the third millennium B.C.E. to the end in the first
millennium C.E. It is actually one of the easiest languages to learn to read; even at a beginner’s
level, a student can understand basic temple inscriptions. While the full scripture of ancient
Egyptian language included up to 700 different hieroglyphic signs, only a fraction of those were
used in the creation of steles and reliefs (two and three-dimensional works of art)..
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The Goddess and God of Writing
In ancient Egyptian religion, there is an understanding that for every force in the universe
there is a god or goddess that presides over it, under the dispensation of the Supreme Being,
Neberdjer (All Encompassing Divinity). The goddess Sesheta and the god Djehuty fulfill the role
of presiding over the function and energy of writing and the power of thoughts and ideas in the
mind, as well as when they are codified into written form.
Figure 1: Goddess Sesheta

Goddess Sesheta is the cosmic force that presides over the faculty of writing that is bringing
ideas (cognition-thought) to a concrete form supported by the association with scripture and
language. Chapter 199 verse 3 of the Pert m Heru10 text, The Chapter of The Tree of Life:
Breathing Air and Possessing Water in the Duat provides insight into the nature of Sesheta.
3. Asar_____________ maakheru is opening up in Djed11. Asar_____________
maakheru’s nostrils are opening up in Djedu12 in Hetep13 the dwelling place in Anu, the
house that was constructed by Sesheta, on which Khnum14 is standing.
The brief text above signifies that through the discipline of writing the capacities of
harmonization of the opposites (Hetep) and the psycho-spiritual consciousness centers (Djedu)
are accessed (opened). One of the most important disciplines of the Kamitan priests and
priestesses is to transcribe the medtu neter. In ancient times, this was done partly to maintain
the texts themselves as papyrus paper has a finite life. However, there were other reasons: to
develop the mind, to promote study the spiritual teachings, and to engender the development of
higher consciousness through continuous study and reflection on the teaching.
9

The translation for this chapter was based primarily on the Papyrus of Auf-Ankh and the Papyrus of Ea and is commonly
referred to as #57. It is included here as representative of a genre of teachings found in similar chapters, specifically: Chapter 58:
“Breathing Air and Possessing Water in Netherworld (Duat)”; Chapter 59 “Drinking Water in the Netherworld”; Chapter 60
“Another Chapter for the Same Purpose”; Chapter 61 “Another Chapter for the Same Purpose”; Chapter 62 “Another Chapter for
the Same Purpose”; Chapter 63 “Drinking Water and Not Drying Up by Fire.”
10
More commonly known as “The ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead”.
11
The Pillar of Asar, metaphysically, the upper psycho-spiritual consciousness centers which awaken when a person becomes
enlightened.
12
The city of the Djed Pillar of Asar.
13
Supreme Peace.
14
The god who created human beings on his potter’s wheel, “The Fashioner of Men and Women.” Also, this word means
“union.”
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Figure 2: Djehuty and Sesheta write the history and name of Rameses II on The Tree of Life.

Sesheta is the goddess of writing and is the counterpart of the god Djehuty. She is a divinity
of priests, priestesses and scribes. She is also the presiding deity over the seven psycho-spiritual
consciousness centers of spiritual enlightenment of the Serpent Power. She is also associated
with the sacred Persea Tree on which the names of the kings were written at the time of
coronation. She was the “Recorder of Deeds,” “Mistress of Books,” and “Reckoner of time.”
The Persea Tree was associated with the goddess in the feline form who resided in the city of
Anu (Heliopolis of the Greeks) and slew the demon serpent Apepi, who was the enemy of Ra and
also of all souls. The terms “Shetat” or “Seshetat” are the secret rituals in the cults of the
Egyptian Gods. Sesheta’s writing of the mysteries creates a dwelling place for the initiate, a
place wherein the opening of eternity is possible. In this house, constructed by the words of
wisdom and the transformative power they have, the Pillar (Seven psycho-spiritual centers of the
subtle spine) of Asar is opened and the Creative force, Khnum (the god of the base of
geographical Ancient Egypt), opens the floodgates of the subtle Nile, i.e. the flow of the Serpent
Power out of the “house” (the energy center at the base of the spine) is opened. She is depicted as
a woman with a headdress that is also the hieroglyph of her name, which is a stylized seven (or
nine) pointed lotus flower on a standard that is held by a headband, all of which is beneath a set
of horns that are down-turned (pictured above). As her name is phonetically related to Sushen;
“lotus,” she is the scribe of the spirit. She also wears the leopard skin garment characteristic of
sem priests and priestesses.

ORIGIN OF THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPHS
Mythologically, the ancient Egyptian scripture states that it is the God Djehuty who created the
hieroglyphic system of language and gave it to the world. Historically, Egyptian is an African
language that was spoken in Egypt, which is located in the north-eastern corner of the continent
of Africa, from the pre-dynastic era (before 5000 B.C.E.), until about the 10th century A.C.E..
After that, it continued to be used as the liturgical language of the Copts (Egyptian Christians), in
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the form called Coptic. However, the earliest Coptic script is not related to the Christians. It was
used in conjunction with the Demotic texts. Later it was used for writing the Egyptian Gnostic
and ritual texts (later to include the Nag Hammadi – Christian Gnostic texts – which were
repudiated by the orthodox Christian institutions along with all other forms of spirituality that
were not orthodox). Later Coptic was used by the Christians to translate the Christian bible for
Egyptian Christians in a form called “Coptic.” The Coptic form is different from the
hieroglyphic, hieratic and demotic forms in that Coptic is an alphabetic system of writing like the
Greek, English, etc. Coptic uses the basic alphabet comprised of 30 letters, without
determinatives, uniphonic, biphonic, and triphonic signs. Some few examples exist of usages of
the Hieroglyphic signs in this manner, but the more ancient form was the most prominent.
Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphs for Beginners - Medtu Neter- “Divine Words”

The word “hieroglyph” comes from the Greek terms “hieros” (sacred) and “glypho”
(inscriptions). The term was first used by Clement of Alexandria. In ancient times the classical
Greek writer, Plutarch, stated in his rendition of the ancient Egyptian myth of Isis and Osiris that
the ancient Egyptian language had 25 consonants.
The earliest known dated forms of hieroglyphic writing in Egypt have been dated by
Egyptologists at 3,400 B.C.E. The latest dated inscription in hieroglyphs was made on the
gatepost of a temple at Philae in c. 394 A.C.E.
The formal hieroglyphic script was used extensively and mostly for formal inscriptions on
the temple walls, coffins and tombs. In many inscriptions, the hieroglyphs are very painstakingly
carved with much detail, in full color. In some uses they are rendered in simple outlines. For
everyday usages and papyrus scriptures, the cursive hieroglyphic or the Hieratic scripts were
used.
In the late 4th century AD, the Roman Emperor Theodsius I ordered the closure of all pagan
temples within the Roman Empire. After that, the knowledge of the hieroglyphic script was
dormant or inconsistent, as varied groups adopted pieces of Egyptian culture and spirituality. In
the early 19th century, Jean-Francois Champollion (1790-1832), a Frenchman, and others
managed to decipher the script, and since then its popularity has maintained interest in ancient
Egyptian culture from Western academics and spiritualists worldwide.
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TRAINING OF SCRIBES
Figure 3: Ancient Egyptian School Copy book

There were elementary schools where the basics of Medtu neter were taught. It was one of
the main subjects. Advanced training was given as the scribe worked as an apprentice. Training
included laborious copying of texts which were considered “classics” and these included the
wisdom text literature such as the teachings of Ptahotep and the teachings of Ani. Training was
first given in cursive hieroglyphic and then in hieratic and then also in formal hieroglyphic. An
example of an ancient Egyptian exercise tablet, wherein the scribes were learning hieratic script,
is given above.
Students would be taught to copy whole words and sentences once they learned the basic
alphabet and the most used determinatives, uniphonic, biphonic, and triphonic signs. Of course
the students of ancient times had the advantage of being able to speak the language, and that
made it easier to learn to write it. They were encouraged to speak aloud as they read the material
to facilitate the learning process and effectiveness of the speech.
Also, students in ancient times were not introduced to hieroglyphic with extensive
grammatical definitions and terminologies. Parts of sentences were not classified as nouns,
pronouns, verbs, particles, adverbs, etc., because they spoke it naturally. So what was needed
was the training to learn to write out what they already knew by memorizing the general (not
exact) form of signs in order to write out the speech.
Therefore, this book does not contain extensive grammatical terminologies or rules except to
the extent that is necessary to learn to read monumental inscriptions and basic texts which
constitute a different form of writing as opposed to prose letters and extensive religious texts.
The student should make an effort to vocalize the words as they are read to reinforce the learning
process. Note: This book does not present definitive pronunciations for all ancient Egyptian
words since its primary purpose is to introduce a working understanding for the purpose of
reading the ancient Egyptian texts. The subject of pronunciations is a matter of scholarly debate
that would necessitate a deeper study of ancient Egyptian words that entered into Greek,
Assyrian, Babylonian, Hebrew, Akkadian and Latin, and correlating the ancient Egyptian to
Coptic words derived from ancient Egyptian while compensating for vowel shifts and other
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evolutionary language changes. So the pronunciations included in this volume are accurate and
should be used in practicing the exercises though some may be revised in the future.
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On The Meaning of The Hieroglyphs:
In the book Serpent in the Sky: the High Wisdom of Ancient Egypt, the author, John Anthony
West wrote:
Translation of the hieroglyphs still presents difficulties. In any Egyptological
journal, half the articles generally concern unsolved problems of meaning,
grammar and syntax. As it stands, the hieroglyphs can be ‘deciphered’, but it is
unjust to say that they can be exactly ‘translated’.
West is referring to the fact that ancient Egyptian language is unlike the Western forms of
language in that it contains many dimensions of meaning that necessitate going beyond the literal
aspects of the text and the grammar to include philosophical aspects of ancient Egyptian culture
as well as an artistic capacity to understand subtle phonetic and visual relationships of ideas that
is not possible in an alphabetic system of writing.
Many renderings of the Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic texts often promote the literal
meanings of words even when there are different readings possible in accordance with the myths.
The treatment is confined to the viewpoint of outsiders, looking at primitive religious
superstitions. In this capacity oftentimes nonsensical translations are obtained and explained
away as unintelligible or erroneous passages due to ancient scribal erratum. The inability to
understand the hieroglyphic language is predicated upon the fallacy that it is a strictly literal
form of language. In effect, while having performed a service to humanity by decoding the
language for present day humanity, Western Egyptologists and linguists have projected their
own understanding of philosophy, religion and language, and therefore cannot incorporate the
mythic and mystic component of the language which constitutes its special form of reasoning
alluded to in the following quotation in which the Greek classic writer Diodorus introduces the
multi-aspect nature of the hieroglyphic language.
"We must now speak of the Ethiopian writing which is called hieroglyphic by
the Egyptians, in order that we may omit nothing in our discussion of their
antiquities. Now it is found that the forms of their letters take the shape of animals
of every kind, and of the members of the human body, and of implements and
especially carpenter's tools; for their writing does not express the intent concept
by means of syllables joined one to another, but by its figurative meaning which
has been impressed upon the memory by practice. For instance, they draw the
picture of a hawk, a crocodile, a snake, and all of the members of the human
body-an eye, a hand, a face, and the like. Now the hawk signifies to them
everything which happens swiftly, since this animal is practically the swiftest of
winged creatures...And the crocodile is a symbol of all that is evil, and the eye is
the warder of justice and the guardian of the entire body. And as for the members
of the body, the right hand with fingers extended signifies a procuring of
livelihood, and the left with the fingers closed, a keeping and guarding of
property. The same way of reasoning applies to the remaining characters, which
represent parts of the body and implements and all other things; for by paying
close attention to the significance which is inherent in each object and by training
their minds through drills and exercise of the memory over a long period, they
read from habit everything which has been written."
-Diodorus (Greek historian 100 B.C.)
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While Diodorus speaks of the Ethiopian writing which is called hieroglyphic, we must
remember that the Ethiopians used the same hieroglyphic writing as the Ancient Egyptians up to
the Meroitic period (about 300 BC-400 AD), when they were cut off from Egypt by the
conquering forces of the Greeks. The Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic language has many levels
of complexity and therefore, the reader must be initiated into these in order to understand them.
Otherwise, the understanding will remain at the superficial levels and the deeper philosophy and
spiritual mysticism will be lost to the reader. The following are levels of reading in the ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphic language. Upon closer examination, the ancient Egyptian system of
writing is discovered to be an extremely sophisticated system of literature.

History of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Writing
There is a misconception about the Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic written language, that it
arrived with no prior development at all in Africa, as if by magic, to the northeastern African
continent. This notion plays into the speculation that it was not produced and developed in
Africa, by Africans. If the text itself is examined and if the writings from linguists who have
studied it are examined, it becomes quickly obvious that there was a period of development of
the language. Precisely, in relation to developing a solution to the problem of confusion in the
reading, the ancient Egyptian scribes developed what are called determinatives, to be added to
the word, so as to make the meaning more accurate. However, there still remained some
ambiguities, so then came the development of “alphabetic” signs. This development is
recognized by linguists as being “not derived from Mesopotamian writing, and demonstrates the
total autonomy of the development of the hieroglyphic system.”
While all of the scriptures of the Ancient Egyptians are written in Hieroglyphic or Hieratic
script, certain differences ascribe the literature to different periods. This is not a determination
for dating, but rather for determining relative periods to which they belong. In the case of ancient
Egyptian, the varied schools were not opposed to each other. Therefore, a sage from the school
of Amun would be harmonious in treating the texts of the Asar (Osiris) school, and a sage from
the Aset (Isis) school would have no problem treating the texts of the Memphite school, etc.,
because they are all understood as being related, presenting varied views but of the same
underlying spiritual/mystical teaching.
Therefore, the most ancient writings in our historical period are from the Ancient Egyptians.
These writings are referred to as hieroglyphs. Writings similar to it are referred to as
“hieroglyphic.” The original name given to these writings by the Ancient Egyptians is Medtu
neter, meaning "the writing of God" or Neter Medu meaning "Divine Speech." These writings
were inscribed in temples, coffins and papyruses and contained the teachings in reference to the
spiritual nature of the human being and the ways to promote spiritual emancipation, awakening
or resurrection.
Up to the late 20th century, it had been thought that the alphabet that is used in western
countries was derived from the Phoenicians, through a man called Cadmus. However,
scholarship has determined that the Phoenician alphabet that was later used in Asia Minor and
even later, taken over and altered by the Greeks, was derived from a “Proto-Canaanite” – also
known as “Proto-Sinaiatic” form which was itself developed mostly by taking characters from
the ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic script (signs). In recent years further evidence has been
discovered that supports the earlier finding that the alphabet originated in Ancient Egypt.
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Carvings set off debate about early alphabet
By Salah Nasrawi, Associated Press writers
CAIRO, Egypt -- A new scholarly debate reveals it's not as easy as A-B-C to
determine
when
civilization
moved
toward
its
first
alphabet.
Yale researcher John Coleman Darnell announced in November he had found
alphabetic tracings in an Egyptian valley dating to between 1900 and 1800 B.C.
Soon after, word came that Greek archaeologist Panikos Chrysostomou was
claiming to have found even older traces -- dating to 5300 B.C. -- of a possible
writing system in northern Greece (Nasrawi (1999)).
In the documentation of the actual research findings Dr. Darnell wrote:
The internal evidence- the specific paleographic models used for certain signs, the
mixture of both hieratic and hieroglyphic models, and vertical orientation of
otherwise predominantly horizontally oriented signs-indicates the early Middle
Kingdom as the probable period of alphabetic origins-or at least this is the
probable time when the Egyptian hieratic peculiarities became fossilized in many
of the signs in these inscriptions (early to mid-12th Dynasty, ca. 1900 B.C.E.).
(Darnell, Dobbs-Allsopp, Lundberg, McCarter, Zuckerman & with the assistance
of Manassa, (2005) p. 90)
This scholarship supports the claims of the Ancient Egyptians. According to ancient Greek
legends Cadmus was a Phoenician prince who founded Thebes in Boeotia,15 and among several
other things invented the alphabet. In spite of the popularity of this tradition (supported by
Herodotus, 450 B.C.), this was doubted even in ancient times. For instance, Tacitus16 says:
The Egyptians also claim to have invented the alphabet, which the Phoenicians..
appropriated the glory, giving out that they had discovered what they had really
been taught. (Annals 11.14)
Diodorus (1st Cent. B.C.) states that Cadmus was an Egyptian citizen and also expressed caution
in the acceptance of this Phoenician "invention":
“Cadmus, who was a citizen of Egyptian Thebes…” (Lib. Hist., Book 1. 23. 1-5)
“Men tell us . . . that the Phoenicians were not the first to make the discovery of
letters; but that they did no more than change the form of the letters; whereupon
the majority of mankind made use of the way of writing them as the Phoenicians
devised.” (Lib. Hist., Book V).
So the alphabet characters we have today appear to have been derived from the ancient
Egyptian signs, but also the derived characters were also of Egyptian origin. They were taken by
Asians and developed in to a Proto-Syniatic system which in turn developed into Canaanite,
15 An ancient region of Greece north of Attica and the Gulf of Corinth. The cities of the region formed the Boeotian League in the seventh century B.C. but were usually under the dominance of
Thebes.
16 Roman public official and historian whose two greatest works, Histories and Annals, concern the period from the death of Augustus (A.D. 14) to the death of Domitian (96).
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Cuneiform, Aramaic, Phoenician, Hebrew, Arabic, Greek, Roman and from Roman into the
Romance languages, English, Spanish, French, etc.

EVOLUTION OF THE ALPHABET
Figure 4: Historical Development of the Alphabet

3400 BCE. ⇒ ⇒

2000 BCE ⇒ 1100 BCE ⇒800-600 BCE ⇒ 600 BCE -2000 CE⇒ ⇒
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒

⇓
ancient Egyptian → proto-Sinaitic→ Phoenician→ Greek→ Etruscan→ Roman→ modern

The Ancient Egyptians and the Sumerians
The invention of writing is regarded as a very high development of civilization. For many
years it was thought to have been first invented by the Sumerians, but the recent evidence shows
that the invention of ancient Egyptian writing and ancient Egyptian architecture predate
Sumerian civilization. The following report by the British team excavating the ancient Egyptian
city of Abdu (modern Abydos) dispels the misconceptions related to the first origins of writing in
history.
“Until recently it was thought that the earliest writing system was invented by
the Sumerians in Mesopotamia towards the end of the fourth millennium BC and
that the idea was borrowed by the Egyptians at the beginning of the First Dynasty
(c.3100 BC). However, recent discoveries at Abydos have shown that the
Egyptians had an advanced system of writing even earlier than the
Mesopotamians, some 150 years before Narmer. Remarkably, there is no
evidence that this writing developed from a more primitive pictographic stage.
Already, at the very beginning, it incorporated signs for sounds” (Davies,
Friedman, p. 36).
Unlike Mesopotamian (Sumerian) writing, which was primitive in comparison to the ancient
Egyptian and can be shown to have gradually evolved through a number of stages, beginning as
an accounting system, Egyptian writing appears to have been deliberately invented in a more-orless finished form, its underlying principles fully in place right from the outset. Many people find
that notion hard to believe, because it does not conform to the Western models of cultural
development, so they assign a different origin to ancient Egyptian language, usually that it came
from Mesopotamia. The idea is that a language must gradually ‘evolve.’ In fact many great
civilizations have created languages and have ascribed its Creation to the ‘gods’ who in turn
bestowed it upon the people. A parallel for such a process is known from more recent times: in
AD 1444 the Korean script (still widely regarded as one of the world's most efficient) was
invented by order of the king, who assembled a group of scholars for the purpose.
In Egypt this invention corresponds with the birth of the Egyptian state, and its
growing administrative and bureaucratic needs” (Davies, Friedman, p. 36)
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Figure 5: Sample of written Korean

Decipherment of the Hieroglyphs

Hieroglyphic

Demotic

Greek

Figure 6: The Rosetta Stone

Linguists and others who study “dead” languages are always on the lookout for a “Rosetta
Stone” that will allow them to decipher the language they are studying. The term has come to
mean any multilingual text that translates a lost language into one that is still known, thereby
allowing the translator to understand the rest of the previously lost language. The actual Rosetta
Stone of Ancient Egypt is a slab upon which an edict was written on behalf of the King of Egypt.
What is special about it is that it contains the same decree written in three different languages,
Hieroglyphic, Demotic and Greek. Later on, other inscriptions called Decree of Canopus and the
“Tanis Stela” were discovered; these had the same ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic and Greek text,
which confirmed the findings, based on the Rosetta Stone researches. Since the closing of the
Ancient Egyptian temples at about 450 A.C.E. had forced the hieroglyphic text into disuse, it has
become forgotten by the world. Even if the letters of a word are understood, a language may not
be understood because there is no context to understand the meaning of each word and then to
relate them to each other in order to formulate rational sentences in order to derive ideas and
thoughts. Such an example is the Meroitic language. Its letters have been deciphered, but the
language remains a mystery. However, with regard to the Rosetta Stone and the ancient Egyptian
Hieroglyphic language, because the Greek language was still understood and the texts are a
translation of the same message, it was possible to discover the “context” of the images (words)
on the slab. This led to the decipherment of the ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic language.
Prior to the definitive understanding of the nature of hieroglyphic writing as phonetic and
ideographic, the Western Egyptologists thought that each glyph was symbolic, so they failed in
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their efforts to read the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs. Jean Fransçois Champollion (1790 A.C.E.1832 A.C.E.), the main decipherer of the hieroglyphic text in the early 19th century, who is often
referred to as the “Father of Egyptology,” along with others, studied many features of the three
texts. He had learned Coptic from a Coptic priest who taught him the Bohairic dialect of Coptic.
By comparing the then unknown hieroglyphic text to the known Greek and by applying some
knowledge of Coptic Coptic which was also known, the letters of the alphabet were discovered
by the early researchers.
The researchers made the comparisons below in order to derive the names in ancient
Egyptian of the known Greek names. The examples of the names Ptolemy and Kleopatra
(Cleopatra) are presented below.

When the names were found in the Greek section of the Rosetta Stone text and compared to
the text in the area where it seemed that the same text should be found in the ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphic portion of the stone, the following letters could be assigned to the ancient Egyptian
glyphs.

Q

L

P

T

O

I

O

P

L

A

M

D
*

Y

R

S

A

7* at the time when
these texts were
written the
hieroglyph “d”
D could
substitute for “t”T.
(Davies, p. 54)

T

.

The deductive work of comparing the texts led to the assignment of several Greek names
and names from other rulers of other lands that were mentioned in ancient Egyptian texts to the
ancient Egyptian glyphs. The list below demonstrates the correlations made by the early
researchers of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic texts that included not only consonant letters
representing one sound but also those syllables that represent more than one sound.
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CURSIVE WRITING IN ANCIENT EGYPT
The cursive practice of the written language influenced not so much the form of the
hieroglyphic but the spellings and grammar of the hieroglyphic. These factors along with the
actual penmanship of the scribes are some of the aspects that present substantial difficulty in
understanding certain periods of writing. Examples of hieroglyphic are compared with two
different periods of hieratic below:

1- Middle Egyptian (Middle Kingdom), 2- New Egyptian (New Kingdom)
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Thus, the different periods of the writing can be correlated, but the styles and spelling forms of
different periods make it necessary to specialize in the study of particular periods in order to
understand and grasp the particularities of that period. Consequently, Egyptologists who may
specialize in a particular period might be able to read most texts from that period, but could not
read most texts of other periods without frequently consulting a dictionary for that period’s
writings, because the words would appear differently from period to period, and there could also
be some variation due to the penmanship of the scribe. So the hieroglyphic script did not change
in form, but in grammar, but the cursive script had many changes in form and in grammar.
Ideographic glyphs are those that have a purely pictorial representation of concrete objects. An
Sushsh-sistrum. It can also be spelled out, but the singly
example of an ideographic glyph is
glyph conveys the whole message. In the ancient Egyptian language, it is possible to write words
with purely ideographic (logographic) glyphs or alphabetic characters wholly or with a mixture
of alphabetic and syllabic characters or a mixture of alphabetic and syllabic and ideographic
characters. The general intention was to present words phonetically, but also to present the
general sense or concept through a semantic determinative placed at the end of the phonetic
characters of a word. The meaning could therefore be nuanced through different forms of the
same determinative, and also through punning with other words of the same phonetic structure,
but with different determinatives. Therefore, if we were to present a transliteration of an ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphic text, which only takes into account the phonetic characters, the meaning
would be difficult to obtain because the sense brought to the word from the determinative would
be missing.

The Language of a People
Language is not just a means of communication; it actually frames our reference of thought.
When one begins to “think” in a language, one is actually participating in the higher aspect of
language that reflects one’s consciousness as a community and as a human being. Therefore, the
language of a people needs to reflect their concept of self and their hopes, aspirations and
dreams. Writing structures thought, so it follows that an image-based language will have a
different effect on the mind than an alphabetic system.
REVIVAL OF A DEAD LANGUAGE
Many people have the misconception that the ancient Egyptian language cannot be brought
back because it is a “dead language.” One example of a revived dead language gives us the hope
that we can do anything we propose to do if we have faith, perseverance and expertise.
The Hebrew language was supplanted by other Semitic dialects, most importantly Aramaic.
The Aramaic Language became prevalent throughout Asia Minor and was used even after the
fall of Nineveh (612 B.C.E.) and Babylon (539 B.C.E.), and was also the official language of the
Persian Empire (539-337 B.C.E.). Hebrew is the first so-called dead language that was revived
for popular use. When Jews began to move back to Palestine in the late 19th century from the
Diaspora, Hebrew was revived as a spoken language with some changes, and accepting that the
pronunciations would not be exactly like the ancient form. Modern Hebrew, called Ivrit, was
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then declared the official language of Israel. The pronunciation of Modern Hebrew is modeled
after the pronunciation of the Sephardic Jews who lived mainly in Greece, Turkey and Bulgaria.
Most importantly, ancient Hebrew did not contain many words that are needed to conduct human
relationships in business, government and international affairs, so Many new words, especially
for scientific terms, were created and introduced to adapt the ancient written language to present
day use. The scholar, Eliezer ben Yehuda, who was born in Lithuania, coined 4000 new words
without almost without any help, using biblical Hebrew roots.17 "
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Another example is the revival of Latin. A recent article on CNET News.com explored the
growing use of the internet to promote communication between people around the world who
want to and are learning and communicating in Latin which was largely dismissed as a dead
tongue.
Latin originated around ancient Rome and expanded to other parts of Italy through the
conquests of the Roman Empire. It flourished in the Middle Ages, used mainly by scholars and
writers. It continued to be the dominant language of Europe into the 17th century, and to be used
in scholarly writing into the 19th century. As the world’s economic power shifted to the British
Empire, English became dominant. Further changes in 20th century shifts of power in Western
countries has relegated Latin to the status of disuse, except by the Roman Catholic Church,
which has instituted Latin as the official language of Vatican City and of the Roman Catholic
Church.
Therefore, reviving the ancient Egyptian language, of which the grammatical rudiments are
already known by many scholars around the world and within the African community, is
certainly possible and most advisable. This can be a historic chance to bring back an African
language and reshape the consciousness of the African mind, as others have done for their
nations. However, this move would go further because the grammatical essentials of a language
are only the foundation. Scholars should ascribe the meaning, which can only be done through
knowledge of the myth and philosophy when it is lived and practiced. Therefore, what western
scholars have done is admirable and appreciated, but it will not serve the needs of African
people.

17 "

Hebrew Language," Microsoft (R) Encarta. Copyright (c) 1994 Microsoft Corporation. Copyright (c) 1994 Funk & Wagnall's
Corporation.
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The Hieroglyphic Signs and Their Categories

A - Man and his occupations (about 707
signs)

P - Ships and Parts of Ships (about
130

B - Woman and her occupations (about 136
signs)

signs)

Q - Domestic and Funerary Furniture (about
53

signs)

signs)

signs)

C - Anthropomorphic Deities (about 421

R - Temple Furniture and Sacred
Emblems (about 157 signs)

D - Parts of the Human Body (about 381

E - Mammals (about 252 signs)

S - Crowns, Dress, Staves, etc. (about 201
signs)

F - Parts of Mammals (about 208 signs)

G - Birds (about 339 signs)

T - Warfare, Hunting, Butchery (about 155
signs)

H - Parts of Birds (about 44 signs)
U - Agriculture, Crafts and Professions
(about 157 signs)

I - Amphibious Animals, Reptiles, etc.
(about 146 signs)

V - Rope, Fiber, Baskets, Bags, etc. (about
K - Fishes and Parts of Fishes (about
32

134

signs)

signs)
W - Vessels of Stone and Earthenware
(about 114 signs)

L - Invertebrate and Lesser Animals
(about 28
signs)

X - Loaves and Cakes (about 21 signs)
Y - Writing, Games, Music (about 31
signs)

M - Trees and Plants (about 255 signs)
N - Sky, Earth, Water (about 160

Z - Strokes, Geometrical Figures, etc. (about 41
signs)
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signs)
Aa - Unclassified (about 93 signs)
O - Buildings and Parts of Buildings
(about
321 signs)

Stages of Ancient Egyptian Writing
There are several stages of the ancient Egyptian writing. The chart below shows the different
states of ancient Egyptian writing from hieroglyphic to Demotic, and the similarities in the
scripts that are present in the stages.
Figure 7: Different Stages of ancient Egyptian

The earliest form of ancient Egyptian writing is the hieroglyphic, and in its earliest stages it was
highly ideographic and contained fewer determinatives. The hieroglyphic texts below from two
stages within the hieroglyphic form or writing show that an evolution occurred in that more
determinatives were added in the later texts. This is one of the findings that support the idea that
there were less glyphs as part of the language in the beginning as opposed to later. Another
finding is that at around the year 500 B.C.E., there was an introduction of many more glyphs
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(several thousands –over 7,000 by the time of the Roman period) that did not exist before that
time. Along with the development of new glyphs, new forms of spelling developed that are very
difficult even for specialists in that period of ancient Egyptian writings. Egyptologists have
assigned five major general stages of ancient Egyptian cultural and scriptural development (PreDynastic, Old Kingdom, Middle Kingdom, New Kingdom, Late Period). There are five
“somewhat arbitrary” stages of language assigned by Egyptologists. The earliest hieroglyphs that
exhibit extensive usage have been assigned to the Old Kingdom Era. The Pyramid texts are the
premiere writings of that time. During the Middle Kingdom era the number and form of the
glyphs was standardized at about 700 symbols. The writing was not static, in that there was never
a set number of glyphs. Glyphs were added from time to time as needed by the society. One
example is the addition of a chariot glyph in the New Kingdom Era. In any case, only about 150200 hieroglyphic symbols were used regularly and were necessary for writing basic sentences, so
it is not so difficult to learn the necessary number of glyphs to have a real entry into ancient
Egyptian language and culture. Then the task becomes learning the combinations that make up
the words along with their meanings.

In the comparisons above, the script from the earlier period (1-Pyramid Texts) exhibits less
usage of the determinative and less usage of phonetic complementation than the (2) Middle
Kingdom era (writing out {spelling out}) or all the glyphs that make up a word instead of relying
on an ideograph which actually contains all of them Ex. 1a.

Anpu 1b.

Anpu –

completely spelled out: ”a”,
“n”,
“p”,
“u” +
(determinative). For these
and other reasons the writings of the Middle Kingdom era are often referred to as the “Classical
Period” (also includes the first part of the New Kingdom Era) and this is the period of writing
most taught in universities and it is the period most written about for the general public. The
addition of the alphabetic signs makes the text more precise. However, it is important to realize
that because the scribes thought it acceptable to abbreviate words, leave out phonetic
complements or even determinatives, this sometimes means that set spellings were not
recognized as they are in the modern culture. Also, the alphabetic signs were not an adoption
from Mesopotamia, but were an indigenous ancient Egyptian development.
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In the New Kingdom Era, one important change to the language was dropping certain ending
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consonants. For example, the older reading
women, the
regularly

Hemt Nebt (meaning women all, i.e., all

“t” designating the reference of the glyph to the female gender) became
Hemt Neb. For those familiar with the language, they would know it refers

to women, but what if the Hemt was left off and the reading was just left with the
neb, and
the reading was referring to females? A reader might not realize a woman was being spoken
about and the text might be assigned to a man. Also, the pronunciation, having lost the
would move more towards a male aspect or emphasis in the language.
Hieroglyphic Script

18

Figure 8: A section from the pyramid of Teti in Sakkara Egypt, known as the “Pyramid Texts” (Early
Dynastic Period)

(The hieroglyphic script was used through all periods by Priests and Priestesses –
mostly used in monumental inscriptions such as the Pyramid texts, Obelisks,
temple inscriptions, etc.;
– was used since Pre-Dynastic times.)
Ð
Old Kingdom Cursive Hieroglyphic Script
(Also known as Cursive Hieroglyphic- most resembles the Hieroglyphic
script)

18

Picture of wall section in Pyramid of Teta in Sakkara Egypt, by Muata Ashby

“t”
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Figure 9: Section of the Papyrus of Ani

Ð
Middle Kingdom to Late Period Hieratic Script
(Hieratic was a shorthand hieroglyphic script; it was used by the priests and
priestesses.)

Hieratic script sample from the
Middle
Kingdom period to the Coptic period (illustration -Mercer, p. 2)

Hieratic is an adaptation of the hieroglyphic for ease of use in writing nonmonumental texts, especially those that involve extensive expositions of the
philosophical teachings and myths on papyrus paper and other literary
compositions; it was used since Pre-Dynastic times. This form of the script
appears on various papyri known as “Coffin Texts” and “Book of the Dead,” i.e.,
Prt m Hru. This script developed into regional variants and period variants from
the early period to the late period of ancient Egyptian history.
Hieratic developed in succeeding levels of “cursiveness” from the Middle
Kingdom to the Coptic Period. The development of cursive writing included a
tendency to reduce the number of glyphs used. Many ancient Egyptian texts are
written in hieratic, so Egyptologists transcribe them into hieroglyphic for easier
study.
Ð
Late Period Demotic Script

19

Image from Egyptian Book of the Dead. E. W. Budge (1899)
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(Used by the general population for non-secular purposes;
Late Period to Coptic period.) (illustration- Mercer, p. 2)
Demotic script appears at the time of the Nubian Dynasty and remains in use until
the closing of the ancient Egyptian temples in c. 450 A.C.E. Demotic reduced the
repertoire of glyphs used even more than the hieratic form.
Ð
Coptic Script

(Still presently used by the Coptic priesthood.) ( illustration-Mercer, p. 2)
Coptic is a departure from the other forms of the Ancient Egyptian (pre-Christian and preArab Muslim) writing in Egypt in that it is more alphabetic, it leaves out the determinatives, and
it was written mostly from left to right. Early Coptic was used to write Gnostic and ancient
Egyptian religious texts from 100 B.C.E. to 300 C.E. when ancient Egyptian society was taken
over by the Christian church and “magical” writing (ancient Egyptian religious philosophy that
had been in existence since the Pre-Dynastic era) was suppressed.20 While Coptic was a “dying”
language even in the times of Jean Fransçois Champollion, it was, and still is, a source for
understanding some of the vocalizations of ancient Egyptian. Other languages which were
translated into ancient Egyptian and for which we have records like the Rosetta Stone, such as
Greek, also serve as guides to the pronunciation as well. However, a complete reconstruction of
the pronunciations would be difficult; yet it is not necessary for understanding the texts or for
reestablishing the spoken language in modern times if that were desirable, since all languages
change and evolve to some degree.
While the ancient Egyptian Medtu neter (hieroglyphic text) is a pictorial script, it should not
be confused with primitive picture writing. It is a complete language with the capacity to
transmit the basic needs of communication and convey the nuances of high philosophy in a way
that a strictly syllabic script cannot. Thus, the aesthetic quality and beauty of the script is a
combination of the syllabic, calligraphic as well as pictographic aspects of the language.
Moreover, it is the language of the temple inscriptions and the most important texts of ancient
Egyptian culture, the Pyramid Texts, the Coffin Texts and the Prt m Hru, and this is the most
important qualification for its cultural use, in much the same way that Hebrew, and later Greek,
are the original languages of Old Testament of the Jewish religion. This ties present day culture
directly into the ancient and acts as a window into the mythic and philosophical teachings. So, in
this model of a revived language, the Hieroglyphic and Cursive Hieroglyphic are ideal choices
for our purpose. The Cursive Hieroglyphic would be used for literary religious texts as well as
day-to-day use by the general population, and the Formal Hieroglyphic script would be used for
monumental inscriptions of the nation. A revised version of the hieratic could be used for the
day-to-day necessities of government, commerce and human interactions.
Ancient Egyptian Language by Historical Periods
Old Egyptian- Dynasty 1-6 –Pyramid Texts and Mastaba Tomb wall inscriptions.
20

(some authors (Davies, p. 26) hold that the Coptic writings began from 100 C.E)
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Middle Egyptian- Dynasty 11-12 – “Classic Period” – religious texts, narratives, poetry, business
and administrative documents.
Late Egyptian – Dynasty 18-24
Coptic- from the 3rd century B.C.E. to 6th century C.E. when it was supplanted by Arabic.
SCRIPTURE AND RELIGION
How ancient Egyptian writing expresses religious philosophy
The ancient Egyptian writing system often referred to as Hieroglyphic, was referred to as
Sesh Medtu Neteruu or “writing the divine words,” or simply

Divine Words

(Divine Speech). The individual hieroglyphic signs are referred to as
, tat - “sign,”
“form” or “image.” Its purpose is to “make to live” the things it renders. It is meant as a living
rendition of reality.
The word religion is translated as Shetaut Neter in the Ancient African language of Kamit.
These Shetaut (mysteries- rituals, wisdom, philosophy) about the Neter (Supreme Being) are
related in the

Shetit or writings related to the hidden teaching. Those writings are

referred to as
Medtu Neteru or “Divine Speech,” the writings of the god Djehuti
(Ancient Egyptian god of the Hekau or divine word), and also refers to any hieroglyphic texts or
inscriptions generally. The term Medtu Neteru makes use of a special hieroglyph, , which
means “medu” or “staff - walking stick-words.” This means that speech is the support for the
Divine, . Thus, just as the staff supports an elderly person, the hieroglyphic writing (the word)
is a prop (staff) which sustains the Divine in the realm of time and space. That is, the Divine
writings contain the wisdom that enlightens us about the Divine,
Neter.

Shetaut

If Medtu Neteru is mastered, then the spiritual aspirant becomes
Maakheru or true of thought, word and deed, that is, purified in body, mind and soul. The symbol
Medu is static while the symbol of Kheru is dynamic.
This term (Maakheru or Maa kheru) uses the glyph kheru which is a rudder – oar (rowing),
symbol of voice, meaning that purification occurs when the righteous movement of the word
occurs, that is, when it is used (rowing-movement) to promote virtue, order, peace, harmony and
truth. So Medtu Neteru is the potential word and Maa kheru is the perfected word.
The hieroglyphic texts (Medtu Neteru), which are the spiritual scriptures in general, become
useful in the process of religion (Maakheru) when they are used as
the Ancient Egyptian “Words of Power” when the word is

hekau Hesi, chanted and
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Shmai- sung and thereby one performs
Dua or worship of the Divine. The
divine word allows the speaker to control the gods and goddesses, i.e. the cosmic forces. This
concept is really based on the idea that human beings are in reality higher order beings (neterugods and goddesses), and this attainment becomes possible if they learn about the nature of the
universe and elevate themselves through virtue and wisdom.

SACRED SCRIPTURES OF ANCIENT EGYPT
Every nation and religion has special literature or scriptures and again, the oldest writings of
Africa come down to us from ancient Kamit. The sacred scriptures define the myth of a people
and the myth gives them a sense of nationhood, belonging, as well as the spiritual origins of their
culture and the destiny of humanity from their own special perspective. The following scriptures
represent the foundational scriptures of Kamitan culture. They may be divided into three
categories: Mythic Scriptures; Mystical Philosophy and Ritual Scriptures; and Wisdom
Scriptures.
MYTHIC SCRIPTURES
Literature

MYSTICAL PHILOSOPHY
Literature

WISDOM TEXTS
Literature

Shetaut Asar-Aset-Heru
The Myth of Asar, Aset and Heru
(Asarian Resurrection Theology) Predynastic

Coffin Texts

Wisdom Texts

(c. 2040 B.C.E.-1786 B.C.E.)

(c. 3,000 B.C.E. – Ptolematic
Period)
Precepts of Ptahotep
Instructions of Any
Instructions of Amenemope
Etc.

Papyrus Texts
Shetaut Atum-Ra
Anunian Theology
Predynastic
Shetaut Net/Aset/Hetheru
Saitian Theology – Goddess
Spirituality
Predynastic

(c. 1580 B.C.E.-Roman Period)21
Books of Coming Forth By Day
Example of famous papyruses:
Papyrus of Any
Papyrus of Hunefer
Papyrus of Kenna
Greenfield Papyrus, Etc.

Shetaut Ptah
Memphite Theology
Predynastic
Shetaut Amun
Theban Theology
Predynastic

21 After 1570 BC they would evolve into a more unified text, the Egyptian Book of the Dead.
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Introduction to the Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Reading
Course
INTRODUCTION
In each lesson of this course program you will learn items such as the direction of ancient
Egyptian script, how to transliterate the ancient Egyptian signs, the types of ancient Egyptian
signs that make up ancient Egyptian writing, the ancient Egyptian alphabet, and some ancient
Egyptian words. The introduction section of this lesson contains the teaching portion of the
lesson.
You should study at least ½ hour daily by running through the lessons. Do not proceed to the
next lesson until you achieve at least 90% score or higher (achieving at least 9 out of 10 answers
correct) on the study-testing portion of the lesson.
Each lesson is numbered 1, 2, 3, etc... Study the lessons in the order that they are numbered
and do not move on until you have mastered the lesson- mastery implies a 90% score or better.

TRANSLITERATION
In order to work with the hieroglyphs you will need to do transliterations. Transliteration is
defined as To represent (letters or words) in the corresponding characters of another alphabet.
You will be doing exercises to represent the Medtu neter characters in English letters to
understand the letter sounds.

AMUN

Ex: Medtu neter=
Transliteration= “a m u

n”

TRANSLATION
After performing the transliteration you will then translate the text into the meaning in English.

AMUN

Ex: Medtu neter=
Transliteration= “a m
Translation = “hidden”

u

n”

9 Some letter-sounds in one language do not occur in another. In these cases linguists have
devised symbols which they call diacritics to represent the sounds of the language they are
transliterating into their own language.
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9 DIRECTION OF THE WRITING
Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic texts may be found in any of the following directions
a. Left to right
b. Right to left
c. Left to right and top to bottom
d. Right to left and top to bottom

b

a

c

d

It is relatively easy to determine the direction of the writing by looking at the direction in which the glyphs are
facing, especially the people and animals. If they are facing to the right

then the text is to be read from

then they are to be read from left to right. In other words, you
right to left. If they are facing to the left
read “into” the direction that the glyphs are facing.

PECULIARITIES OF THE Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic script
LETTER ORDER IN WORDS AND AESTHETIC QUALITY OF INSCRIPTIONS
In the practice of writing ancient Egyptian Medtu neter a certain care was taken to create
aesthetically pleasing arrangements of the “tats” (signs). The practice was to group signs
together to make whole forms like squares. For example, the word cheft, “in the presence of
him” was correctly written

which maintains the correct order of the pronunciation (ch-

f- t) of the letters but it could also be written
words were not written out in linear form

in order to create a pleasing square. Usually
ch- f- t. Similarly, the word pet {sky}
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and not
or
but any of these ways would be understood
would be written
even though some do not maintain a certain aesthetic rule. As we see above here in the word
cheft, the spelling order rule which is more important to understanding a word, was broken in
order to obtain the aesthetic quality and sometime letters are even dropped to obtain the aesthetic
quality. Another issue in studying Medtu neter is that many times the same words will be found
spelled differently in the very same texts. That factor opens up the possibility for confusion in
reading the texts especially, especially if a person is unfamiliar with the orthography or the
words. This also means that the exactitude of the teaching of the meaning of the words is not
contained particularly in their spelling or even in their appearance, but ultimately in their
essential meaning. So, for the purpose of reflection and visual aesthetic, which is important for
advanced reading, some other rules can be sacrificed, but for learning and understanding the
meanings, the correct understanding of word root spellings is essential.
PHONETIC COMPLEMENTS
The ancient Egyptian literature sometimes followed the practice of “spelling out” words in
order to make them more understandable and also to denote differences between homophones. In
present day English an example might be two or more words, such as night and knight, that are
pronounced the same but differ in meaning, origin, and sometimes spelling.
An example of this is the world for sky or heaven è (pet, pt). The single symbol is enough to
denote the word. However, it might be written out with the letters that comprise the word,
(p)
and
(t), and include the sky sign è:
. If the phonetic complements (
) are
used, they are not pronounced separately, that is, pet pet. Rather, the word is pronounced as if the
complements were not there: “pet.” The use of the phonetic complements does not occur in all
texts, but into the complete spelling of words which occur in various places in the abbreviated
form.
So, there are several legitimate ways of writing the ancient Egyptian language. The words may
be written with ideograms (word symbol) alone
phonetic complements

è

è. Alternatively, they may be written with

. Or they may be written only by using the individual

letters that comprise the word
. So if there is a one-consonant sign accompanying a twoconsonant sign and the one-consonant sign is contained in the two-consonant sign, then the oneconsonant sign is not repeated as a separate sound. A similar example to the phonetic
complement practice may be the shortening of some words in English where the full word is not
spelled out completely: Ex. “automobile” becomes “auto.”
Thus, the use or non-use of phonetic complements is another way that texts could have different
spellings. Sometimes some of the phonetic complementary consonants of vowels would be used.
Sometimes all would be used, and sometimes none would be used. Regardless of this practice,
the ancient Egyptian language is actually remarkably stable because most words did not
completely change from their consonant skeleton root forms. Keep in mind that modern
languages have changed drastically in just the last 500 years. Generally, English-speaking people
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of today can barely understand the English of Shakespeare , and definitely not the English of
Chaucer23, let alone the English of the Dark Ages. It was not until the early19th century that the
English language started to make use of dictionaries, a practice that has essentially stabilized the
spellings of the language. Due to this practice, it is likely that the people speaking English in the
year 5,000 will be able to understand the English of the 19th century, something that was
previously impossible. A modern effort to revive the language should retain the options of the
different spelling formats, but a single rule should be chosen in order to facilitate the learning
and reading process.
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9 In Hieratic script, the scribes tended to use more phonetic complements than the carved
monuments and hieroglyphic inscriptions. Therefore, the carved monuments and
hieroglyphic inscriptions are easiest to learn.
9 In Ptolemaic times (Greek control of Egypt), many new symbols and spellings were devised.
Therefore, this period of the language requires specialization and is more difficult to
translate.
9 Handwritten texts in ancient Egyptian made use of more phonetic complementation as
opposed to the stele or monumental inscriptions.
WRITING SYSTEM FOR READING
It is important to understand that while the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic language was
spoken and the written hieroglyphic texts reflect its character, because the ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphic script makes use of many of the same spellings for several words but with different
unspoken determinatives, it is a written language designed for reading, rather than for speaking.
Therefore, if the language is to be revived for the purpose of conversational use in the
context of a community of users, then it would be necessary to adjust the spoken version of the
language with the use of vowels. It has been possible to reconstruct the ancient Egyptian
language through the examination of Coptic, as well as Greek and Asiatic names that were
written using the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic script.

Mode of Speech and Grammar
The very name, Medtu neter, that was given by the Ancient Egyptians themselves for the
Ancient Egyptian writing, gives us insight into the nature and purpose of the hieroglyphic texts,
and the manner in which one should go about studying it and trying to understand it. Ancient
Egyptian writing is called Divine Speech, Medtu neter, because it is said to have been brought
down to humanity from the heavens by the god Djehuty, for the purpose of leading humans to
attain a state of higher consciousness termed Nehast (Resurrection, Enlightenment).

22 William. 1564-1616. English playwright and poet
23 Geoffrey. 1340?-1400. English poet regarded as the greatest literary figure of medieval England.
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Figure 10: Sons of Heru tending Asar Ani as he Resurrects

"The purpose of all human life is to achieve a state of consciousness apart from bodily concerns."
-ancient Egyptian proverb (Ashby, p. 88)
The state of Nehast is a state of self-discovery, of discovering one’s deepest essence as one with
the Divine, also referred to as the Self or Higher Self. Therefore, in order to study and understand
the Ancient Egyptian writing, you must first understand that ancient hieroglyphic writing is not
a system like any other writing. It is not just literal like English, because there are several
different levels of meaning. The glyphs can have a phonetic meaning, pun meaning, literal
meaning, mythological meaning, etc., because they use pictures and because they are essentially
mystical (religious, spiritual) writings. This means that learning the technical aspects of reading
the glyphs is not enough to understand the true meaning of what is being said.
Any person can learn to read the glyphs to a level of basic understanding of their mundane
meanings. This is the exoteric (outer) practice, but not everyone can learn to understand their
deeper meaning. A true reader of the glyphs must be well versed in the mythology behind them
as well as the mystical teachings within them. Therefore, one’s study cannot be just academic
memorization, because the glyphs relate to the higher aspect of the mind, the intuitional
knowledge of the Self. Therefore, a true reader must be on the spiritual path of Spiritual
enlightenment.
This book will give you insight into the esoteric meaning of various glyphs and thereby allow
you to unlock the mythological and philosophical meaning of the texts for yourself, a process
that is in reality the discovery of one’s own Higher Self. Thus, the study of the Ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphs is actually the practice of self-discovery if it is conducted in the proper manner,
otherwise it falls short of this lofty goal and is no different than any other subject of study. While
some degree of technical accuracy is required for success in any endeavor, artistic freedom is
necessary in order to allow the inner spirit to have input as well. Therefore, the most important
objective is not to be able to read fluently or with perfect pronunciation, but with understanding.
One could conceivably spend an entire day researching and discovering the meaning of one
single glyph, because the meanings are so profound and multifaceted. So realize that this is a
lifelong study and not an ordinary discipline.
Many important elements have been incorporated into the grammatical structure of the
translation which follows. The tone and meter of Ancient Egyptian writing is unique in and of
itself, and should not be completely changed when translating it into a different language, so as
to keep some of the feel of the writing. Feeling is an important aspect of education, especially
spiritual education. Grammar and modes of speech are closely tied to culture, and culture is the
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mask of philosophy. Western grammar is closely tied to Western Culture. Therefore, in order to
understand Kamitan Philosophy, it is necessary to understand something about the culture that
created it, and not just grammar. In other words, some of the grammar and original names should
be retained because they bring with them some essential elements of culture in their very
utterance. They evoke images and ideas which one’s own language cannot effectively translate.
(Ashby, 1994)
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ALPHABETIC COMPOSITION OF MEDTU NETER
Figure 11: The Naukratis Stele

The image at rght is the Naukratis Stele24 commissioned by
Pharaoh Nectanebo I. The main form of Medtu neter script is
composed of alphabetic (uniphonic), biphonic, triphonic,
ideographic (logographic) and determinative signs. An early
alphabet system developed in Middle Kingdom era Egypt that
later became the proto-Sinaiatic and present day alphabets.
After the Middle Kingdom period, from the New Kingdom
period onwards, some writings used purely alphabetic glyphs.
These included primarily royal names, but also some texts. As
explained earlier, the ancient Egyptian language has within
itself the capacity to support a range of options for its usage, as
the evidences for these forms can be found in varied texts or in
varied periods of ancient Egyptian history. Also explained
elsewhere, the earlier period of ancient Egyptian writing used
less determinatives than in the latter part, suggesting that its
usage was closer to a purely alphabetical form. A few examples
that remain display the alphabetical form of usage, but these
come from the late period of ancient Egyptian history. One of
the most prominent examples is the Naukratis Decree. The
Naukratis Decree is contained in an intact stele that was
unearthed on the site of Nokratj (Naukratis in Greek), in the
year 1899. It revealed the contents of a decree that Pharaoh
Nektanebos I, who was founder of the 30th dynasty, had
published at the time of his visit to Zau (Greek Sais) a short
time after his accession to the throne (~ November 380 B.C.E.).
The Naukratis Decree has a section which makes use of the alphabetic (uniphonic) letters (signsincluding the consonants and vowels) of the ancient Egyptian alphabet, and the text is written
without the biphonic, triphonic, logographic and determinative signs; therefore, it is like the later
Egyptian Coptic or the present day alphabetic texts like English, Hebrew, Greek, etc. Ex. The
classical way of writing “heart” would be with the biphonic sign of a heart
. In the
Naukratis text, the letters that make up the biphonic sign are used
(ib or ab). Therefore, the
alphabetic form of scripture for ancient Egyptian writing is a legitimate possible usage.
However, the pictographic quality of the alphabet still retains some of the image quality of the
text and therefore even a closely alphabetic use of the Medtu neter is still more advantageous that
a purely alphabetic system of writing because the purely alphabetic form only primarily
stimulates the left brain in the reading process, and the right brain second. The hieroglyphic form
stimulates both and therefore makes communication more effective as well as rich.

IB

24

http://nefertiti.iwebland.com/texts/naukratis_decree.htm
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INTEGRITY OF THE LANGUAGE
The ancient Egyptian language experienced at least three major periods of evolution (Old
Kingdom, Middle Kingdom and New Kingdom), therefore, when determining pronunciations,
like the spellings, we are faced with period differences, regional differences and personality
differences. Some texts have different spellings for the same word within the same papyrus. Add
to this the differences between colloquy25 and script, the ever-changing regional accents and
expressions, and the question then becomes which pronunciations are we talking about, the
ancient or late ones, the ones of the north or those of the west, etc? Remarkably, the hieroglyphic
texts underwent less changes than one might expect given the excessively long period of time for
its usage, the longest in the world at over 5,000 years! We may consider that it has only been
since the beginning of the eighteenth century that western culture “standardized” language. Were
it not for this, modern English speaking people might not understand the English speeches and
writings of George Washington. Pronunciations for ancient Egyptian and proper placement of
vowels within the consonant text can be accomplished definitively or approximated closely in
many ways: correlating to ancient Egyptian words that entered into Greek, Assyrian, Babylonian,
Hebrew, Akkadian and Latin, or correlating the ancient Egyptian to Coptic words derived from
ancient Egyptian (Scott, p. 41), (Davies, p. 37). Coptic in particular, reveals nuances in
vocalizations (Junge, p. 34) even though Coptic pronunciations have been affected by Arabic
(Parkinson,, p. 103). The phonological system changes of ancient Egyptian in the late period of
ancient Egyptian history have also been discerned by studying cuneiform transcriptions of
Egyptian words and phrases (Loprieno, p. 38). However, these will always be approximations
and a student should not spend too much time with this issue, but rather on understanding the
philosophy behind the words, for no matter how they are pronounced or spelled, the essence
remains intact and effective, and the essence is the meaning. The following Hermetic26 proverbs
give insight into the feelings of the ancient Egyptian Sages on the question of pronunciation and
meaning.
"Keep this teaching from translation in order that such mighty Mysteries might
not come to the Greeks and to the disdainful speech of Greece, with all its
looseness and its surface beauty, taking all the strength out of the solemn and the
strong - the energetic speech of Names."
"Unto those who come across these words, their composition will seem most
simple and clear; but on the contrary, as this is unclear, and has the true meaning
of its words concealed, it will be still unclear,
when, afterwards, the Greeks will want to turn our tongue into their own - for this
will be a very great distorting and obscuring of even what has heretofore been
written. Turned into our own native tongue,
the teachings keepeth clear the meaning of the words.
For that its very quality of sound, the very power of Egyptian names,
have in themselves the bringing into act of what is said."
-ancient Egyptian proverbs (Ashby, p. 109)
Ancient Egyptian literature has its own style and feeling, and the usage of the Kamitan
language is exhorted above other languages because it is precise and more importantly, concise
in its descriptions and terms, with a minimum of flowery language (looseness and surface
25 col·lo·quy (k¼l“…-kw¶) n., pl. col·lo·quies. 1. A conversation, especially a formal one. 2. A written dialogue.
26 Ancient Egyptian philosophy in the Greek-Roman period.

, American Heritage Dictionary
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beauty) while achieving a certain poetic sentiment. The absence of superfluous parts of speech in
a language will consequently allow the language to be more direct and concise and thus, less
subject to misinterpretation. This injunction is relating the idea that Kamitan grammar, the
system of inflections, syntax, and word formation of the language, is simple, containing a
minimum of prepositions27 and adjectives to embellish a subject. Many Greeks who came to
Ancient Egypt were not interested in changing their ways to suit the spiritual teachings, but
rather, wanted to suit the teachings to their lifestyles without making the fundamental changes
that are necessary to attain spiritual enlightenment. In modern times, many people make use of
Kamitan symbols and may even utter certain ancient Egyptian words, but do so without true
feeling or insight because they do not live the culture. In essence, they continue to be worldly
people while appearing to adopt some spiritual philosophy, and therefore, their efforts fall far
short of what is necessary to make the teachings effective. Thus, it is all right to translate the
word Asar (Kamitan) into Osiris (Greek), as long as the meaning remains intact. However, this
can only occur if one is deeply involved in the culture and if one is led by an authentic spiritual
teacher of that source culture. The objection above is not on the basis of pronunciation, but that
in translating it the Greeks apparently wanted to make the terms into something other than what
they were supposed to be. Thus, just as it is virtually impossible for a twentieth century English
speaking person to communicate with a ninth century English speaking person, it would be more
than likely that an Egyptologist of our time could not communicate verbally with an ancient
Egyptian person, but could communicate by writing hieroglyphs back and forth. The meaning,
which transcends words and their time period of usage, is higher than the words themselves.
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This is emphasized in the second proverb above where the objection is raised, because when
the translation is made into Greek, the meaning is often lost. The language is taken but not the
teaching (the teachings keepeth clear the meaning of the words). The meaning gives value to the
words and thus, any words are useful in describing the transcendental essence. For example, the
word “Neberdjer” from Ancient Egypt, “Brahman” from India, “Tao” from China, etc., have the
same meaning, the Transcendental Absolute. A Chinese person using the word “Tao” will
discover the same truth as the person who follows Kamitan Philosophy using the word
“Neberdjer.” Thus, meaning is more important than grammar or pronunciation since the mind
assigns meaning first and pronunciation afterwards. Further, the medium of words cannot fully
capture the perfection of thought because it is a limited medium. The fullness of the true essence
of the Divine (Higher Self) cannot be captured by any concept, and words cannot capture the
totality of any idea. However, sound and pronunciation do have legitimate purposes and uses in
spiritual study, and especially in the study of the Kamitan language.
ANCIENT INSTRUCTIONS
The following words come from one surviving text of instructions from an ancient Egyptian
scribe-teacher to his pupils. The instruction is to study the art diligently and that physical and
mental discipline is necessary. Also, some specific instructions are also given. In studying the
texts and learning to read them, the words should be audibly vocalized so as to help the mind
learn the words.
"O scribe, be not lazy, otherwise thou wilt have to be made obedient by
correction. Do not spend thy time in wishing, or thou wilt come to a bad end.”
"Let thy mouth read the book in thy hand, take advice from those who know more
than thou dost. Prepare thyself for the office of a prince, that you may attain
27 In some languages, a word placed before a substantive and indicating the relation of that substantive to a verb, an adjective, or another substantive, as English at, by, in, to, from, and with.
(American her. Dic.)
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thereto when thou art old. Happy is the scribe who is skilled in all his official
duties. Be strong and active in thy daily work.
Spend no day in idleness, or thou wilt be flogged. For the ears of the young are
placed on the back, and he hears when he is flogged.
Let thy heart attend to what I say; that will bring thee to happiness.
Be zealous in asking counsel -do not neglect it in writing; do not get disgusted
with it. Let thy heart attend to my words, thus wilt thou find thy happiness."
(Janssen, p. 76)
9 In ancient times, student scribes were taught by the whole word method instead of
phonetically. However, ancient students had the advantage of growing up with the language
and speaking it as natives. Therefore, this program will use a combination of phonetic and
picture learning.
9 In ancient times, it was customary to teach the hieratic form of Medtu neter first, and then
learn the hieroglyphic. However, in the present day, it is done in the reverse because most
people are more fascinated by the hieroglyphic signs. Yet the hieratic is actually just a
cursive form of the hieroglyphic, designed for easy and speedy copying and writing. Cursive
hieroglyphic retains the hieroglyphic imagery of the text while hieratic is a more cursive
script in which the images are represented but are not easily discernible. Ex. Hieroglyphic
, cursive hieroglyphic “m”
and hieratic “m”
. The same picture
“m”
quality of the hieroglyphic remains in the hieratic. The hieroglyphic should be thought of as
the “block writing” and the hieratic should be thought of as the “script” writing.
THINKING IN MEDTU NETER
The ultimate goal of learning any language is to skip the transliteration step and the translation
into the native language also, and to get to the point of understanding the meaning in the new
language directly. Consider that all language is concepts or ideas represented by words or
symbols. Therefore, the idea or concept is higher, more real and more perfect than the
representation. Further, the true benefit of the imagery in Medtu neter is that it allows a faster
assimilation of the message and more efficient as well as deeper understanding of the text.
The Medtu neter system makes use of the right brain as well as the left, as opposed to an
ordinary alphabetical language that only makes use of the left, and then the mind needs to reflect
on the concept. This is why literature that contains a lot of imagery, similes and parables is easier
to remember and assimilate. The Medtu neter is information and metaphor in one because it is
image and thought in one and not just grammar and thought which needs to have imagery added
by the reader. The student should eventually try not to rely on transliterations to derive the
meanings of words when reading actual texts, because some spellings may be encountered in
different ways, and determinatives are not easily conveyed in transliterations, thus causing loss
in the areas of semantics and context. Rather, the student should work to become familiar with
the scripture itself as it is.
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CONSONANTS AND VOWELS
The ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic language is composed of phonetic glyphs and symbolic
or image glyphs. Many people are fond of saying that the ancient Egyptian language did not
record vowels or did not have them, in much the same way as they refer to Arabic or Hebrew.
However, in general, consonants are not pronounceable by themselves (Watterson, p. 59). This
would mean that a vowel is embedded in them and comes out when the consonant is vocalized
(Loprieno, p. 14). The writing system is mostly based on the consonants but the language is not.
Most of the vowels were not written down until the last stage of the ancient Egyptian language
(Coptic), which itself appeared as a fully formed language (Loprieno, p. 26) , because it (ancient
Egyptian language) already existed and simply had been recorded in Hieroglyphic, Hieratic and
Demotic in previous times. So a language exists in its usage; its recording is not supposed to
necessarily demonstrate a gradual development. In the sense of being a consonant based form of
writing, the language of the Ancient Egyptians is similar to Hebrew and Arabic. However, there
were some vowels that were written down in the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic script. Further
display of the vowels occurred in the Coptic form of the ancient Egyptian language, which
always had used vowels in conjunction with consonants.
For example: the ancient Egyptian word for the sky

è or heaven is pt –a biphonic sign

(composed of two consonants):
. It is usually pronounced “pet” by Egyptologists, who
have adopted the practice of adding an “e” in between consonants to make them more
pronounceable, because they did not know the correct pronunciations. By examining the Coptic
word for sky, “PE”- pe we find that the later spelling retained the “e” vowel sound in the word.
Therefore, in this case we can confidently say that the ancient pronunciation was “pet” even
though only the consonants were written. Not all words can be reconstructed in this way due to
natural language changes over time, but can be sufficiently reconstructed to produce a viable
language that can be used for conversation and cultural interaction. Also, the practice of adding
an “e” in between consonants to make them more pronounceable as used by Egyptologists is not
always correct, and therefore each case should be reviewed individually. Over time, languages
can change vowels and consonants. An example is the English tendency to drop certain ending
letters in the natural evolution of the language such as “going” to “goin.” By determining the
pattern of the changes, it is also possible to deduct what the earlier pronunciation would have
been.
9 Due to the different renderings for some words where the vowels may not be known or that
are different in different contexts, and because the written language of Medtu neter was
somewhat different from the spoken (due to the use of many homophones and
determinatives) it is possible that a person learning Medtu neter from a written source would
have difficulty communicating with an ancient speaker but they could communicate well in
writing. Thus if the language is to be revived as a spoken language it would be helpful to set
spellings and pronunciations in a standardized format for general use by all speakers.
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TYPES OF HIEROGLYPHS

Egyptian hieroglyphic signs

Ideographic

Objects

Determinants

Phonetic

1 sound

3 sounds

2 sounds
There are essentially two types of Hieroglyphs: Ideographic and Phonetic. They can be
divided into 5 categories: Ideographic = 1. Objects or 2. Determinative categories. Phonetic = 3.
Uniphonic 4. Biphonic or 5. Triphonic. Phonetic hieroglyphs represent sounds; ideographic
(logographic)28 hieroglyphs represent whole words or concepts (logo-visual signs);
determinatives are visual signs that represent a reference to the word. The phonetic form may be
divided into three categories: Those Hieroglyphs representing one consonant-one sound
(uniphonic),29 Hieroglyphs representing two consonants- two sounds (biphonic-syllables), or
Hieroglyphs representing three consonants-three sounds (triphonic-syllables). The uniphonic
letters are the ones that constitute the ancient Egyptian Alphabet.
9 There are about 500 purely logographic words (representing a single item). The rest of the
17000 ancient Egyptian words made use of phonetic signs and/or determinatives.
1. Summary of ancient Egyptian Hieroglyph types
a. Logographic
i. logograms
ii. Determinative
b. Phonetic
i. Uniphonic
ii. Biphonic
iii. Triphonic
9 "The ancient Egyptian language consists of approximately 26 Uniphonic, about 80 Biphonic,
about 70 Triphonic, and various determinants of which about 30 are most common.

¾ CONCRETE ASPECT OF A WORD:
28 Other logographic scripts: Chinese, Chữ-nôm, Japanese, Jurchen, Khitan, Linear B, Mayan, Naxi, Nushu, Tangut (Hsihsia)
29 PHONIC -Of, relating to, or having the nature of sound, especially speech sounds.
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Phonetic (consonants and vowels) = sound of the word
a. Uniphonic – Ex. M = letter “m” =can also mean: as, in the form as
b. Biphonic- Ex. » = letter “mn” -pronounced “men” or “mun” = means: “block”,
“firmness” or “established”
c. Triphonic- Ex. ›= letter “htp” - pronounced “hetep” or “hotep”= means: “peace” or
“offering”
Ideograms - Pictorial signs– picture of an object- these signs stand for the object that they depict.
Ex. heart =

ab {heart}. These can be used as an ideogram and/or as a syllable as

well as in a higher context, philosophy

= content of mind.

Determinatives: Determinatives act as non-phonetic (not pronounced) glyphs. They give extra
information to determine the meanings of words. They help to differentiate between
homophones and they also serve as word dividers. Determinatives designate the relation
of the phonetic parts to an object or concept.
Example:

Phonetic
Sheta

9
9

+ Determinative = The meaning of the word.
+

=

“Hidden”

The determinatives are important because several words in ancient Egyptian writing have the
same spelling thus there would be no way to differentiate them without the determinative sign
or additional vowels.
Since they occur at the end of words, they can be seen as word dividers, because the Medtu
neter did not separate words in texts with spaces as is done in some present day languages such
as English.
EX:
ndjm =”sweetness”
Ndjm = the God of Love (that is sweetness).
= “divine”, “divinity”- was used to differentiate the
In the example above the determinative
two words above– “sweetness” versus “divine sweetness”.
¾ ABSTRACT OR PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECT OF A WORD:
Symbolic (quality) aspect of the phonetics or determinatives (designates symbolic meaning of the
word).
Ex:

man hiding behind a covering.

Relational meaning= The meaning of a word may be related to the meaning of other words by
association, through phonetics and word roots.
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ast htp. Asthtp has a relation to goddess Ast
Ex:
or abode of the throne of Ancient Egypt.

. She represents the seat

Therefore, we obtain the meaning for ast htp = abode of the hearts in peace.
Mystical meaning = The Literal meaning + Symbolic aspect of the determinative or phonetic
relationship + religious philosophy teachings related to the word sounds or pictures.
So in order to understand a word of Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic writing, it may at some times
be necessary to relate the words to the symbolic aspects of the images presented in the phonetic
aspect, the determinative aspect, and then also the mystical philosophy aspects related to the
phonetic aspect. Some of the uniphonic symbols may have deeper symbolic or philosophical
meaning.
(Ex. Owl = M ) = (ability to see in the dark and get through the night) = (manifest in a way or
form.)
Ú
(mundane)

Ù

Ú
(symbolic)

Ù

Ú
(mystical)

Letters, Syllables and Their Mundane or Philosophical Usage

NOTE: in most instances a uniphonic, biphonic or triphonic glyph can represent the item it is
named or it can be used in another word simply for its phonetic value and in that case the
intrinsic value does not apply. In other uses it can have some implication but not necessarily in
an overt sense but rather a suggestive one, as a subtle modification to the overall meaning. For
example the full hieroglyphic text for the name of the god “Amun” is

{A M-U-

»

N}. Notice that the name makes use of the biphonic
= letter “mn” which also means
“firmness” if it appears alone in a sentence as a word by itself. In Amun notice it is part of a
larger word which makes use of its phonetic value. The deeper meaning of the word is
“hidden”,
“god” and “abstract.” The reference to
“determined” by the determinative
“abstraction definitively removes us from mundane interpretations without taking into account
the expanded application of the literal meanings presented. So in this usage the meaning “block”

»

does not apply – UNLESS the context of the writing suggested an allusion
or “firmness” of
to a deeper aspect of Amun, such as “constant” that could be related to “establishment” as in
“ever watchful One” (one of Amun’s epithets); in such a case the “mn” would suggest a subtle
modification on the overall meaning of Amun in that particular usage. The modification would
be subtle because the determinatives present the most powerful determination of meaning. In
such a case the alternative meanings of any of the glyphs can come into play. Thus, the
hieroglyphic system can have multifaceted levels of meaning and readings especially in relation
to the philosophical and religious-mystical implications of some texts. Of course the meaning is
not just derived from the glyphs alone but also from the mythic and philosophical implications of
religious teachings. These conceptions go beyond the scope of this manual and will be treated in
a more advanced volume in the future.
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About the ancient Egyptian classifications of the glyphs:

Egyptologists discovered a papyrus in Tanis, the Delta region, that contained a listing of
hieroglyphic symbols with some brief words on their usages. They were classified by sign type
(birds, people, houses, etc.) instead of by sound, as is done in modern Western culture. The
ancient system was followed by Alan Gardiner, who created an Egyptian Grammar that is
regarded as a standard text on ancient Egyptian writing, which arranges the glyphs by “classes”
as was done in ancient times. Such ancient documents and other word lists, called “onomastics”
by Egyptologists, provide insights into the ancient Egyptian thought process and method of
classifying the signs, and hence also the words (Betro, p. 15). Nevertheless, the arrangements by
sounds made by the lips (labial, palate, tongue, or throat, etc.) used by Egyptologists is a modern
convention using an artificial phonetic order (Wilson, p. 27).
VOWELS IN THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN LANGUAGE
While the earlier ancient Egyptian language does not notate most vowels, the ancient Egyptian
language does make use of vowels. The examination of the ancient use of the alphabet for
describing Greek or Asiatic proper names and examinations of the Coptic have enabled the
discovery of the use of vowels in the more ancient period. That study is complemented by the
writings of ancient Greeks and Romans who were in intimate contact with the Ancient Egyptians
and their culture.
9 Most ancient Egyptian language researchers consider that there are no true vowels in ancient
Egyptian but rather “weak” vowels used as part of consonants. However some have
determined that there were vowels by studies of Coptic. Coptic has seven vowels.
COPTIC
a
e
h
i
o
u
w

PRONUNCIATION
a - "father"
e - as in "let"
ai- "eye"
i -"machine"
o or wa - "wall"
u - "oo" as in "too"
o - as in “open

Coptic is from the latest period of the ancient Egyptian culture and some critics may say that
they were influenced by the Greeks in adopting the seven vowels, because the Greeks at that
time had the same vowels, and the Greeks (under Alexander the Great) had conquered Egypt by
332 B.C.E. However, if we examine the history and chronology of the writings about the
vowels, we discover the correct source of the vowels, and it would appear that the Greeks
derived the vowels from the Ancient Egyptians instead of the other way around.
In the book The Burdern of Isis, the translator, James Teackle Dennis, states that the Greeks
recoded the knowledge of the ancient Egyptian vowels (Dennis, p. 17).
The Egyptians rated music highly, and Plato considered their music superior to
the Greek, both for melody and energy. But harmony and rhythm were always
subordinate to the words, and the subject-matter was paramount. There were two
sorts of harmonies known to the old Egyptians, which Greeks designated as
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“Dorian” and Phrygian” –the former grave, slow and tranquil, the latter a
dithyrambic form, probably employed in these chants, which was forceful,
appealing and energetic.
The Egyptians based their music on seven diatonics, which Demetrius of
Phalerus attributes to “the seven vowels”; others say the seven senses, or the
seven planets. Dion Cassius corroborates him, while Dionysus of Halicarnassus
says, “melody embraced an interval of five-it never rose more than three and onehalf tones towards high, and fell less towards bass.” This probably was a result of
the use of the three-stringed lyre.
From the writings of Demetrius (late Hellenistic {Classical Greek} and early Roman period)
in his work DeElocutione, we learn that:
In Egypt the priests, when singing hymns in praise of the gods, employ the seven
vowels, which they utter in due succession; and the sound of these letters is so
euphonious30 that men listen to it in place of aulos31 and cithara32.
So the use of the seven vowels in chanting to the Divine was a practice of the priests and
priestesses of Ancient Egypt. From modern scholars we learn that the Greek alphabet did not
have seven vowels until the classical period33 of Greek history. The Greeks had already been
associated with the Ancient Egyptians from the time of Ancient Greece34. The Greeks had five
vowels (as in the ancient Greek Minoan Linear B script and the Phoenician alphabet) and
adopted two more, the upsilon and omega in the year 403 B.C.E.
The Greek Vowels
A
E
H
I
O

a
e
h
i
o

alpha
epsilon
eta
iota
omikron

a as in father
e as in Ed
e as in Beta
i as in it
o as in hop
Adopted Vowels

U
W

u
w

upsilon
omega

u as in soup
o as in phone

THE ANCIENT EGPTIAN VOWELS
Kamitan

1
2

A
a

English

Mundane meaning
Vulture

A - "father"

Forearm

ai- "eye"

COPTIC Correspondences
Short (vocalization) Long
a
h

30 Pleasing or agreeable to the ear.
31 flute
32 seven-stringed lyre
33 Classical Greece is a period of history, that begins roughly with the earliest recorded Greek poetry of Homer (7th century BC), to the death of Alexander the Great in 323 BC.
34 Ancient Greece includes the periods of the Minoan and Mycenaean civilizations (from about 1600 BC to about the date of the first Olympic Games in 776 BC.
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3

Wor

4
4a
4b

1
1
11or \\
11or \\

5

Young chick or
Looped line (from
hieratic to
represent the
chick, later used in
hieroglyphic also)
Flowering reed
Flowering reed

u or w - "oo" as in "too"

a

a -"father" (Ancient period)

i

ia -"jungian" (Late period)

2 Flowering reeds

e – as in “let”

2 Flowering reeds

ii or y – as in "beet"

e
i
w

6
7

Lasso

O or wa - "wall"(late period)

o

The vowels a A, i 11, and u W, have been readily identified and accepted by most students
of ancient Egyptian linguistics. Some refer to these as “weak” consonants because they are often
omitted in the writings. Ex. The word HAB “hab” – (send), could be written HB (hb); yet
the A “a” sound would be pronounced even though it would not be written, just as the vowels in
the English word “letter” would be understood even if they were missing in the text “lttr,”
Some vowels were more difficult to discern, because they are attached to consonants as a
syllable, but the vowel is unnamed and unwritten. For example, the consonant “C” cannot be
pronounced without the vowel “e.” In this light the consonant “c” could be considered as a form
of vowel because it is pronounced with the vowel (“see”). For example, the “wh” sound in “w” is
made complete by pronouncing it with “oo” sound in front of the “w” [“oow”]. Determining the
original sounds is further complicated by what linguists refer to as “vowel shifts.” A vowel shift
is a systematic change in the pronunciation of the vowel sounds of a language. The best-known
example in the English language is the Great Vowel Shift, which began in the 15th century.
Other examples of ongoing vowel shifts are the Southern Vowel Shift in the southern United
States, the California Vowel Shift in California English, or the Northern Cities Vowel Shift in
Michigan, Chicago, and parts of upstate New York. The Greek language also underwent a vowel
shift near the beginning of the Common Era. A vowel shift can involve a merger of two
previously different sounds, or it can be a chain shift, where vowels play "musical chairs."
Linguists have identified a “Canaanite Vowel Shift” and a “Late Egyptian Vowel Shift.” The
“Late Egyptian Vowel Shift” occurred during the late New Kingdom Era, after the reign of
Pharaoh Rameses II35 (Loprieno, p. 38-39).

Kamitan (ancient Egyptian) vowel shift
Changes from →
to
“a” →
“o”
Long “u” →
“e”
Short “i” →
“e”

35

1200 B.C.E. onwards

PRONUNCIATION
about, comma, common, log
loose
e – as in “let”
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Sound Changes
The chart below shows some of the main consonant sound changes from the Old Kingdom
Period to the Middle Kingdom Period.
Kamitan (ancient Egyptian) consonant
Changes from → to
→ ---

RR

A A and/or N N → L

TT

→ ---

tj t → t T
dj

→d

PRONUNCIATION
When at the end of words it
tended to be dropped--.
The L sound existed but in
the earlier period A and/or
N were used to represent it.
In the Late period the
symbol of the lion
was used to represent “L”.
When at the end of words
(often used to denote
female) it tended to be
dropped--. So it is important
to look at context when
reading ancient texts to see
if a woman is being spoken
of.
The sound “tj” of the earlier
period changed to “t”
The sound “dj” of the earlier
period changed to “d”

The reed sign has some special features:
In the earlier period the reed glyph sounded like the “a” in father. In later times it was used as
“ia” in “Jungian.” It can also be used as “e”.

1
1

Flowering reed A -"father" (Ancient period)
Flowering reed I -"Jungian" (Late period)
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ABOUT THE LESSONS
While there are many hieroglyphs to learn in order to read even the basic inscriptions, unlike
other systems of learning this program will employ the technique of teaching only those that are
necessary to know in order to proceed to the next lesson. When we get to the part where we
begin to work with actual inscriptions, we will learn each inscription as we proceed. In that way
we will develop the language in a progressive and cumulative manner and face each new
challenge individually, instead of trying to learn the language and then confront actual original
writings.

Lesson 1 –Learn the Alphabet
The following symbols have uniphonic quality. They represent one phonetic sound. Practice
memorizing the symbols and then take the test. Do not proceed to the next lesson until you
achieve a 90% or more success rate. A helpful technique is to use flashcards. You should place
(photocopy and paste or draw) each sign on a 3” X 5” card and practice memorizing their
phonetic value and the objects they represent. One key to achieving memory retention is
repetition.
THE KAMITAN ALPHABET
Kamitan

1
2
3
4
4a
5
6
7

A
a
B
1
1
D
F

English

Mundane
meaning
Vulture

A - "father"

Forearm

ai- "eye"

Foot and calf

b - "bath"

Flowering reed

A -"father" (Ancient period)

Flowering reed

I -"jungian" (Late period)

Hand

d - "deliver"

Horned viper

f - "father"

G

Jar stand

g - "gold"

8
9

H

Reed shelter

h - "hat"

Twisted flax

{ - "House" (emphatic)

10
11
12

1
d
K

13
14

Flowering reed

Other Uses and Meanings

I (later period)

Snake

dj - "judge"
k - "basket"

Also: “you” or “thee” or “thine”

M

Basket with
handle
Owl

M - "moon"

Also may substitute
”m”
Also: “in” or “as” or “form of”

N

Water

n - "never"
Also may substitute
crown of
lower Egypt “n” (New Kingdom)
(Collier and Manley, p. 30)

15
16

or
Q

Stool
Hill-slope

p - "pediatric"
~ (Q)- "quest" (without u)

Also syllable “qa”
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19
20
20a
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R
S
T
W or
W or

Mouth

r - "rough"

Folded cloth

s - "seat"

Loaf of bread

t - "telling"

Young chick

u - "oo" as in "too"

Young chick

v
w - "oo" as in "too"

21

11or \\

2 Flowering reeds

22

Z

Door bolt

x
ii - "beet"
z or s - see" or "Zulu"

Additional symbols used as alphabet-phonetic letters
23
24
25
26

s
t
C
3

Pool
Tethering rope
Sieve
Animal’s belly

sh - "shoe"
Tj-not used in English
} - ch as in "loch"
kha -"khalifs"

Letters used in later period
27

lasso

O or
wa - "wall"(Late period)

28

lion

L - "lamp" (Late period)

Also: female word ending
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Lesson 1 Practice Exercises
Before working on the Practice Exercise pages, you may want to copy the glyphs on 3 X 5 cards so you
may use them as “flash cards” if you have not already done so -for easy repetitive study. When you have
gained some proficiency, then work on the Practice Exercise pages. You may want to photocopy the Practice
Exercise pages and practice filling in the blanks on the copies instead of writing in this book, so you can
practice the exercises as often as you want on a clean sheet several times until you gain proficiency. When
working on the Practice Exercise pages, do not refer to the lesson pages until you finish a good effort to answer
all the questions on the Practice Exercise pages. When you achieve 90% proficiency or better on the Practice
Exercise pages then move to the next lesson.
Instructions:
Place the number here
(in this column) that
corresponds to the
correct meaning of the
sign without looking at
the previous sign list
(above)

Kamitan///

Q
1
s

1
2
3

t

4

A

4a

H
11or \\
a
D

5
6

M

9

3

10

R
N

11
12

Z
D

English

Mundane
meaning

7
8

13

14

Vulture

A - "father"

Forearm

ai- "eye"

Foot and
calf
Flowering
reed
Flowering
reed
Hand

b - "bath"

Horned
viper
Jar stand

f - "father"

Reed
shelter
Twisted
flax
Flowering
reed
Snake
Basket
with
handle
Owl

Water

Other Uses
and Meanings

A -"father" (Ancient
period)
I -"jungian" (Late period)
d - "deliver"

g - "gold"
h - "hat"
{ - "House" (emphatic)
I (later period)
dj - "judge"
k - "basket"

M - "moon"

n - "never"

Also: “you”
or “thee” or
“thine”
Also may
substitute
”m”
Also: “in” or
“as” or
“form of”
Also may
substitute
crown of
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lower Egypt
“n” (New
Kingdom)
p - "pediatric"

W or
1
1
S

15

Stool

16

Hill-slope

17
18

Mouth

r - "rough"
s - "seat"

C

19

W or

20

Folded
cloth
Loaf of
bread
Young
chick

or

20a

F

21

B
K

22
23
24

G
T

25
26

Young
chick
2
Flowering
reeds
Door bolt
Pool

~ (Q)- "quest" (without u)

t - "telling"
u - "oo" as in "too"
v
w - "oo" as in "too"
x
ii - "beet"

z or s - see" or "Zulu"
sh - "shoe"

Tethering
rope
Sieve

Tj-not used in English

Animal’s
belly

kha -"khalifs"

} - ch as in "loch"

Also syllable
“qa”

Also: female
word ending
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Lesson 2: Simple determinatives that appear most frequently.
DETERMINATIVES
Determinatives are symbols that convey a general or specific meaning to a word. They are unvocalized and are only to be read; they are placed at the end of a word, so they also act as word
dividers. Very rarely some texts have been found using a small dot to separate units of thought.
They occur less frequently in the older texts and more frequently in later texts. Thus, there is an
indication that the classical form of the language is not the “original” form but a development of
it. The earlier form, as depicted in Pre-Dynastic inscriptions, is more of an ideographic and
phonetic (alphabetic) system. Determinatives are an advantage because they determine what type
of word is being read, and they also separate words. The use of determinatives becomes more
important the more ideograms are used, when there are less vowels used, and when there is less
phonetic complementation in a word. In any case, to revive the language, it would be
advantageous to create a standard for the spelling of words. This could be accomplished by
spelling out words, and using phonetic complements and vowels. Then there would be less need
for determinatives. The ancient Egyptian language has within itself the capacity to support a
range of options for its usage, as the evidences for these forms can be found in varied texts or in
varied periods of ancient Egyptian history. The usage of any of these forms does not affect the
orthography (letters and their sequences in words) or syntax (the grammatical arrangement of
words in sentences i.e. sentence structure.
Some determinatives can be associated with one word. Others can be associated with a class of
words. For example, the seated robed man with long beard
lets us know that all the words it
appears with are about a God. These kinds of determinatives are referred to by scholars as
Generic Determinatives. A list of common generic determinatives is below:
9 Many ancient Egyptian words have the same apparent consonant spelling which is
differentiated only by the determinative (as explained earlier, which would not be necessary
of there was more use of the vowels). However, the determinative can provide a more
precise feeling for the genre of a word and its relation to contexts that go beyond the strictly
phonetic values. So there can be many dimensions of meaning depending on the particular
choice of spelling of the word and the particular determinative used.
The word rek
can have different meanings depending on the determinative used to assign a
reference meaning to the word:
Ex. 1:
Ex. 2:

rek = time - determinative used

(sundisk)

rekh = burn - determinative used

(fire)
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In the written language, determinatives allow a great range of words to sound alike and yet have
different meanings - determined by the determinatives. Of course this would lead to confusion if
the script were to be read out loud unless the context were understood; but some of the written
language is designed primarily to be read instead of written. The examples below illustrate this
aspect of the “determinization” in ancient Egyptian writing.

= un nefer (title of the god Asar {Osiris})
“un”

“nefer”

= open – determinative is the top of a door (door open)
“un”

= hurry, move now – determinative legs means go
“un”

= a city – determinative is crossroads
“un”

Important Points
9 Because there are many similar spellings, the language lends itself to a great capacity for
punning and poetic literature.
9 Many of the ancient Egyptian words have meanings that do not need to be memorized
because the determinative helps the interpretation of the meaning when it is encountered.
9 In Hieratic script, the scribes tended to use more determinatives than the carved monuments
and hieroglyphic inscriptions. However, a modern effort to revive the language could benefit
from adopting a set number of determinatives as in order to facilitate the learning and
reading process.

1.

This

is

a

non-alphabetical

symbol

called

“shenu”

used to enclose royal names – it is often referred to as a
“cartouche” in modern culture. So, any time you see this you will know
that there is a royal name being depicted. It is actually an elongated shen
symbol. The
“eternity.”

shen or

is a rope tied into a circle; the shen means
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2.

#
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This symbol represents a man sitting. It signifies the word “I” or “me”.

3.

This symbol represents a woman sitting. It signifies that the person is
female.

4.

calling, hail

5.

Actions of the mouth, speaking, eating; can also relate to thinking because
speech is the pathway of expression for the mind’s thoughts.

6.

inertness, tired, sloth, listless

7.

effort, strength, force – used in the word nekht - strong, forceful

8.

Actions of the legs, walking, moving towards. When used in the opposite
to the direction of the text, it means moving away

.

9.

This symbol represents a man seated with a beard. It signifies that the
person is a god.

10.

“Arat” – This symbol represents a cobra. It signifies that the person is a
“goddess”.

11.

“Neter” - This symbol represents a “standard.” It signifies that the text
relates to divinity – can be a god, goddess or androgynous or abstract
divinity without gender.

12.

Ra (sundisk) this symbol can be used to determine the god Ra and also
different words that convey the different aspects of time and the passage
of time.

13.

fire, hot, burning.
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14.

animal

15.

tree, greenery

16.

road, path, way

17.

knife, to cut

18.

(sparrow) something small, petty, negative, bad, defective

19.

piece of land

20.

“ta” land

21.

“ta” land

22.

flesh, skin

23.

This symbol represents a crossroads. It signifies that the word it appears in
is a town.

24.

25.

or

è

“
” mdjat {medjat}- This symbol represents a
“scroll,” or a “book” and can generally symbolize wisdom as in the
wisdom that is contained in a scroll written by a sage containing wisdom
teachings or philosophy. It also means that the meaning of the word it
appears in is not exactly the mundane meaning suggested by the words
themselves but goes beyond that –so it is an abstract rendition of the
mundane meaning.
This symbol represents the “sky” or in some cases “heaven” and is called
“pet”.
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Lesson 2 Practice Exercises
Before working on the Practice Exercise pages you may want to copy the glyphs on 3 X 5 cards so you
may use them as “flash cards”-for easy repetitive study. When you have gained some proficiency then work on
the Practice Exercise pages. You may want to copy the Practice Exercise pages and then practice filling in the
blanks on the copies instead of writing in this book so you can practice the exercises as often as you want on a
clean sheet several times until you gain proficiency. When working on the Practice Exercise pages do not refer
to the lesson pages until you finish a good effort to answer all the questions on the Practice Exercise pages.
When you achieve 90% proficiency or better on the Practice Exercise pages then move to the next lesson.

Write in the meaning of the determinative symbols below:

1.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

2.

#

____________________________________________________________

3.

____________________________________________________________

4.

____________________________________________________________

5.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

6.
7.

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

8.
______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________

9.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

10.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

11.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

12.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

13.

____________________________________________________________

14.

____________________________________________________________

15.

____________________________________________________________

16.

____________________________________________________________

17.

____________________________________________________________

18.

____________________________________________________________

19.

____________________________________________________________

20.

____________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________

21.
22.

____________________________________________________________

23.

____________________________________________________________

24.

or

“

”

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
25.

è

____________________________________________________________
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Lesson 3: Part 1: The Vertical Stroke, Number, Honorific and
Direction of Writing
VERTICAL STROKE

When a symbol has a vertical line with it, either under or after, it means that the sign is to be
used as a logogram. So ra “mouth” would not be read as a letter
"r" but instead as
“ra,” a mouth. So in one context the sign could have a strictly phonetic use and in another it
could have a phonetic and logographic use.
DUAL= 2
To denote dual the glyph being spoken about is presented twice and is pronounced as follows.
Masculine
Dual

W\\,
Wu

Plural

Ex.

Feminine

uy

Wor , 11or \\)

\\,

(

W

ty

11or \\)

(

ut

ta = “Land”

W\\ “tauy” = the two lands
PLURAL = 3 or more

The plural can be created in two ways, you can have three signs depicted or one sign with three
vertical lines underneath or to the side just after the sign. The letter "u" is used to vocalize the
plural.
Example 1:

Example 2:

OR

{rau- “mouths”}

{neteru}
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nest “throne” -

Example 3:

W “tau” = the lands

Example 4:

83

nestu “thrones”
-(plural – more than two)

HONORIFIC CUSTOM
In Medtu neter if there is a divinity or the determinative of divinity
even if it is not
spoken first in the order of a word or title. Ex. The name Tut-ankh-Amun has the name of the
God Amun at the end when spoken but in the written text it occurs first.
“Tut-ankh-Amun” is composed of three words:

mn

A

n

Amun,

t-u-t (image) and

T

U

T

ankh (living).
ORDER = “Tut” is pronounced first and then living and then Amun.
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Lesson 3: Part 2: Vocabulary using uniphonic hieroglyphs
(Uniphonic symbols -each symbol represents one sound)
NOTE: Recall that to read the glyphs in the proper order, you must start from the direction that
the glyphs are facing, and then read “into” the glyphs. See arrows → or ←. Both arrows,
→←, indicate that there is no way to tell because there are no facing glyphs indicating
the direction in which to read.

→
→

Pth (Ptah)
OR

the God of the city Menefer, ( Memphis)
Pt (pet)

the heavens, the sky

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Single vertical stroke signifies that the other symbol it is related to should be read as
the object it depicts.
However, it is important to note that there are some words wherein the
stroke does not indicate the object pictured. Those words are considered
separately therefore.

Important
deviation
from the
single stroke
rule

Examples include:

means “on” and not “face.”

means “son” and not “goose.”
means “lord” and not “basket.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(→←)

ra

(mouth)

If the symbol

were to appear alone without the stroke it would signify the phonetic letter
“r” and not “mouth.”
or

“rau”- plural, “mouths” –

There are three forms of number in Ancient: Egyptian= single, dual and plural).
When three symbols or three vertical strokes around a symbol are depicted the symbol should be
understood as plural instead of singular. The strokes can more often occur
after the determinative.
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Atn (Aton) Aton means sundisk. The letters spell out “Atn” and the determinative
for the sundisk is also used so the phonetic is complemented by the
determinative in order to make the reading more precise.

Aton can relate to a divinity or to the sundisk which is the dynamic manifestation of the divinity
Aton. Aton is the divinity worshipped by the Sage King Akhenaton {Glory
of the Aton} (his previous name was Amunhotep IIII) {peace is to Amun}.

The sundisk symbol in other contexts can represent the god Ra or can be used in other
words to signify the sun shining or brightness.

← Any -Any (ah-nee) is a frequent name in Ancient Egypt.
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Lesson 3 Practice Exercises
Before working on the Practice Exercise pages, you should copy the glyphs on 3” X 5” cards so you may
use them as “flash cards”- for easy repetitive study. When you have gained some proficiency, then work on the
Practice Exercise pages. You may want to copy the Practice Exercise pages and then practice filling in the
blanks on the copies instead of writing in this book so you can practice the exercises as often as you want on a
clean sheet several times until you gain proficiency. When working on the Practice Exercise pages, do not refer
to the lesson pages until you finish a good effort to answer all the questions on the Practice Exercise pages.
When you achieve 90% proficiency or better on the Practice Exercise pages, then move to the next lesson.

Write in the meaning of the determinative symbols below:

_________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

W\\ ____________________________________________
W ______________________________________________
OR

_____________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PART 2:
1. Circle the direction that the text going in (→←) – Example- If the text is going from right to
left the answer is → ← If you cannot tell circle both arrows together.
2. Write the meaning of the word.

→←

______________________________________________________

→←

______________________________________________________________

→←

OR
__________________________________________________________

→←

__________________________________________________________________

→←

___________________________________________________________________

→←

_________________________________________________________________

→←

_________________________________________________________________

→←

_______________________________________________________________

→←

→←

→←

or

_______________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
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Lesson 4: Words and using Biphonic Hieroglyphs & New
Vocabulary
(Biphonic hieroglyphs -each symbol represents two consonant/vowel sounds)
NOTE-When reading the Biphonic symbols sometimes they appear with phonetic complements.
These are not to be read twice, only once. For example, the symbol mn
is not read
“mnn”
when it appears with the “n” symbol; it is read the same both ways – the “n”
is embedded in the
symbol with the “m.” The rule is if the phonetic complement is
already embedded in the first syllable, then the second is not read separately.

or

mn

the word men means established or firm. The symbol
can appear alone or with the phonetic N “n” added.
“ta” is an ideograph that means earth, land and a syllable
the letter values “t” and “a”.

ta
with
ht (hat)

or

the forepart of a lion including the chest and the heart
(head, arms, lungs and heart) signifies the beginning, or the
first part or front.

ms (mes)

the tails of foxes signifies child or offspring of.

May appear as single symbol
as phonetic complement.
qm

or with the

“s” letter

qam means “black” or “blackness”

tpt

Tep- head – also used in the word for first or chief (Tepy)

hr

Her – face – also means personality or person. Also used in
the name of the god Heru – the savior and
quintessence of Rulership. All Pharaohs (male and female)
were regarded as embodiments of Heru on earth.

If it appears with a single stroke the glyph then means “on” as in “on the table.”
ti

is the syllable “ti” and used as syllable or female ending on
word.
nb

‰

The sign
“nb” (pronounced “neb” bowl) is used two different and important
ways. When neb appears second and
agrees with the noun that appears first,
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then it means “all” or “every” etc. Ex:

‰

njm neb “sweetness all.”

When it appears first it means the word

‰

“lord” or

‰

‰

(female). Ex.:
Asar (Osiris) ”.

“mistress”
neb Asar “Lord

Vocabulary Using Biphonic Hieroglyphs:
Amn {Amun}

The god Amun is the God of the ancient Egyptian city of
Waset, known to the Ancient Greeks as Thebes.

Amn Ra {Amun-Ra}, the Combination of the God Ra of the city Anu,
known to the ancient Greeks as “Heliopolis” and Amun
of Waset.
Amnmhat

nbt pt

Hatshepsut

Amunemhat {Amun in the beginning or foremost} is the
name of a king. Note the use of the cartouche surrounding
the name, signifying a royal personality.
“Nebt” is the female version of Neb. It means Mistress.
“Pet” means heaven so it is Mistress of the heavens or Lady
ruling over the sky.
this is he name of the famous Queen who ruled Ancient
Egypt. Her name makes use of the glyph
sheps, which
means “venerable or enlightened ancestors”. So it means

“foremost of the venerable ancestors.
Djehuty-mes

Ramessu

S

U

T

Djehuty-mes, also known as Thothmosis to the ancient
Greeks, was a famous king (Pharaoh) of Ancient Egypt.
Djehuty is the Ibis headed God of writing and intellect.
“Mes” means child of; so we have “child of Djehuty.”
Ra relates to the God Ra, mes means “child of”; the “chick
means the letter “u” but also male plural; so we have
“offsprings of Ra” or “emanations of Ra”. Ramessu was
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known to the Ancient Greeks as Rameses. He was one of
the most important figures in ancient Egyptian history.
Mna

Mena is a king from the early period of ancient Egyptian
history.
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Lesson 4 Practice Exercises
Before working on the Practice Exercise pages you may want to copy the glyphs on 3 X 5 cards so you
may use them as “flash cards”-for easy repetitive study. When you have gained some proficiency then work on
the Practice Exercise pages. You may want to copy the Practice Exercise pages and then practice filling in the
blanks on the copies instead of writing in this book so you can practice the exercises as often as you want on a
clean sheet several times until you gain proficiency. When working on the Practice Exercise pages do not refer
to the lesson pages until you finish a good effort to answer all the questions on the Practice Exercise pages.
When you achieve 90% proficiency or better on the Practice Exercise pages then move to the next lesson.

1. Write out the syllable represented by the glyphs below.
2. Write in the meaning of the determinative symbols below.

or
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________
ta
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

or
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________
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1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

‰
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

‰
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

‰
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________
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1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.___________________ 2._______________________________________________________

1.______________ 2.__________________________________________________________
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Lesson 5: Words using Triphonic Hieroglyphs and New
Vocabulary and Direction of Writing
(Triphonic hieroglyphs -each symbol represents three consonant/vowel sounds)

nfr

“Nefer”- that which is beautiful and/or good

Ntr

“Neter” - Divinity

neteru “Neteru”- gods and goddesses (Neter plural)
htp

“Hotep” or “Hetep” – offering, peace, contentment

kpr

“Khpr”- creation- also used in the name for the god of Creation

Vocabulary Using Triphonic Hieroglyphs and new vocabulary:

← nfrt

Nefert - beautiful woman

→

same as above but written from left to right.

←

Nfrtary- “Nefertary”- {Beautiful doings} famous queen
and wife of the king Rameses the Great.

→

same as above but written from left to right.

← Ntr-nfr

“Neter nefer”- [the] God good (Good God)
← Neter nefer Sneferusenab {to make beautiful}– “The Good God”
the one who makes things beautiful, health (senab) be to him.

→

same as above but written from left to right.
← Pthhtp

“Ptah-hotep” is the name of a famous personality in Ancient
Egyptian history. He was a sage and priest who wrote the famous
wisdom text know as the teachings of Ptahotep.
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→
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same as above but written from left to right.
← Ra-htp

“Ra-htp” – {peace of Ra} – famous and frequent name in Ancient
Egyptian culture
←

Neter nefer Amun hotep – “The Good God” “peace of Amun”

←

Imhotep – “comes in peace” is the name of a famous personality in
ancient Egyptian history.

is a syllable with phonetic value “ii”

and relates to movement as in “coming.” The symbol “m”
has
phonetic value and also means “in” or “through” or “by means of”.
Imhotep was a Vizier, doctor, lawyer, engineer, architect, as well
as a sage.
→

“im” OR

One of the most important words in ancient Egyptian language.
The symbol “m”
has phonetic value and also means “in” or
“through” or “by means of”.

→

same as above but written from left to right.

←

Nefertyti- “Beauty comes she” famous queen of Ancient Egypt, the
wife of King Akhenaton, the sage king who popularized Atonism.
The symbol
is the syllable “ti” and used as syllable or female
ending on word.

→

Amunmhat
←

(Amun-m-hat) means “Amun in the beginning”

same as above but written from right to left.
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Lesson 5 Practice Exercises
Before working on the Practice Exercise pages you may want to copy the glyphs on 3 X 5 cards so you
may use them as “flash cards”-for easy repetitive study. When you have gained some proficiency then work on
the Practice Exercise pages. You may want to copy the Practice Exercise pages and then practice filling in the
blanks on the copies instead of writing in this book so you can practice the exercises as often as you want on a
clean sheet several times until you gain proficiency. When working on the Practice Exercise pages do not refer
to the lesson pages until you finish a good effort to answer all the questions on the Practice Exercise pages.
When you achieve 90% proficiency or better on the Practice Exercise pages then move to the next lesson.

1. Circle the direction the text is going in.
2. Write out the syllable represented by the glyphs below.
3. Write in the meaning of the determinative symbols below:

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________
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1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. __________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________________

1. → ←

2. __________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________________

1. → ←

2. __________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________________

1. → ←

2. __________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________________

1. → ←

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________
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3. ___________________________________________________________________________

1. → ←

2. __________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________________

“im” OR
1. → ←

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________________

1. → ←

2. __________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 6 Vocabulary
Important Frequent Words- that should be learned immediately.

→

OR → ←

ankh

“Ankh”– is a symbol representing life that comes from the amalgamation of
eternity (shen-top portion) and time and space (cross –bottom section) for
example living beings in the realm of time and space (Creation).

←was

“was” is a scepter composed of the head of the god Set and his backbone.
Its control signifies the control of life-force power.

→ ←djd

the “djed” pillar is an artifact representing the back or spine of the God Asar
representing his erect and resurrected consciousness. It also represents
steadfastness or firm establishment in higher consciousness.

→

OR

“mr” or “mery” is a plow (

) or pool (

) symbol, and means

loved or beloved.

→

→

OR → ←

djta

“djta” {djeta} means forever (till the end of time, as opposed to eternity
which means transcending time). It is composed of “dj,” “t” and “ta”.

→←
→←

→

di “di” means give. It can appear as a forearm with a gift in hand or the gift
itself, a pyramid shaped object.

heh
OR →

r-nheh

“heh” means eternity and may appear with the “n” symbol (for eternity).
When the letter “ar”
(can be written “art”
- full spelling)
36
appears prior to a noun word it is used as a preposition : “as to” or
“pertaining to.”

“art-nheh” means “as to eternity”.

Benedictions and Epithets

→

ankh neb

“ankh neb” if text going from left to right-means “life all” or “all life” and

may also be written:

36
preposition. (n.d.). any member of a class of words found in many languages that are used before nouns, pronouns, or other
substantives to form phrases functioning as modifiers of verbs, nouns, or adjectives, and that typically express a spatial, temporal,
or other relationship, as in, on, by, to, since. Dictionary.com Unabridged (v 1.0.1). Retrieved August 27, 2006, from
Dictionary.com website: http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=preposition&q=preposition
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→

“neb ankh” if text going from left to right and neb appears first-means “Lord
of life”.

ankh senab djed neb

“ankh senab djed neb” means “life, health and stability all” – notice that the
glyph

“ankh” is not spelled out and

“s” in the word for health

(senab) is used as an abbreviation for the word in this symbolic
form which appears frequently in many texts.
→

Amun mery means “Amun beloved” or “beloved of Amun”.

→

Neteru mery means “Gods and Goddesses beloved” or “beloved by
the Gods and Goddesses”

→

mi Ra

“mi Ra” means “like the sun” i.e. “daily,” “relentlessly,”
“unfailingly,” “reliably,” etc. The glyph
relates to the god Ra
and appears first in the word. It also relates to time in the form of a
day.

or

symbol is a “milk jug.”

“ur”- “superior,” “great”, “superb”. Swallow (bird) “ur” or “wr” +
“r”.
phonetic complement

Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphs for Beginners - Medtu Neter- “Divine Words”
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Lesson 6 Practice Exercises
Before working on the Practice Exercise pages you may want to copy the glyphs on 3 X 5 cards so you
may use them as “flash cards”-for easy repetitive study. When you have gained some proficiency then work on
the Practice Exercise pages. You may want to copy the Practice Exercise pages and then practice filling in the
blanks on the copies instead of writing in this book so you can practice the exercises as often as you want on a
clean sheet several times until you gain proficiency. When working on the Practice Exercise pages do not refer
to the lesson pages until you finish a good effort to answer all the questions on the Practice Exercise pages.
When you achieve 90% proficiency or better on the Practice Exercise pages then move to the next lesson.

1. Circle the direction the text is going in.
2. Write out the syllable represented by the glyphs below.
3. Write in the meaning of the determinative symbols below:

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________
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1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

if text going from left to right?

2. ___________ 3. _________________________________________________

if text going from left to right?

2. ___________ 3. __________________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________

1. → ←

2. _______________ 3. _______________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________

or
1. → ←

2. ___________ 3. ___________________________________________
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Lesson 7: Learning About the Gods and Goddesses
There are various symbols that represent the gods and goddesses. In the hieroglyphic
writings, the main symbols are single ideographs. However, the names of the gods and goddesses
may be spelled out with the uniphonic, biphonic, triphonic or syllables and or determinatives.
Familiarity with these glyphs becomes easy after a short time of regular use. When a divinity is
actually pictured as part of a scene along with hieroglyphs, the main difference or key to
understanding who the god or goddess is that is being depicted is in the headdress.

→

ren

Ra

“ren” means name. Notice the use of the determinative man sitting,
pointing to the mouth. This means that the name comes from the mouth-it
is spoken.
the sundisk used as symbol of the God Ra – the name may also be spelled
Notice the use of the determinative male divinity, with
out:
beard, sitting.

OR

Ra

Khepri

→

Aset

Ra is the head divinity of Anunian theology, the religious system of the
ancient Egyptian city called Anu, known to the ancient Greeks as
Heliopolis.

“Khepri” (also Khepera)– the scarab symbol of the God of Creation, Also
used in the names of Pharaohs – also can mean “to create.”
Aset is the ancient Egyptian goddess known to the ancient Greeks as
“Isis.” The name may appear fully spelled out:

Asar

appear

OR

(throne with

female symbol {egg}. The key to the name is the glyph
ast which
throne. She is the throne upon which her spouse, Asar, the king,

means
sits.

→

or

Asar is the ancient Egyptian god known to the ancient Greeks as
“Osiris.” The eye symbol
may appear alone. The name may

without the determinative image of the divinity with a beard sitting.

OR

OR
OR
OR
OR
Ma’at –the { ’ } denotes a
“glottal stop” wherein there is a brief pause after the first syllable “ma”
before completing the second syllable “at.” The glottal stop is retained in
the Coptic form of ancient Egyptian language. Ma’at is the goddess of
righteousness, balance, order and truth. She is represented as a seated
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woman with a feather on the side of her head as her headdress held by a
bandana, a feather or a pedestal
. Other divinities may be
seen standing on the pedestal (of Ma’at) meaning they stand upon
righteousness, balance, order and truth, i.e., that is their foundation.

→

→

→

Usr

“Usr” is a jackal divinity representing dominion or power over a domain.
He is represented as a scepter composed of a head of a jackal atop a shaft.

Djehuty

OR

“Djehuty” is an Ibis symbol divinity. He represents writing and intellect.
He was known to the ancient Greeks as Hermes and Thoth. He is
sometimes represented as standing on a standard.
Heru is a hawk. Heru means “what is above.” Heru is also the
primary symbol of royalty, rulership, and mastery over the physical
realm, the throne and the physical world. He can be represented as a hawk
alone or his name may be spelled out. Notice that the syllabic symbol her
is used as part of the name

→

OR

Hetheru – is the goddess representing passion, and the Creation (het
-building or house) in which Heru, the Hawk, lives (so he is depicted
living within her realm). So she is the “House of Heru”.

→

Amuntutankh- is the name of a famous king whose tomb was
discovered in 1922. The discovery made headlines around the world and
the king became known as “King Tut” (King Tutankhamon). The name
image, Amun-the divinity of Waset
means ankh-living, tutEgypt. {The living image of Amun}.

→

Senusert- is the name of a king of Ancient Egypt. The name is composed
of “Usert”, the divinity of dominion, but here it is in female form using the
“t”

glyph. “Usert”

The word sen
Usert}.

is the female counterpart to “User.”

means brother. So we have {Brother of goddess

HONORIFIC CUSTOM-Use of Divinity Names in people’s names- when the names of divinities
are used in the names of people, the symbol or glyph representing the divinity is often
placed in front of the name even though it may not be pronounced. This practice has led

105
to disagreement among Egyptologists as to the “correct” order in which to read the
names. For example, the name “Usertsen” can also be read “Senusert,” Many
transcriptions presented in works on the Egyptian language use the Greek {Sesostris}
form or a form based on the Coptic {Senwosret}, but both of these represent changes
from the original ancient Egyptian spellings; but of course Coptic is closer. In any case,
both begin with the letter “S” therefore the correct order based on the ancient forms is
“Senusert.” These differing forms of transcribing names can be confusing to the beginner.
Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphs for Beginners - Medtu Neter- “Divine Words”
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Lesson 7 Practice Exercises
Before working on the Practice Exercise pages you may want to copy the glyphs on 3 X 5 cards so you
may use them as “flash cards”-for easy repetitive study. When you have gained some proficiency then work on
the Practice Exercise pages. You may want to copy the Practice Exercise pages and then practice filling in the
blanks on the copies instead of writing in this book so you can practice the exercises as often as you want on a
clean sheet several times until you gain proficiency. When working on the Practice Exercise pages do not refer
to the lesson pages until you finish a good effort to answer all the questions on the Practice Exercise pages.
When you achieve 90% proficiency or better on the Practice Exercise pages then move to the next lesson.

1. Write out the letter sounds represented by the glyphs below.
2. Write in the meaning of the determinative symbols below.

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

OR

OR

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

OR

OR

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

OR
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1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

OR
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

OR
1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.___________________________________
2.______________________________________________________________

1.___________________________________
2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________
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Lesson 8: Essential Royal and Religious Symbols Part 1
There are several glyph symbols that relate to the religious practices of Ancient Egypt. The
following are perhaps some of the most important and should be recognized easily as they occur
most frequently in the texts that will be studied. Others will be added as future lessons are
presented.
“mi” – “like” or “as”
“Heka” – “rulership” or “prince” - shepherd’s crook – symbolizes the
capacity of the ruler to lead people as a shepherd leads the flock. This is a
theme that was adopted by Christians as the assigned the role of “Good
Shepherd” to Jesus. However, thousands of years prior, the “Good
God,” a reference to the Pharaoh, was the Good Shepherd. The
term Heka can also mean “prince.”
“djed” – “steadfastness” - pillar carved from a tree that grew around the
god Asar’s coffin of Asar in the Ausarian Resurrection myth. Asar was
resurrected and the pillar became his backbone, displaying the FOUR tiers
of higher consciousness he developed as he was moved from horizontal to
vertical position upon his resurrection. The Djed also symbolizes
steadfastness in higher consciousness.
“awt” – “expansion”-a section of backbone and rib cage and the
letter “t”
“ab” - “heart” –the heart is an aspect of the personality (there are
9 aspects of the personality in total). The heart is the aspect of the
personality that is weighed in the balance scales to see if the person led an
ethical life. What are being weighed are the actions, the residue of which
is left over in the form of feelings, desires, memories, etc. are contained in
the ab which is a vessel.

→

“awit ab” – means expansion of heart –“happiness”-“bliss.” When
the heart is able to expand it means lack of restriction. When there
is expansion of feeling without constriction or obstruction a person
can experience bliss. Ordinary happiness is restricted and
conditional. When a person wins a lottery for example, they are
happy for a time but when the money runs out they are unhappy
again. That happiness from the lottery was conditioned by the
lottery. Awit ab, happiness that occurs without conditions or is not
affected by conditions, is the goal of higher spiritual experience.
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OR

→

“nest”- “throne” as in the dominion ruled by king and or queen.

“ast” – “throne chair” as in the chair that the king or queen sit on.
“renpt” –“palm branch with notches” - years

“ta”-“a field, land”

“tawy”- “the two lands” –In Ancient times Egypt was divided into
two lands that were unified under one rule. That union symbolizes
the union of the lower and the higher self. This is why the crown of
the Pharaoh is a combination of the symbol of Upper and Lower
Egypt.

→

“neb tawy” – “Lord of the Two lands”

→

“neb nestu tawy” – “Lord of the thrones of the Two lands” –
“lord of the thrones” means the same as “king of Kings” i.e.
“Emperor” – the Pharaoh was an Emperor controlling all the
municipalities of Ancient Egypt as well as other kingdoms outside
of Egypt.

→

“suten” – [syllable
– “king”

“su” +

“t” and

“n”] = “royalty”
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Lesson 8 Practice Exercises
Before working on the Practice Exercise pages you may want to copy the glyphs on 3 X 5 cards so you may
use them as “flash cards”-for easy repetitive study. When you have gained some proficiency then work on the
Practice Exercise pages. You may want to copy the Practice Exercise pages and then practice filling in the
blanks on the copies instead of writing in this book so you can practice the exercises as often as you want on a
clean sheet several times until you gain proficiency. When working on the Practice Exercise pages do not refer
to the lesson pages until you finish a good effort to answer all the questions on the Practice Exercise pages.
When you achieve 90% proficiency or better on the Practice Exercise pages then move to the next lesson.

1. Write out the letter sounds represented by the glyphs below.
2. Write in the meaning of the determinative symbols below.

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________
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1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________
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Lesson 9: Essential Royal and Religious Symbols Part 2
There are several glyph symbols that relate to the royalty of Ancient Egypt. The following
are perhaps some of the most important and should be recognized easily as they occur most
frequently in the texts that will be studied. Others will be added as future lessons are presented.

OR

OR

Per-aah – “Pharaoh”=

“house”

“great”

{reed on “t”}

“nesu” – Upper Egypt (the south) and the ruler of that region

{bee on “t”}

“bity” – Lower Egypt (the north) and the ruler of that region
“nesu bity”- “The King of Upper and Lower Egypt”
“su hmt”- “Royal wife” (that is the Queen)

{duck}

“sa” – “son”
“suten sa”- “royal son” i.e. “prince”
“sat” – “daughter”
“suten sat”- “royal daughter” i.e. “princess”
“sa Ra” – “son of Ra” – son of the god Ra

“waset” – “was” + “t” glyph – Waset is the great city of the New
Kingdom era where the Pharaohs (kings and queens) ruled from. It
was known to the ancient Greeks as “Thebes.” Phonetically and
philosophically, the word Waset is related to the terms “was”
(scepter) and the “aset” (throne and goddess); literally it means
the abode of the power – the source of the power of the ruler.
“neb waset” – “Lord of Waset” – the Pharaoh
“Anu”- City of the God Ra, known to the ancient Greeks as
“Heliopolis.” The Mystery Teachings (Anunian Theology) of the
Anunian (Heliopolitan) Tradition are related to the Divinity Ra and
his company of Gods and Goddesses.37
37 See the Book Anunian Theology by Sebai Muata Ashby
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“Heka Anu” – “ruler of the city Anu.

“ka” – the Ka is an aspect of the personality, the astral body – or
desire body, wherein the desires are manifested in the mind before
they are carried out in the physical world with the physical body.
The ka is also mind; it goes on after death to have astral
experiences. It is also the dream realm.

“kau”- same as above but plural- astral bodies

“Ma’at” (feather with “t” glyph) –may be spelled out
“m”
righteousness,
ones.

-composed of:

“a”
“sickle with “t”
=ma-t, scroll . Ma’at means
order, truth, balance and virtue-not as absolute principles but as abstract

Smait Tawi –{only one “t”
pronounced} union of the two lands (Upper and Lower Egypt)
At right: Smai Heru-

Set. The gods Heru and Set join forces to

-lungs and trachea).
tie up the symbol of Union (Sma or Sema
The Sema symbol refers to the Union of Upper Egypt (Lotus) and
Lower Egypt (Papyrus) under one ruler, but also at a more
subtle level, it refers to the union of one's Higher Self and lower
self (represented by Heru and Set, respectively), as well as the
control of one's breath (Life Force) through the union (control) of the lungs (breathing organs).
The divinities of Heru and Set are an integral part of the Pert Em Heru.
Figure 12: The Gods Heru and Set tie the unity knot on the Sema Hieroglyph
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Lesson 9 Practice Exercises
Before working on the Practice Exercise pages you may want to copy the glyphs on 3 X 5 cards so you
may use them as “flash cards”-for easy repetitive study. When you have gained some proficiency then work on
the Practice Exercise pages. You may want to copy the Practice Exercise pages and then practice filling in the
blanks on the copies instead of writing in this book so you can practice the exercises as often as you want on a
clean sheet several times until you gain proficiency. When working on the Practice Exercise pages do not refer
to the lesson pages until you finish a good effort to answer all the questions on the Practice Exercise pages.
When you achieve 90% proficiency or better on the Practice Exercise pages then move to the next lesson.

1. Write out the letter sounds represented by the glyphs below.
2. Write in the meaning of the determinative symbols below.

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________
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1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

OR
1.________________ 2.__________________________________________________________

1.____________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1._______________________
2.____________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 10: Basic Grammar: Pronouns, Verbs, Possession
and Tense
There are very simple grammar rules for reading inscriptions. This is not the case for
reading extensive writings such as the Pyramid texts or the Pert M Heru (Book of the Dead).
Here we will introduce some of the simple grammar rules in preparation for reading ancient
Egyptian inscriptions.
Pronouns

“I”, “me’, “my” – the glyph
phonetic “i”.

is used for a god saying “I”, “me’, “my.”

“you, “your,” “thee,” “thine” also used as phonetic “k.”
“he,” “his," “him” also used as phonetic “f.”
“she,” “her,” “hers,” also used as phonetic “z” OR “s.”
Different uses of the same term

ankh may appear as a noun, adjective or verb so in may be
A term such as the word
interpreted in a variety of ways; the correct way is determined by learning the way in which
ancient Egyptian conveys meaning – by becoming familiar with the language and also by the
context of the particular text being read.

Ex.

Ramessu ankh- “Rameses life.”
“Rameses lives.”
“Rameses Life be to him.”
“Rameses the Living.”

Basic verb form
Rule 1:
In ancient Egyptian the pronoun always follows the verb or noun:

“di - i”
ancient Egyptian:
Direct translation:
“Give I”
Translation/English grammar: “I give”

“di - i”
“Give I (God)”
“I (the God) give”

“di -s”
“Give she”
“she gives”
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“sa - i”
ancient Egyptian:
Direct translation:
“son mine”
Translation/English grammar: “my son”

“di -k”
“Give you”
“you give”

Ancient Egyptian:
“di - f”
Direct translation:
“Give he”
Translation/English grammar: “he gives”

“ab - i”
“heart his”
“his heart”
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“sat -k”
“daughter yours”
“your daughter”

“ab -s”
“heart hers”
“her heart”

Note: sometimes inscriptions omit the pronoun and it must be understood as part of the meaning
of the text:

“give I life” may appear as

,

“my son” may appear as

Rule 2:
In ancient Egyptian the verb number does not change when the noun or number changes as in
English -Ex. “I take time” changes to “He takes time”

Ancient Egyptian Ex.
di ankh - “given life” OR “May life be given” OR “life is given”
(the verb “di” does not change)
Examples showing possession relationship:
is used as an indirect genitive. It may appear in female form:

The glyph “n”

di–i–n–f–ankh
give–I–to–he–life
{the god}

di-i
n-k
senab
give I to thee health
{she}

A Direct Object

pu

“pu” is a direct object meaning “this” or “the” object.
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Other examples:

sa – i,

ba- i,

“son mine”

ba-f ,

“soul hers”

“soul his”

sat-f,
“daughter his”

sa-s
“son hers”

The Tense – the issue of the tense and the verb are complicated grammatical aspects of ancient
Egyptian language. For the purpose of reading inscriptions, the issue is very much
simplified, though it is still necessary to have a brief introduction and then gain
experience in determining the context, so as to establish the correct tense being used in a
particular text at a particular time.
The past tense is most often indicated by the context of a sentence.

Ex.
Ubn
Shines
Shone
Will shine

Ra
Ra
Ra
Ra

The glyph “n”

m pet
in sky
in sky
in sky

(transliteration)
(present tense) -Possible translation
(past tense)
-Possible translation
(future tense)
-Possible translation

can be used to indicate a past tense.

di n I ankh or
“given I life”

di n ankh
“given life”

di n f was
“given to he power”

Sometimes the tense will be more clearly defined. One example is when the glyph “n”
can appear twice. It signifies a dual purpose, to denote past tense and possession {to}.
Ex. 1:
Di n n k ankh
Given to thee life

[ancient Egyptian word order]

I have given life to thee [English word order]

Ex. 2:
Di n f ankh

n

nesu bity

Amun tut ankh

Given he life

to

king of upper and lower Egypt Amuntutankh [Egyptian word order]

I have given life to him, the king of upper and lower Egypt Tutankhamun [English order]
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Lesson 10 Practice Exercises
Before working on the Practice Exercise pages you may want to copy the glyphs on 3 X 5 cards so you
may use them as “flash cards”-for easy repetitive study. When you have gained some proficiency then work on
the Practice Exercise pages. You may want to copy the Practice Exercise pages and then practice filling in the
blanks on the copies instead of writing in this book so you can practice the exercises as often as you want on a
clean sheet several times until you gain proficiency. When working on the Practice Exercise pages do not refer
to the lesson pages until you finish a good effort to answer all the questions on the Practice Exercise pages.
When you achieve 90% proficiency or better on the Practice Exercise pages then move to the next lesson.

1. Write out the letter sounds represented by the glyphs below. (transliterate)
2. Write in the meaning of the determinative symbols below.
When used as Pronouns

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

Different uses of the same term
Give some possible readings for the following:

1.______________________________________________________________
2.______________________________________________________________
3.______________________________________________________________
4.______________________________________________________________
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Basic verb form

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________

Possession relationship:

1.______________ 2.___________________________________________________________

1._____________________ 2._____________________________________________________

Other examples:

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________
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1.________ 2.______________________________________________________
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________
The Tense

Transliterate:
1.______________________________________________________________________
Possible translation 1:
1.______________________________________________________________________
Possible translation 2:
2.______________________________________________________________________
Possible translation 3:
3.______________________________________________________________________

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________
1.________ 2.______________________________________________________

The past tense using the glyph “n”

:

1.____________________ 2.______________________________________________________

1.____________________________________________________________________________
2.____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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A Direct Object

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________________
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Lesson 11: Reading sentences
MORE BASICS OF THE GRAMMAR
9 The word order is of paramount importance in reading and understanding Medtu neter. It is
important to note that ancient Egyptian is more rigid as concerns the word order and clause
sequence as opposed to a language like English (Hoch, p. 12). The word order also has
important implications for patterns of thought and the manner in which cognition occurs in the
mind (Betro, p. 15). Therefore, this affects the manner in which the subject is understood, so it
is important to maintain the sentence structure when reading or thinking about Medtu neter.
Western syntax {sentence structure} may commonly appear as follows:
1- the subject
2- particle
3- the verb
4- adverbial modifiers (prepositional phrases, indirect object, etc.)
5- the direct object
9 There are two basic forms of sentences in medtu neter.
1-verbal
2-non-verbal
VERBAL SENTENCE
The verbal sentence in the earlier stage of the ancient Egyptian Medtu neter (Old and Middle
Kingdom Era) shows a preference for the word order: Verb-Subject-Object (referred to as the
synthetic form). In the synthetic form the verb contains the mood and tense and other
information about the subject and object comes after. Learning the word order is important
because that is one of the keys to understanding the text in ancient Egyptian writings. In contrast
to Western grammar, the basic structure of Ancient Egyptian writing is as follows:
Ancient Egyptian syntax {sentence structure} [Old Egyptian and Middle Egyptian]

Particle*
1- the verb
2- the subject
3- the direct object
3B- indirect object
4- adverbial modifiers
(prepositional phrases, indirect object, etc.)
*particle may appear first depending on the type of sentence.
The word IW “iu” (it is, there is, verily) is often used as a particle that begins a sentence. The
IW “iu” particle also establishes the temporal quality of a sentence, it is happening now.
The student should strive to gain sufficient proficiency in order to practice vocalizing the
words and associating the meanings eventually without translating to English. In this manner the
thought pattern of ancient Egyptian will allow the reader to gain insight into the way of ancient
Egyptian thought as opposed to bringing ancient Egyptian into English or some other language
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and then trying to make sense of Egyptian through the filter of some other language, which will
render a different (alien) meaning from what was originally intended by the ancient Egyptian
scribes. The process of translating in that manner, into English, may convey the meaning but not
the feeling and thought patterns of the writing. In answer to the questions of the Greek Porphyry
about the corruption of the language, which was designed for spiritual conscience, the ancient
Egyptian initiate Iamblichus (Abamon) who is regarded as a Neoplatonist whose espousal of
philosophy determined the course of philosophy in his generation,38 replied the following:
(Iamblichus, p. 323)

Ex. Without particle

djd
speaking

Ra
Ra

M è
m
pet ----------------transliteration
in
sky.----------------translation

Ex. With particle

iu djd
Ra m
It is speaking Ra in

è
pet ----------------transliteration
sky.----------------translation

9 Another Particle:
Sentences might also begin with the particle
like “behold”, “verily,” “see now,” “indeed”.

“mk” {mak} which means something

Late ancient Egyptian writing (late New Kingdom Era) changed to a preference for SubjectVerb-Object (referred to as the analytic form). Here the subject may be introduced by a particle
38

Iamblichus: De mysteriis, Translated with an Introduction and Notes by Emma C. Clarke, John M. Dillon and Jackson P.
Hershbell ISBN 90-04-12720-8
Fowden, Garth. The Egyptian Hermes: A Historical Approach to the Late Pagan Mind. Princeton, Princeton University Press
1986 (Has an excellent section on Iamblicus' and the Neoplatonists' relation to the works attributed to Hermes Trismegistus.)
Shaw, Gregory. Theurgy and the Soul: The Neoplatonism of Iamblichus. Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania State University Press 1995
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or phrase that might also have the mood and tense and then the verb comes after.
NON-VERBAL SENTENCE
The non-verbal sentence consists mainly of particle, topic and comment and may be considered
as a statement of fact.

è

-iu
It is

-------

Ra
Ra

m
in

pet ----------------transliteration
sky.----------------translation

Also, Ancient Egyptian writing often had a poetic quality and very often used punning.
Punning, or a play on words, sometimes on different meanings of the same word and sometimes
on the similar meaning or sound of different words, was used to indicate deeper, more subtle
meanings, like a hidden teaching underneath the surface story or word, and not only verbal
punning was used, but also pictorial punning. In this way a word could have its own usual
meaning modified by the meaning of the word that it has been related to through a pun. Since
ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs constitute a pictorial language, it follows that using the same
pictures for different words can denote a depth to the original meaning by adding the meaning or
feel of the pictorial characters from other words.
The speech pattern of a language has important implications. The language reflects a certain
way of thinking about things and conversely, learning a particular mode of syntax (sentence
structure) will allow a person to have entry into that mode of thought. Why is that important?
The way a person thinks about things can lead them to certain kinds of resolutions also. So it is
possible that certain people’s cognitive ability in understanding certain philosophical principles
and being open to certain abstract forms of thought and expanded consciousness are affected by
certain languages in different ways. Therefore, the philosophy, syntax and image quality of the
ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic language should not be compromised.
Sentences can contain a particle that indicates the speaker:
“medtudj” =

“medtu” {walking stick}+

Egyptian Djehuty medtu-dje di-a n-k ankh djta
English
“Djehuty says I gave to you life forever”

“dj” = means “words spoken” or “says”

Djehuty medtu-dje di n-k ankh er n-heh
“Djehuty says (I) gave to you life for eternity”

Some more royal names

Ch u

f

u

Amn mry Ra messu
Amun beloved Ra’s births

Amn htp
Amun (at) peace

Ra men Kheper
Ra firmness Creations

Ra Kheper Ka
Ra’s Creations (of the) Ka
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Lesson 11 Practice Exercises
Before working on the Practice Exercise pages you may want to copy the glyphs on 3 X 5
cards so you may use them as “flash cards”-for easy repetitive study. When you have gained
some proficiency then work on the Practice Exercise pages. You may want to copy the Practice
Exercise pages and then practice filling in the blanks on the copies instead of writing in this book
so you can practice the exercises as often as you want on a clean sheet several times until you
gain proficiency. When working on the Practice Exercise pages do not refer to the lesson pages
until you finish a good effort to answer all the questions on the Practice Exercise pages. When
you achieve 90% proficiency or better on the Practice Exercise pages then move to the next
lesson.
Exercises: Transliterate (write out the phonetic equivalent of the hieroglyphs) and translate
(write out in English) the following sentences. Note be sure to discern the direction of the
writing before beginning your translation. For additional practice make a copy of this
sheet so you can practice translating once a day. Practice doing them repeatedly and in
different order. When you are able to translate without checking the answers or making
corrections go on to the next lesson.

Transliterate Egyptian -------------------------------------------Translate to English

--------------------------------------------

Transliterate Egyptian ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Translate to English

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Transliterate Egyptian ----------------------------------------------------------Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------

Figure 13: A cartouche box from the tomb of the king

Transliterate Egyptian -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transliterate Egyptian ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transliterate Egyptian ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transliterate Egyptian ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Transliterate Egyptian ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transliterate Egyptian ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transliterate Egyptian ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transliterate Egyptian ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transliterate Egyptian ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Lesson 12: Reading Ancient Egyptian Inscriptions
The previous lessons have been preparing you to be able to read inscriptions so here is
where your work pays off in allowing you to directly read what the Ancient Egyptians wrote
down. The first inscription we will read is from a tomb painting of the tomb of Queen Nefertary.
The Personalities and artifacts of a Scene as Part of the Language
One interesting feature of ancient Egyptian writing is that very often the artifacts act as
complementary iconographies of a given scene- they are essentially part of the text. For example,
objects on a tomb wall, or a coffin, etc., act as hieroglyphs themselves and are to be read as part
of the text. Furniture, people, animals, divinities or other objects apart from the main texts, but in
the form of glyphs that are used as part of the scene itself, might be used in the reading of the
text. In this manner, the ancient Egyptian writing system is very integrated with the time and
space world, but from a conceptual point of view as well as a phenomenological point of view.
This means that it reflects the essence of the world as a concept, which in the higher analysis, is
the higher reality of the world. The world is only real because the mind perceives it and assigns
mental concepts to represent it in the mind. Therefore, the perception in its conceptual form,
which is more perfect in form than the physical world, is the higher reality. The mind
understands the world by perceiving it, and then relating it to a conceptual form (based on
egoistic ideas or imaginations) in the mind, and then relating it to an idea previously learned and
related to that perception, and then relating that to the self, in other words, “what does this mean
to me?, or “how does this relate to me?” Through a visual form of language, the imagination
stage is cut out and the perception can occur directly. So, the perception is more precise as well
as efficient, and therefore, the thought process as well as the response can be more accurate.
Thus, hieroglyphic symbols or other parts of religious artifacts in scene or work of art can appear
as furniture. Therefore, hieroglyphs should not be separated from the objects they label, such as
the plants, buildings, paintings, etc.

Who is Ma’at? Ma’at as a Spiritual Philosophy
MA’AT (also written MAAT) is the daughter of the Creator god, Ra, and she was with him
on his celestial boat when he first emerged from the primeval waters along with his company of
gods and goddesses. She is also known as the eye of Ra, lady of heaven, queen of the earth,
mistress of the Netherworld and the lady of the gods and goddesses. Ma’at also has a dual form
known as Ma’ati. In her capacity of goddess of cosmic order, Ma’at is Shes Ma’at which means
ceaseless-ness and regularity of the course of the sun (that is, the universe). In the form of
Ma’atI, she represents the South and the North, which symbolize Upper and Lower Egypt as well
as the Higher and lower Self. Ma’at is the personification of justice and righteousness upon
which the Creator divinity (God) has created the universe, and Ma’at is also the essence of God
and creation. Therefore, it is Ma’at who judges the soul after the death of a person, when it
arrives in the judgment Hall of Ma’at. Sometimes Ma’at herself becomes the scales upon which
the heart of the deceased is judged. Ma’at judges the heart (unconscious mind) in an attempt to
determine to what extent the heart has lived in accordance with Ma’at or truth, correctness,
reality, genuineness, uprightness, righteousness, justice, etc. The ancient Egyptian goddess
Ma’at is often depicted as having wings or holds a papyrus reed scepter. Wings symbolize allencompassing-ness so her principle encompasses the world. Papyrus is the ancient medium or
writing upon which the teachings of wisdom are recorded. She is also known as Ma or Maa or
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the universal mother, the cosmic mother. This term puns with Maa- to see. She is a form of the
goddess Isis, Aset, who represents intuitional wisdom and spiritual awakening.
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Figure 14: Winged Ma’at from the Tomb of Nefertary

New Vocabulary: Before beginning, you will need to know a few more words. Some of the
words presented may be a review of words already presented in previous lessons. When
you practice the following words with 90% or more proficiency, proceed to the next
page.
khuy – “khu” + “y” - protection

medtu-dje

-words being spoken

“su hmt”- “Royal wife” (that is the Queen)
“urt”- “superior,” “great,” “superb.” Swallow (bird) “ur” or “wr” +
female ending “t” (in this context means head wife)

Within the shenu “cartouche” is enclosed the royal title of queen Nefertary. The
letters of the name do not follow a sequential order as pronounced
but rather they follow the practice of placing the name of the
divinity first and then the rest of the letters in a way that fit in the most aesthetically
pleasing way within the shenu.
maa-kheru
- “true of Speech” (attained spiritual perfection); contains the pedestal of
Ma’at as the first letter (maa) , and the second letter (kheru) is an “oar.”

N

“n” - as in "never"
represents water.

can also mean “of;” the symbol (the up and down lines)
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INSTRUCTION: Proceed now by 1-transliterating and then 2-translating the text in the order
listed numerically.
1
3
2

1

1.________ 2.______________________________________________________
2

1.____________________________________________________________________________
2.____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
3

1.____________________________________________________________________________
2.____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 13: Reading a Painting of Goddess Aset and Queen
Nefertary
The following relief comes from the tomb of Nefertary in the valley of the Queens in Waset
Egypt. It depicts the goddess Aset leading Queen Nefertary to meet her higher self in the form of
Asar as her own (Nefertary’s) higher Self.
New Vocabulary: Before beginning we will need to know a few new words. When you
practice the following words with 90% or more proficiency proceed to the next page.

hmt

Hemt – “woman,” “wife”

OR

Ma -“behold”, “see this”
determinative – goddess – also used as

OR

/

Ta-Djeser

ast

”I”, “me”, “my”

atur- coming to, march out, move out
-exalted, holy land

throne- this term is associated with the goddess Ast (Aset {Isis}).
Goddess Aset is the personalized throne upon which Asar in the
form of the living Heru, the Pharaoh (in ancient Egyptian,
“Peraah”), sits.

-damaged sections with lost text.
chr

OR

“cher” – in the presence of, as in “before his majesty.”

aah

“aah” – “Great,” “exalted,” “magnanimous.” Full spelling:

REMEMBER (from previous instructions)
OR

When the letter “ar”
(can be written “art”
- full spelling) appears prior to
a noun word it is used as a preposition: “as to” or “pertaining to.”
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OR

N

maa-kheru Combination of pedestal of Maat
(righteousness order and
. Means state of beatitude reached by moving (oar
truth, and a boat oar
symbolizes movement as it is used to row {move} a boat) truth (basing words on
ma’at-pedestal is foundation in truth) through words in life.

“n” - as in "never" the symbol (the up and down lines) represents water; Also
may substitute
crown of Lower Egypt “n” and may be
used as indirect genitive in the same way.
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4

3

2

1

5
6

7

39

Figure 15: Painting of Goddess Aset and Queen Nefertary

See if you can make out the damaged section at the bottom right hand corner.
39

Picture by Muata Ashby
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Proceed now by transliterating and then translating the text in the order listed numerically.

Transliterate

Translate

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.
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Lesson 14: Reading Another Painting from Tomb of Queen
Nefertary
This very important and mystical scene depicts the three main gods of the great ancient
Egyptian Trinity as being contained in one personality. That personality is flanked by two
goddesses (Aset and Nebethet), which attend on him and actually act as extensions of the great
singular god in the realm of time and space.
NEW VOCABULARY
Before proceeding, we will need some new words (hieroglyphic symbols), and to review
some previous words, in order to go through the entire scene with what you have
previously learned so far. When you practice the following words with 90% or more
proficiency proceed to the next
page. Pay attention to the artifacts, headdresses and
postures of the characters
depicted.

idhu
is a clump of papyrus in swamps with symbolic meaning: “the North” or
“Northern part of Egypt.”

sa

“saa” is a “rolled up herdsman’s shelter of papyrus”. It has a phonetic value and
also a symbolic idea meaning “protection.”

S or Q Nbtht-Nebethet is the symbol used as a headdress of the Goddess by the same
name and means “mistress (nebt) of the house (het)” this is the name of the
goddess who is sister to Aset (Isis) and Asar (Osiris).

pu

“pu” is a direct object meaning “this” or “the” object.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 16: Another Painting from Tomb of Queen Nefertary

40

Image from the Tomb of Nefertary

7

8

40
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Proceed now by transliterating and then translating the text in the order listed numerically.

Transliterate
1

Translate
1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8
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Lesson 15: Reading the Ma’at Relief
Ancient Egyptian art included artifacts, paintings, architecture, and both raised and sunken
reliefs. The following is a stone slab section of a wall with a raised relief of the goddess Ma’at.
The hieroglyphs are raised because the area around them is carved out to show the image as if it
is rising out of the stone. Due to much damage due to time and vandalism there are many reliefs
and paintings with missing or partial sections. On the Ma’at relief there are some hieroglyphs
that can easily be seen and due to some damage there are some glyphs that are only partially
visible. You can begin to gain some practice discerning partial inscriptions through this lesson.
Read the easily visible ones (sections 1-4) and then see if you can make out some of the glyphs
from the damaged sections (sections 5-6).

New Vocabulary: Before beginning, we will need to know a few new words, and review some
previous words. When you practice the following words with 90% or more proficiency,
proceed to the next page. Do not look at the translation answer page until you have
attempted to translate the scene on your own first.

iu OR au

OR

gert
chest

saa

-“it is” – this is a typical word used to begin a sentence so it is a
good way to know where sentences begin and end.

hnut

“Henut”-“Mistress” -

= “nu”

“silent”
determinative - “hilly lands”, “foreign lands”

“protection”

Proceed now by transliterating and then translating the text in the order listed numerically.
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7
6

2
1

3

4

5

6

41

Figure 17: Relief of Goddess Ma’at
41

MUSEO ARCHEOLOGICO NAZIONALE/MUSEO EGIZIO,
http://213.132.220.88/ccer/apps/exhibition/images/english324.html
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Transliterate
1

Translate
1

2

2

3

3

4

4

See if you can make out the
damaged sections #6
5

See if you can make out the
damaged sections #6
5

6

6

7

7
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Lesson 16: Tomb relief of the Queen Nefertary
This scene comes from the tomb of the Queen Nefertary. She adores the divinity Asar even
as she is recognized as a reflection of Asar in time and space.
New Vocabulary: Before beginning we will need to know a few more words, and review some
previous ones. When you
practice the following words with 90% or more proficiency
proceed to the next page.

Mut

“Mut” is the goddess queen of Waset and consort to the
God Amun. She is a vulture who eats carrion and turns it
back into living creation.

in

“in” – is a combination of the glyph
“i” and
“n”
and means “by” as in “the ball was thrown [by] Henry.

chr

“cher” – in the presence of, as in “before his majesty.”

hmt

“Hemt” – “woman,” “wife”

OR

aah

“aah” – “Great,” “exalted,” “magnanimous.” Full spelling:

OR

maa-kheru

Combination of pedestal of Ma’at
(righteousness
order and truth, and a boat oar
. Means state of
beatitude reached by moving (oar) truth (basing words on
Ma’at-pedestal is foundation in truth) through words in life.

meaning “dua”
Notice the posture of the queen is actually a hieroglyphic sign
“adorations.” So the whole scene needs to be read taking into account the actions of the
queen.
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INSTRUCTIONS: Begin by reading column A then B and finally C. Again, make a copy of this

page so you can practice deciphering the same text repeatedly. Image42
Figure 18: Tomb relief of the Queen Nefertary

A
A-Transliteration
____________________________________
____________________________________
Translation
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

B-Transliteration
____________________________________
____________________________________
Translation
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

C- Transliteration
____________________________________
____________________________________
Translation
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
42

Picture by Muata Ashby

C

B
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Lesson 17: Peraah Senusert and the God Ptah
The following relief comes from a side of a pillar from a Temple of Senusert I at Waset (Karnak)now in the Cairo Museum. It relates the relationship between the King Senusert and the god Ptah. Ptah is
the god of the city of Menefer (known to the ancient Greeks as Memphis). He is a Creator and part of the
great Trinity of “Amun-Ra-Ptah”. The Mystery Teachings of the
Menefer (Memphite) Tradition are related to the Neteru (divinities)
known as Ptah, Sekhmit, and Nefertum. The myths and philosophy
of these divinities constitutes Memphite Theology. Ptah is the
source and support of Creation. He brings Creation into being by
willing and thinking it into being. Sekhmet (Sekhmit) is the
dynamic aspect or the power of Ptah and Nefer-tum refers to the
beautiful (nefer) new life which emerges daily as the new day. The
main symbol of Nefertum is the Lotus. He is the lotus of Creation
which emerges out of the primeval waters (Nu). This is the same
lotus upon which Heru sits. Therefore, the names of the characters
in the Trinity of Memphis (Ptah-Sekhmet-Nefertum) relate to a
profound understanding of the nature of Creation. The temple of
Ptah in Menefer (Memphis) and its related temples espoused the
teachings of Creation, human origins and the path to spiritual
enlightenment by means of the Supreme Being in the form of the
god Ptah and his family, who compose the Memphite Trinity. It
tells of how Ptah emerged from a primeval ocean and how he
created the universe by his will and the power of thought (mind).
The gods and goddesses, who are his thoughts, go to form the

elements of nature and the cosmic forces that maintain
nature. His spouse, Sekhmit has a powerful temple system of
her own that is related to the Memphite teaching. The same is
true for his son Nefertum (drawing by O’Mara, Plate I).
New Vocabulary: Before beginning we will need to know a few
more words. When you practice the following words with
90% or more proficiency proceed to the next page.

resu

sedge plant on the “r” glyph = “the

anab

“wall”

Damaged and Missing
Text: Look at relief and try
south”
to decipher this
as well.
Figure 19: Drawing of Peraah
Senusert and the God Ptah

resu anab-f – “south of his wall” = an
epithet of the God Ptah

hept
“embrace”- to envelop- protect- support. Many of the Neterian Gods and
Goddesses can be seen embracing men and women. This is a symbol of a human being embracing that
which is Divine, the philosophy and inner
revelation of Self as Amun as opposed to that which is
worldly, ignorant and debased. The Temple of Amun at Karnak reveals special images of the divine
embrace.
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Figure 20: Peraah
Senusert and the God
Ptah now in the
Cairo Museum

Picture by Muata
Ashby
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3

1

5

2

6 7

1-Transliteration
____________________________________
Translation
____________________________________
2-Transliteration
____________________________________
Translation

4

8

____________________________________
3-Transliteration
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
Translation
____________________________________
____________________________________

9

____________________________________

Transliterate
4

Translate
4

5

5

6
7
8

6
7
8

9

9
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Lesson 18: Reading the Panel of the Peraah Djehutymes and
the God Amun
New Vocabulary: Before beginning, we will need to know a few new words, and review some
previous words. When you practice the following words with 90% or more proficiency, proceed
to the next page. Do not look at the translation answer page until you have attempted to translate
the scene on your own first.
ari – in the context of offering acts, it means “action to make something,” “make
happen.” It also means actions as in “deed done.” When used for offering, it causes the divinity
to respond in kind by providing what the supplicant desires. The desires can be anything from
property to spiritual enlightenment.
offering made- divine offering.

ariu-means deeds (plural).

cher- “in the presence of,” “appear before”. The reed glyph
text means “me” as in “I”, “me” or “my”.

arit -means

that occurs after cher in this

This is a special rendition of the goddess glyph
arat- (all Goddesses)- which is a
cobra serpent, coiled, and sitting on a neb bowl. It depicts the goddess holding the was
scepter with the symbol of eternity, shen

or

(a rope tied into a circle).

The tall symbol with the two looped ends at the top
symbolizes female power, the
uterus, fallopian tubes and in general the female reproductive organ’s capacity to give
life. Here it is used as determinative- meaning: basis for the power of the Arat. The “s”
glyph
“senab”

that follows this symbol in this inscription is an abbreviation for the word
“health”.

This is a special rendition of the same word “Djed” but here spelled with a “t”.
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special fan
“menqeb,” denoting high station royalty, with a “shen”
base. The fan also implies coolness, comfort and relief from heat.
Bhudt

Behudet- city of the god Heru (Horus)

sentjer neter -

hst –water vessel for praises.
topics.
libation

Divine insense- used for rituals and offerings. Also:
sentjer
OR

qbb-coolness and related
qbh-moo –to libate with water,

qbhu -
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Figure 21: Panel of the Peraah Djehutymes and the God Amun -from a tomb chapel of the king Djehutymes
III

(illustration, O’Mara, Plate IV )
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Begin translating the panel using the numbered order below:

9
6

14

15

13

8

7

12

11

5
and
10

17

16

4
3

18

19

2

20

1

21
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Transliterate
1.

Translate
1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.

11.

11.

12.

12.

13.

13.

14.

14.

15.

15.

16.

16.
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17.

17.

18.

18.

19.

19.

20.

20.

21.

21.
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Lesson 19: Reading A STELE OF SENUSERT AND HIS
FAMILY
The following relief depicts Senusert with his family. This scene contains a formula offering to
the divinity Asar (Osiris) as well as propitiations through offerings so that Asar may make
Senusert and his family “true of Speech” or “spiritually purified” and worthy to enter into the
higher consciousness in the netherworld with Asar. It also demonstrates how family relationships
were designated in ancient Egyptian religious art.
New Vocabulary: Before beginning, we will need to know a few new words and review some
previous words. In this lesson, you will see glyphs presented in a more stylized form as
opposed to the classical form so you may gain some experience in making out the glyphs
while looking at the particular handwriting of one person versus the perfected version
presented by an accomplished scribe on a stone relief. When you practice the following
words with 90% or more proficiency, proceed to the next page. Do not look at the
translation answer page until you have attempted to translate the scene on your own first.

snt

“sent” = sister

sn

“sen” = brother

mut

“sen” = mother

cht

“chat”= belly

chnm

“chnum”= stone jug with a handle

ka

“ka” =syllable, recumbent bovine

OR

OR

khr

=

OR

syllable “kher” and can also mean underneath or under.

maa-kheru
oar =

Combination of pedestal of Ma’at
(righteousness order and truth), and a boat
.
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per kheru –“voiced sacred offerings” of the house (temple). Composed of the glyphs
house or building
and vessels that contain offering items
, and
ta – bread loaf– these
are two of the sacred offerings. Being a voiced-(spoken) offering the items are not physically
present but they are there in the speech itself. The speech is the higher reality and therefore,
physical objects are unnecessary.

ka + send -head of the bull and the head of a goose – these are two of the sacred
offerings.

mncht menchet -“linen” (clothing stand).
shs “shes”-alabaster–composed of a cord for tying

ab purification with water. Also can mean priest: the Ab priest is the entry level
priesthood level. They handle purifications of the temple and at certain rituals and ceremonies.

n-Ka-n –part of an offering formula wherein the divinity gives “to-the-Ka-of” the
person involved in the scene; the Ka is the astral body and mind of a person wherein desires
manifest.

OR

OR

OR

OR

amakhy

Atf -Father

worthy of honor, revered, worship,

exalted, etc.
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Figure 22: A STELE OF SENUSERT AND HIS FAMILY

1

2

3

5
4

7
10

9

6

8

43

43

Line art from “Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stele in the British Museum” by E. A. Wallis Budge
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UPPER SECTION

1. Transliterate Egyptian ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Transliterate Egyptian ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Transliterate Egyptian ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MIDDLE SECTION

41. Transliterate Egyptian ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5. Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. Transliterate Egyptian ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5. Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LOWER SECTION
Follow the direction given by the arrows. The text provides 1-family relationship, and 2- the
person’s name. The text refers to the person immediately in front or below it.
10

Transliterate

9

8

7

6

Translate

6.
Transliterate Egyptian -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7.
Transliterate Egyptian -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8.
Transliterate Egyptian -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9.
Transliterate Egyptian -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10.
Transliterate Egyptian ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Translate to English

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Lesson 20: Reading An Offering of Ma’at by a Priestess
Figure 23: An Offering of Ma’at by a Priestess

44

The following is a relief from the 25th dynasty of ancient Egyptian history in which the glyphs are
incised in the stone to make a sunken relief. It depicts the “Gods wife of Amun” (Head priestess of the
god Amun) making an offering of Ma’at. In the relief on the right side she holds an statue of the Goddess
Ma’at in her right hand and offers it to the God Amun-Ra. The son of Amun Ra, Khonsu (the moon, the
traveler) stands behind Amun-Ra. In the relief on the left side the goddess Mut stands behind Amun-Ra.
The two panels are typical of ancient Egyptian depictions which show reversed scenes wherein the
divinity is in the middle and the supplicant is depicted coming from both directions. So we may assume
that there is another image missing, on the far left side, of the Gods wife of Amun facing Amun Ra from
that direction as well. At the top right hand corner of the right hand relief the name of the God’s Wife of
Amun has been damaged. We may obtain it from another source, a base from a statuette a priestess by the
45
same name from Thebes, now in the University College London: UC 14739 - the top right hand corner
contains an undamaged copy of the name.

Figure 24: A base from a statuette a priestess
44

Picture taken by R. M Ashby, object now located in the Brooklyn Museum, New York
http://www.digitalegypt.ucl.ac.uk/thebes/late/uc14739.html, Stewart 1983. H.M. Stewart. Petrie Museum: Egyptian stelae
reliefs and paintings : from the Petrie Collection. The late period. with a supplement of miscellaneous inscribed material.
Warminster: 36-37, no. 136, pl. 45

45
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New Vocabulary: Before beginning we will need to know a few more words and review some
previous words. When you practice the following words with 90% or more proficiency,
proceed to the next page. Do not look at the translation answer page until you have
attempted to translate the scene on your own first.
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Amun-Ra

Khonsu

Neter aah

ti

Neter “divinity.” aah – “great,” “exalted,” “magnanimous.”

is the syllable “ti” refers to female- “she”.

to present something, as in a gift. May sometimes be used as
di “give”.
substitute for

t tj

Tethering rope- Tj-this sound is not used in English. The sound, tj t
was used more in earlier times and then evolved into the use of → t T
in later times. In this case it is used as a female “singular suffix
pronoun” referring to “your”.

The crook,

heka, means royalty and the capacity to shepherd others, the flail,
nekaku,
represents the capacity for discipline and imposition of order and law.

Heru
nub (gold)

47

The Mystery Teachings of the Wasetian (Theban) Tradition are
related to the Neteru known as Amun, Mut and Khonsu. This
temple and its related temples espoused the teachings of creation,
human origins and the path to spiritual enlightenment by means of
the Supreme Being in the form of the god Amun or Amun-Ra. It
tells of how Amun and his family, the Trinity of Amun, Mut and
Khonsu, manage the Universe along with his Company of Gods
and Goddesses. Though the tradition existed since ancient times,
the movement became very important in the early part of the New
47
Kingdom Era.

The symbol
hnk

46

In short, Amun is the origin and essence of all things and is the
innermost reality of all human beings. Amun is the same spirit essence
which manifests through the sun (Ra), therefore, Amun is known as
46
Amun-Ra.

Heru-nub-Horus, the god of resurrection, in golden form – spiritual
victory.

See the book Egyptian Mysteries Vol 2. The Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt
ibid
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Proceed now by transliterating and then translating the text in the order listed numerically.
Firstly, decipher the name of the Gods wife of Amun (Head priestess of the god Amun)

Transliterate______________________________Translate_____________________________________
Now let’s look at the right hand panel. It is important to note that it is possible to know who is
speaking by looking at the direction of the writing and its proximity to a particular character in a scene.
The text that is facing with a character, in close proximity to him or her is likely coming from that
character or is about that character. Notice also the symbols that Amun-Ra is holding in his hands (center
figure) as well as the ones being held by Khonsu (figure at left).

The god Khonsu (above far left) holds a composite scepter (crook, flail, djed, ankh and was). This relates
to his control over the powers of royalty, resurrection and the source of life force. The crook, heka, means
royalty and the capacity to shepherd others, the flail, nekhakh, represents the capacity for discipline and
imposition of order and law. Also notice the base of the throne of Amun-Ra.
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8

7

6

5

4

3

1

2
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1- Transliteration
_____________________
Translation
_____________________
2- Transliteration
_____________________
Translation
_____________________
3- Transliteration
_____________________
Translation
_____________________
4- Transliteration
_____________________
Translation
_____________________

12-scepter of Khonsu, 11-scepters of Amun Ra, 10-base

9-text

Transliterate

Translate

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

12
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Now let’s look at the left hand panel.
Amun-Ra sits in a seemingly reversed posture from the other panel, this time with Goddess Mut
behind him.
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4

5

6

3

8-base of throne

2

7-scepter of Mut

Transliterate
1

Translate
1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

1
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Lesson 21: Reading about the Great Sphinx & the King

Figure 25: 19th century photo of the Great Sphinx by European explorers

The Great Sphinx is the oldest known spiritual monument in the world. It relates to the god Heru
in the form of Herukhuti or Horus of the Two Horizons (e.g. beginning to end), and is also
known by those two names. In the time of King Djehutymes IIII (Thothmosis IV), the great
monument was in disrepair and covered with sand. The picture above depicts how the 19th
century archeologists found the
Sphinx. Djehutymes IIII vowed
to clean up the site and clear the
sand away. Herukhuti (the
Sphinx) vowed that if he did so,
he would become a Peraah
(Pharaoh)
one
day.
The
inscription below is the top
section of the slab that
Djehutymes IIII left at the site
after the completion of the work.
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Figure 26: The Sphinx Stele
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New Vocabulary: Before beginning we will need to know a few new words, and review some
previous words. When you practice the following words with 90% or more proficiency
proceed to the next page. Do not look at the translation answer page until you have
attempted to translate the scene on your own first.

ur uadjit, (universal and infinite, all-encompassing,
unlimited) and beyond the fluctuations of egoism,
that is mortal consciousness.
sentjer neter Atum or Temu

Djehuty

Divine incense- used for rituals and offerings. Also:
sentjer
Tem is the last aspect of the Great Solar Trinity: KhepriRa-Tem. Together they encompass Creation as Khepri is
the Creator, Ra is the sustainer and Tem is the dissolver or
concluder who un-creates Creation at the end of time when
its purpose has been fulfilled.
Djehuty is the God of intellect. He is a water bird with a long
beak that is used to dig deep into the mud to capture tasty
creatures for food. In the same way he has the capacity to
capture minute bits of spiritual philosophy that are crucial to the
understanding of the religious teachings of Ancient Egypt:
Shetyaut Neter.

qrht

vessel for fluids used in offerings and anointing.

Seb

Seb or Geb is a grandson of Ra. He is the physical earth
and father to the gods Asar, Set and Heru Ur and the
Goddesses Aset and Nebethet.

akht

akhet is the horizon. Together with the Heru symbol:
Heru-m-akhet or-“Heru of the horizon”

Iat

“office”, “rank”

hst –water vessel for praises.
topics.
arit

OR

qbb-coolness and related
qbhmoo –to libate,

offering made- divine offering.

qbhu -libation
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Chepesh

the leg symbolizes the male gender and the male generative power used
for promoting spiritual evolution and control over the lower nature. Also
relates to the “Great Bear” constellation. Below: The Hetep Offering Slab with the foreleg
symbol and offering vessel. The Hetep offering slab is one of the most important artifacts of
ancient Egyptian religion. It is used as a platform for pouring water out of the libation vessel
onto the top where it spreads and then collects towards the protruding section after which it pours
out- during the offering process.

The names of the king (Thuthmosis IV) are presented here for easier visibility and translation:

Throne name:

Birth Name:
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1B

5

4

3

2

9

10

11

1

18

17

16

12 13 14 15

6
7

19 20

8

21

The names of the king (Thuthmosis IV) are presented here for easier visibility and translation:

Throne name:

Birth Name:
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Transliterate
1.

Translate
1.

1b.

1b.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.

11.

11.

12.

12.
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13.

13.

14.

14.

15.

15.

16.

16.

17.

17.

18.

18.

19.

19.

20.

20.

21.

21.
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Lesson 22: Reading the Jubilee Ceremony of King Senusert

48

Figure 27: Picture of the wall section now in the Cairo Museum

Drawing of the wall section (illustration, O’Mara, Plate II)
Ancient Egyptian culture instituted a special ceremony to mark periods of time of the rule of a
Pharaoh. It is called Sed Festival, otherwise also refered to as Jubilee. That festival acts as a symbolic
48

Picture taken by R. M Ashby, object now located in the Cairo Museum, Cairo. Drawing by O’Mara (1974)
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renewal of the powers of the ruler for ghe next interval of time until the next festival. The ruler sits on the
throne and is visited by important divinities (Amun on the bottom left, Muntju (a form of Ra as fighter,
defeater of obstacles) on bottom the right) who bring him life and power. The divinities presiding before
(in front of) the Perhaa (Pharaoh) are Heru

and Set

.

New Vocabulary: Before beginning we will need to know a few new words, and review some
previous words. When you practice the following words with 90% or more proficiency
proceed to the next page. Do not look at the translation answer page until you have
attempted to translate the scene on your own first.

“renpt” –“palm branch with notches”
kha- thousand

arit- action of offering – special offering made at rituals

chet -things, objects

with scroll omitted.

neb arit chet -lord of offerings-things

hfnr -tadpole- 100,000.00

heh

- millions“n” symbol (for

heh
“heh” means eternity and may appear with the
eternity).eternity

Kha OR Sha-dawning, rising sun over the horizon, appearance

Sha-Kau-Ra -“Risings of the Kas (plural) of Ra” - name of the King

Behdet- the special city of the god Heru (also now known as Edfu in Egypt), who defeated
Set after Set killed Asar and usurped his throne.

nubt-, city of gold now known as Ombos. This is also the home of the god Set.
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special spelling of Waset referring to the district and not just the city.

madu – a section of the district of Thebes.

Muntju - a form of Ra as fighter, defeater of obstacles

=district
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Proceed now by transliterating and then translating the text in the order listed numerically.

Begin translating the left side of the panel using the numbered order below:

6 7
3

8

9

10b
11

7

5

3

1 2

10
4

12
13

14

15
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Transliterate
1.

Translate
1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

10.
10b.49
11.

10.

12.

12.

13.

13.

14.

14.

15.

15.

177

11.

Proceed now by transliterating and then translating the text in the order listed numerically.
49

continuation of line #10
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Begin translating the left side of the panel using the numbered order below:

7 6
3

5

21

8 9
15

10

11

4

12

13

14

16

Notice the pat symbol rendered here with stars:

Transliterate

Translate
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1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.

11.

11.

12.

12.

13.

13.

14.

14.

15.

15.

16.

16.
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Lesson 23: Reading the Stele of the Chamberlain Amunemhat
Figure 28: Drawing of the Stele of the Chamberlain Amunemhat

50

A Chamberlain is a high-ranking official in various royal courts. Amunemhat was in charge
of the inner court. This finely cut relief comes from the 12th Dynasty period of ancient Egyptian
history (Middle Kingdom). Besides the main hieroglyphic text in the top center, there is a typical
depiction of an offering table (hetep) (center-left) which contains the two basic items, the goose
send, and the leg of bull
chepech. The goose symbolizes femaleness and the leg,
maleness. By pouring a liquid over the HTP table top, the two are mixed, and the separation of
worldly opposites is dissolved, thereby opening up undivided and undifferentiated consciousness
and transcendental insight into the true nature of Creation. The Hetep Offering Slab with the
foreleg symbol and offering vessel. The Hetep offering slab is one of the most important artifacts
of ancient Egyptian religion. It is used as a platform for pouring water out of the libation vessel
onto the top where it spreads and then collects during the offering process. This scene also has a
standard offering formula that will be discussed in the answer section for this lesson.

50

Line art from “Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stele in the British Museum” by E. A. Wallis Budge
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51

Figure 29: Picture of the Stele of Amunemhat now at the British Museum

New Vocabulary: Before beginning, we will need to know a few new words, and review some
previous ones. When you practice the following words with 90% or more proficiency, proceed to
the next page. Do not look at the translation answer page until you have attempted to translate
the scene on your own first.

su-htp-di- royal (“su” -suten abbreviated) offering given.

51

Picture of the relief now in the British Museum – taken by M. Ashby
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ab purification with water. Also can mean priest: the Ab priest is the entry level
priesthood level. They handle purifications of the temple and at certain rituals and
ceremonies.

Abdu -Important city from ancient times; known as the city of the god Asar (Osiris)
ancient Egyptian history along with the goddess Aset (Isis).

hst, hest- water pot for libations

merht -“unguent” – sealed oil-jar.
determinative: minerals or metals in granule (grain) form

Djedu -Important city from ancient times; known as the city of the god Asar (Osiris)
in the form of the Djed. The Djed pillar is the backbone of the god. When it is erect it means that
the god has been resurrected.

Dhut-htp - “what is necessary,” “equipment.” It relates to the term food and
taste (hu) and contains the tusk of an elephant
(hu) which relates
to masticating food. Notice the use of the
htp –glyph, meaning
“offering.” Htp, along with “offering” means “peace” also. Therefore, the
significance of the word goes beyond the mundane translation – the offering
makes peace by uniting the opposites and thereby dissolving duality, desires
and separation.

hnu –interior part – inside
Remember from previous lesson

per kheru –“voiced sacred offerings” of the house (temple), composed of the glyphs
house or building
and vessels that contain offering items
, and
ta – bread loaf– these
are two of the sacred offerings. Being a voiced-(spoken) offering the items are not physically
present but they are there in the speech itself. The speech is the higher reality and therefore,
physical objects are unnecessary.
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ka + send -head of the bull (ka) and the head of a goose (send) – these are two of the sacred
offerings.

mncht menchet -“linen” (clothing stand).
shs “shes”-alabaster–composed of a cord for tying
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Begin translating the hieroglyphic sections of the panel.

A-Transliteration
_____________________________________________________________________________

A-Translation
_____________________________________________________________________________

B-Transliteration
_____________________________________________________________________________

B-Translation
_____________________________________________________________________________

C-Transliteration
_____________________________________________________________________________

C-Translation
_____________________________________________________________________________
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D-Transliteration
_____________________________________________________________________________

D-Translation
_____________________________________________________________________________

E-Transliteration
_____________________________________________________________________________

E-Translation
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 24: Reading A Tomb Relief of Nefertary, Hetheru and
Zerqet
The following image (illustration, O’Mara, Plate VIII) of a relief comes from the tomb of
Nefertary in the valley of the Queens in Waset Egypt. It depicts the queen with the goddesses
Aset and Zerqet. Nefertary is making offerings in hand as well as through an offering table. The
hieroglyphic text for each personality is adjacent to each.
New Vocabulary: Before beginning we will need to know a few new words. When you practice
the following words with 90% or more proficiency proceed to the next page. Do not look
at the translation answer page until you have attempted to translate the scene on your own
first.

hat OR het- temple or building.

Hather OR HetHeru- “House of Heru” –the name of the goddess includes the symbol of
the god Heru. Heru in this context represents the embodiment of the hawk principle (also
shared by Ra and Sokar). Thus, the goddess is the temple and in a wider sense she is the
universe in which the spirit of Ra dwells through Heru.

her tept Waset-a title of the goddess Hetheru- “chief personality in Waset” (Thebes,
Luxor) Notice that the “t”
symbol is used to denote a female as the chief personality.

Zerqet-goddess of protective powers.

ach
-“ach” is a clump of papyrus and is used as a syllable but it also has an symbolic
meaning: “the North” or north of Egypt.

OR

OR

resut – sedge tree on “r” glyph – means “the south” or south of Egypt.

Atf Ra –Father Ra -

OR

OR

Atf -Father
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bnr – sweet -tasty root or plant

nht – tree, also one who is charming.

nht bnr mert –{neht bener merit} – used as an epithet for the queen “charming, sweet and
beloved”.

OR

khenty –“ foremost,” “leader”.

Amuntet-OR Amunty the “beautiful west” – the Netherword where souls go after death.
Notice the use of the determinative
separate from the physical Egypt.

for “foreign land” – the Netherworld is a place

khentyAmunty- “foremost personality of Amuntet”. This epithet is assigned to the
god Asar (Osiris).
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Begin translating the hieroglyphic sections of the panel by following the numbered order.
Figure 30: A Tomb Relief of Nefertary making offerings to Goddesses Hetheru and Zerqet

52

Transliterate
1.

Translate
1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

52

Line art from O’Mara (1974)
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4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.

11.

11.
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Lesson 25: Reading A Relief of the Gods Asar and Tem
The following drawing is of a relief depicts the gods Asar and Tem. Asar is the god of
resurrection and Tem is the god of dissolution. Asar is the great grandson of Ra, and his
popularity was the greatest of all divinities in the Dynastic period of ancient Egyptian history.
Tem is part of the great Creation Trinity composed of Kheper-Ra-Tem (Creator-SustainerDissolver). Propitiating them bestows certain boons or gifts, such as spiritual enlightenment and
immortality.
New Vocabulary: Before beginning, we will need to know a few new words, and review some
previous words. When you practice learning the following words, proceed to the scene to
attempt your translation. Do not look at the translation answer page until you have
attempted to translate the scene on your own first.
OR

tm

-completed, finished

tm -the god Tum

OR

heka -prince, ruler

ankhu -life (plural)

OR OR

-chick glyph and/or three dashes = plural form

un -“what is”, “what exists”, “to be”, “to exist”

un nefer

ankh mestu

neteru nebu

-that which is beautiful and good, a title of the god Asar

-life through births.

-gods and goddesses all

tut mestu –image in births

seti

-bow (as in bow and arrow)
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sti psdj -seti pesdj – nine bows – an epithet referring to warlike peoples of the area today
known as Libya. The Egyptian ruler would be known as the neb sti psdj or “lord of the nine bows”

OR

ti

-she, her

ankh ti -live she (may she live

ha

“ha” is a clump of papyrus and is used as a syllable, also meaning
“behind,” “around,” “in attendance,” “near,” “close”

ha-f (behind him) OR

ha-s (behind her)

NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH:

idhu
is a clump of papyrus in swamps (illustration, O’Mara, p 481) with
symbolic meaning: “the North”
or north of Egypt.
REMEMBER

Q (Hill-slope)~ (Q)- "quest" (without u) Also used as syllable “qa”
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Begin translating the hieroglyphic sections of the panel by following the numbered order.
Figure 31: A Relief of the Gods Asar and Tem

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

9

8

7

53

18

17

-damaged sections with lost text.

Transliterate
1.

Translate
1.

2.

2.

53

Line art from O’Mara (1974)

6

5

4

3

2

1
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3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.
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-damaged sections with lost text.
8.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.

11.

11.

12.

12.

13.

13.

14.

14.

15.

15.

16.

16.
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17.

17.

18.

18.
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Selected Images for Detail Study

The Weathering on the Great Sphinx
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The Great Pyramid
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The Temple of Goddess Aset

On the next page
Initiatic Spirituality
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The Pyramid Texts from the Pyramid of Teta
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Lesson 12

On next three pages
Lesson 13
Lesson 14
Lesson 15
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Lesson 16

205
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Lesson 17
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Lesson 20 Left side
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Lesson 20 Right side
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Lesson 21
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On the next page
Lesson 22
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Lesson 23
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Translations for Lessons
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Translation for Lesson 11 sentence reading exercises.

→
Transliterate Egyptian Neter nefer Khufu ankh was djed
Translate to English “the good god Khufu, life, power and stability be to him”

→
Transliterate Egyptian Neter nefer neteru neb mery Ramessu Amun mery54 di ankh
Translate to English “the good god, beloved by all gods and goddesses Rameses beloved of
Amun (he) gives life.”

Transliterate Egyptian Tut-Ankh-Amun heka Anu suten
Translate to English “Tutankhamun the prince of Anu and its
royalty

The words “Anu” and “Suten” are abbreviated showing
only the first symbol in the words.

←
Transliterate Egyptian Tut-Ankh-Amun Amun Mery ankh djed neb ar n-heh
Translate to English “Tutankhamun the beloved of Amun all life and stability to him for eternity.”

←
Transliterate Egyptian Neter nefer neb tawy nesu bity Ramessu Amun Mery heka Anu Ankh
Djeta
Translate to English “the good god, lord of the two lands, King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
Rameses, the beloved of Amun, Ruler of Anu, Life be to him forever.”

→
Transliterate Egyptian sa Ra neb Waset neb tawy Amunhotep di ankh djed senab awet ab er n-heh
Translate to English “The son of Ra, lord of Waset, lord of the two lands, Amunhotep, gives
life, stability and health and expansion of heart (happiness) for eternity.”
54 Amun mery can also be read meryAmun
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←
Transliterate Egyptian Amun Ra neb Nestu tawy medtu-dje sa di n k ankh senab djed neb djeta
Translate to English “Amun-Ra, the Lord of thrones of the two lands says son (I) give to you
all life, health and stability forever

→
Transliterate Egyptian Neter nefer neb tawy nesu bity Amun m hat di-f ankh senab djed neb senab er n-heh
Translate to English “the good god, Lord of the two lands, ruler of upper and lower Egypt, Amun in the
forefront, he gives all life, health and stability, health for eternity.”

→
Transliterate Egyptian “Neter nefer neteru neb mery heka Anu nesu bity Men-Kheper-Ra di ankh
medtu-dje di-i ankh was neb djeta
Translate to English “the good god, beloved of the gods and goddesses, ruler of Anu, King of
Upper and Lower Egypt, Firm Creations of Ra, gives life, he says I give
all life and power forever.”

→
Transliterate Egyptian Asar neteru sutn neb Ma’at heka nheh di-f ankh medtu-dje Imhotep di n-k
ankh awt ab djeta
Translate to English The god Osiris (Asar), ruler of the gods and goddesses, Lord of
righteousness and truth, prince of eternity, he gives life. (He) says,
Imhotep (I) give to thee (you) life and happiness forever.

→
Transliterate Egyptian Neter nefer neb tawy sa Ra mery f Senusert neb Ma’at di ankh mi Ra
nesu
bity neb Waset
Translate to English “the good god, Lord of the two lands, son of Ra, his beloved, Brother of
Usert, Lord of Righteousness and truth, gives life like Ra (daily), the King
of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of Waset.”

Transliterate Egyptian Kheper Ka Ra medtu-dje di n k ankh neb
Translate to English “the king “Creation of the mind of Ra” says, (I) give to you all life.”
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Translation for Lesson 12

OR

Pt (pet) the heavens, the sky

medtu-dje
in

Ma’at55

determinative (Ma’at)

sat

Ra

y

khu

Medtudje
in Ma’at Sat
Ra
khuy
“Words spoken by Ma’at, daughter of Ra, the protector”

55

“t” is omitted
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Name of the queen in order as presented:
, mut,
nfr,
a,
t,
r,
Mut (goddess queen of Waset), Nefertary,

ll y,

mery,
beloved

t,
she

n,
of

All together:
Sat
su hmt urt
Nefertary
mery
n Mut Maakheru
“daughter, The head royal wife Nefertary, the beloved of Mut is true of speech”

Entire scene

Transliteration

Translation

1 Pt (pet)

1 the heavens, the sky

2 medtu-dje in Ma’at Sat Ra khuy

2 “Words spoken by Ma’at, daughter of
Ra, the protector”

3 su hmt urt Nefertary mery n Mut
Maakheru

3 The head royal wife Nefertary, the
beloved of Mut is true of speech
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Translation for Lesson 13
4

3

2

1

5
6

7
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Transliterate

Translate

1. medtu-dje in Aset

1. words spoken by goddess Aset

2. suhemt urt nebt tawy

2. royal wife head wife (great), mistress
of the two lands

3. Nefertary n mery Mut Ma’at-kheru

3. Queen Nefertary (Beautiful doings,
beloved of goddess Mut), the perfected

4. cher Asar Neter aah

4. in the presence of Asar (Osiris), the
great God

5. ma au ar Asar suhemt urt
(see detail on next page)

5. behold, (I) come about Asar the royal
wife, head wife (great)

6. Nefertary n mery Mut
(see detail on next page)

6. Queen Nefertary (Beautiful doings,
beloved of goddess Mut)

7. ast m ta djeser
(see detail on next page)

7. throne in the holy land

For detailed examination of the damaged section see next page:
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OR
Ma
behold, see this

-

atur- coming to,
march out, move out

“as to” or
“pertaining to.”

“urt”“superior,” “great”,
“superb”. Swallow
(bird) “ur” or “wr” +
female ending “t”

determinative –
goddess

Lost glyph
Just below
the
cartouche

OR

“n” and may be used as
indirect genitive “to”
maa-kheru
Combina
tion of pedestal
of
Ma’at

/

crown of Lower Egypt
ast
throne-

determinative
goddess – also used

TaDjeser
-exalted,
holy
land

–
as

(righteousness

”I”, “me”, “my”
order and
truth, and a boat
oar
.
True of speech

To her

Throne (in the)

Holy land
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Translation for Lesson 14: Reading Painting from Tomb of Queen
Nefertary
Ra

Pu

Nebethet

1

Hetep
M
2

Asar

Ra

7
3

Aset

saa

-Notice the “t” and “egg” glyphs in front of the
chair instead of behind as usually depicted.

Was

Ankh
Djed

4
Asar
Was
Hetep
Senab
M
R
A

Neb
idhu

5

6

Ma’at (pedestal of Ma’at)

8

S
neb
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Transliterate

Translate

1Nebethet

1 goddess Nebethet (Nephthys)

2 Ra

2 god Ra (the God)

3 Aset

3 goddess Aset (Isis)

4 Was

4 Was scepter (power god)

5 Asar hetep m Ra

5 Asar in peace as Ra

6 Ma’at

6 Ma’at (pedestal of Ma’at)

7 Ra pu hetep Asar

7 Ra this (is) in peace as Ra

8 saa ankh djed was senab neb idhu-s
neb

8 a protection, providing life, stability
and power, all health, (by) Mistress she
of the north
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Translation for Lesson 15: Reading the Ma’at Relief

Transliterate
1 Ma’at sat Ra

Translate
1 Ma’at the daughter of Ra

2 Hnut

2 Mistress

3 Ma’at

3 Ma’at (truth, order, justice)

4 Tep her-t

Ta n iu gert

4 chief personality of the land of it
is silence lands (cemetery)

5 was

5 power

6 Lower right: Saa

6 Lower right: a protection

7 Upper left: medtu-dje in Maat
Sat Ra

7 Upper left: words spoken by
Maat the daughter of Ra

Putting it all together:
“Words spoken by Ma’at; Ma’at, the daughter of Ra, Mistress of truth, order justice and
righteousness, the person in command of foreign lands; she has the power to protect”
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4
M
a
a
t

1
Tep her
was
–t
Ta
n

MA’AT

Iu
Sat- Ra
G
r
t

6

2

Damaged
sections

Saa

H
nu
t

7
medtuje*
3

in**

Ma’at
(feather)

Ma’at***

5

was

determinative
(Ma’at)

Ra

sat****
* Here only part of the cobra and are visible. ** Here only
part of the reed and wavy water “n” are visible. ***Here
only part of the sickle and forearm are visible. **** Here
only the rear end of the duck is visible.
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Translation for Lesson 16 - tomb relief of the Queen Netertari
The queen adores the god Asar (Osiris) and she speaks, in her name “Asar Hemt Urt,” and in the
presence of Asar the great god.
Translation: The scene of Queen Nefertary contains hieroglyphs that read:

A
medtu-dje
Words spoken

in
by

Asar
Asar

suhmt
queen

urt
great (female ending “t”)

ends
Mut

Nefertary n merit Mut
“Nefertary the beloved of Mut”
begins

Nefert
a- r - y
n
mery- t

notice (female ending “t”)

B

C
cher
Asar
in presence (of) Asar

Neter
God

aah
great

aah
“great”
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Translation for Lesson 17
→
← 5
↓ 6
2←
↓

3 1
←
↓

7

1- Transliteration
Ptah resu anab f
Translation
Ptah south of his wall
2- Transliteration
Di f ankh was

4

8

←
↓

Translation
He gives life and power
3- Transliteration
Di n ankh, djed, was neb
Senab neb awet ab neb
N nesu biti, Kheper Ka Ra
Translation

9

→

I give life, spiritual stability, and all
power
All health and expansion of heart
(joy)
To the king “Kheper Ka Ra” (a title
of Senusert I: The coming into
being of the essence of Ra)

Transliterate
4. Di ankh djed was mi Ra

Translate
4. He gives life, stability and power like
Ra

5. neter nefer

5. the good god (the Pharaoh)

6. Senusert

6. Senusert (brother of goddess Usert

7. di ankh was

7. gives life and power

8 hept

8 divine embrace

9. mer di ankh djed was senab neb ra
[mi]

9. beloved, gives life stability, power
and health all the days, [like] Ra
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Translation for Lesson 18: Panel of the Peraah Djehutymes and the
God Amun
Transliterate
1. Behdet

Translate
1. Behdet- city of Horus

2. Neter aah

2. The great divinity

3. di ankh –f

3. gives life he

4. Neter nefer neb tawy

4. the good god Lord of the two lands

5. Men Khepera

5. the king, whose name is “firmness in
the Creator Ra”

6. Behdet

6. city of Horus

7. Neter aah

7. the great god

8. di ankh –f

8. gives life he

9. ankh di mi Ra

9. life is given like Ra (daily)

10. Men Khepera

10. firmness in the Creator Ra

11. nesu bity Men Khepera

11. ruler of upper and lower Egypt, the
king, firmness in the Creator Ra

12. sa Ra Djehutymes

12. son of Ra, child of Djehuty

13. di ankh senab neb

13. gives life and all health

14. awet ab mi Ra djeta

14. happiness, like Ra, forever

15. menqeb shen shen

15. royalty of double eternities

16. arit neter senjer qbhu n Amun ari f
di ankh

16. offering of incense, and water
libation to Amun (to) cause him to give
life56

56

A reciprocal relationship – for example “giving is receiving”
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17. di ankh senab was neb

17. give all life health and power

18. di ankh neb djed was neb

18. give all life, and all stability and
power

19. Amun neb nestu tawy

19. Amun, Lord of the thrones of the
two lands57/58

20. Ra neb pet

20. Ra the Lord of heaven59

21. medtu-dje di n n k ankh was djedt
neb awet ab neb cher-a mi-Ra djeta

21. words spoken (by Amun-Ra as
composite) given to you (Djehutymes)
life, power, stability, all happiness,
before me, like Ra forever.

57
This reference alludes to the fact that there were many kingships in different nomes or districts of upper and lower Egypt. The
Peraah (Pharaoh) was therefore the king of kings or an Emperor (one who rules over smaller kingdoms or queendoms. The
Emperor (Peraah) could be male or female.
58
Since there is a vertical line separating this section of the text it would not be read as Amun-Ra, the composite of Amun and
Ra. Rather it is speaking of Amun separately from Ra.
59
See previous note
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Translation for Lesson 19: Stele of Senusert and His Family
Upper Section Translation:
Line 1
1. Transliterate Egyptian Suhetep di Asar neb Djedut
1. Translate to English

royal offering given to Osiris Lord of Djedut

Line2
2. Transliterate Egyptian Neter aah neb Abdu di f pert-kheru cha send shes menchet chet
nebt
2. Translate to English

Great God, Lord of Abdu gives he spoken offerings of bread
and drink and beef and goose and alabaster and linen and
all things

Line 3
3. Transliterate Egyptian nefer ab ankht Neter im n-ka-n amakhy Senusert a Maa-kheru
3. Translate to English

beautiful and pure and divine life through to the Ka of Senusert
(who is) true of speech

Middle Section
Line 4
4- Transliterate Egyptian Senusert Maa-kheru
4- Translate to English

Senusert the true of speech (beatified)

Line 5
5- Transliterate Egyptian hemt-f sat Hetheru Maa-kheru
5- Translate to English

wife his, “Sat-Hathor” {“Daughter of Hetheru”}, the true of
speech

Lower Section

6.
Transliterate Egyptian sent-f sat kherty maakheru
Translate to English

sister his, daughter (for example daughter of his sister, his niece), name:
Kherty (name of niece), the true of speech
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7.
Transliterate Egyptian mut-f chat Ma’aty maakheru

Translate to English

mother his, chat Ma’aty, the true of speech

8.
Transliterate Egyptian atf Chnmu maakheru

Translate to English

father his, Khnmu (name of father), the true of speech

9.
Transliterate Egyptian sen-f kay maakheru

Translate to English

brother his, Kay (name of brother), the true of speech

10.
Transliterate Egyptian sen-f kherty maakheru
Translate to English

brother his, Kherty (name of brother), the true of speech
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Translation for Lesson 20

Transliterate
1 Amun-ar-di-s
8

7

Translate
1 (What) Amun gives she
6

5

4

3

1

2

1- Transliteration
sutn sat
Translation
Royal daughter- (princess)
2- Transliteration
Netert
Translation
Female divinity (she is)
3- Transliteration
medtu-dje di n nt ankh was
neb
Translation
Words spoken, I (Amun)
give to she life and power all
4- Transliteration
medtu-dje di n nt senab neb

12-scepter of Khonsu, 11-scepters of Amun Ra, 10-base

9-text

Translation
Words spoken, I (Amun)
given to she health all

Transliterate
5 AmunRa suten neteru

Translate
5 Amun-Ra, the king of the gods and
goddesses

6 Neter aah neb pet

6 the Great Divinity, lord of heaven

7 Khonsu m was nefer

7 Khonsu through power and the good

8 hotep heru-nub

8 offering of golden Horus

9 hnk Ma’at n60t f Amun-Ra ari s Ankh ti 9 An offering of Ma’at is presented to
Amun-Ra causing61 {him to give} life to
she
60

Indirect genitive “n” –“to” – with female “t” ending
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10 Ma’at

10 Ma’at (pedestal)

11 Was ankh

11 Was and ankh

12 heka, was ankh djed nekhakh

12 crook, power, life, stability, flail
(discipline)

61

A reciprocal relationship – for example “giving is receiving”
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4

5

6

Left hand panel
3

8-base of throne

2

1

7-scepter of Mut

Transliterate
1 medtu-dje di n ntj ankh was neb senab neb
awet-ab neb mi Ra djeta

Translate
1 words spoken (I-{God} Khonsu) give to her
all life and power and all health and all
happiness like the sun, forever

2 medtu-dje di n ntj ankh was neb senab neb
awet-ab neb mi Ra djeta

2 words spoken (I- {Goddess} Mut) give to her
all life and power and all health and all
happiness like the sun, forever

3 medtu-dje in Mut Nebt pet mery

3 words spoken by goddess Mut, mistress of
the beloved heaven

4 medtu-dje di n nt senab neb

4 words spoken –(I) give to you all health.

5 medtu-dje in Amun-Ra neb nestu

5 words spoken by Amun-Ra, lord of thrones

6 tawy

6 (of the) two lands (upper and lower Egypt)

7 ankh

7 ankh

8 Ma’at

8 Ma’at
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Translation for Lesson 21
The names of the king (Thuthmosis IV) are presented here for easier visibility and translation:

Throne name:

Birth Name:
Menkheperura

Transliterate
1. medtu-dje di n sha Kheperu men Ra
her nest Seb Sha Djehutymes Shau her
iat nTem

Sha Djehutymes Shau

Translate
1. words spoken (by Herukhuti) I give
of dawnings (shining-splendor) (to)
Menkheperura, the personality (of the )
throne (of ) Seb, Sha Djehutymes Shau,
the person in the office of the god Tem

Sha Djehutymes Shau

1b. Ur Uadjit

1b. the winged sundisk, symbol of Heru

2. nesu bity neb tawi

2. King of Upper and Lower Egypt, lord
of the two lands

3. Menkheperura

3. Stability in the creations of Ra

4. Sha Djehutymes Shau

4. dawning of the child of Dhehuty’s
(dawnings) risings

Sha Djehutymes Shau

5. di ankh djed was

5. (Djehutymes) gives (offering of) life,
stability and power.

6. mi Ra

6. like Ra (daily, perennially,
ceaselessly)

7. qrht

7. vessel for fluids used in offerings and
anointing

8. her………..ast

8. personality……….Isis or throne

9. Heru akhet

9. Horus (“in the” is missing) horizon

10. medtu-dje di n ankh was n neb

10. words spoken (by Heru-m-akhet

238
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{the Sphinx}) –I give to (him) life to
lord
11. tawy Sha Djehutymes Shau

11. (of the) two lands Sha Djehutymes
Shau

12. nesu bity neb tawy

12. King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
lord of the two lands

13. Menkheperura

13. Stability in the creations of Ra

14. Sha Djehutymes Shau

14. dawning (for) Dhehuty’s child (there
will be many) risings (dawnings)

15. di ankh

15. gives life

16. Heru-m-akhet

16. Horus in the horizon

17. medtu-dje di n Chepesh nekht n neb

17. words spoken (by Heru-m-akhet)
give the strong male power, to the lord

18. tawy Sha Djehutymes Shau

18. (of the) two lands Sha Djehutymes
Shau

19. arit neter sentjer

19. the divine offering made with
incense.

20. sentjer

20. incense

21. qbhu

21. libation
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Translation for Lesson 22: Reading the Jubilee Ceremony of King Senusert

Begin translating the left side of the panel using the numbered order below:

6 7
3

8

9

10b
1
1

7

5

3

1 2

10
4

12
14

1
3

15
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Transliterate
1. Senusert

Translate
1. Brother of Goddess Usert
2. lord of offering items

2. neb arit chet
3. renpt

3. years

4. heh shen hfnr shen khauy shen

4. millions for eternity, 100,000 for
eternity, 2 thousands of eternity

5. medtu-dje di n n k ankh was neb

5. words spoken (by Heru) (I) gave to
thee all life and power

6. Behdet-

6. the special city of the god Heru

7. neter aah

7. Great Divinity

8. n Sha kau Ra

8. to King “Risings of the Kas of Ra”

9. di ankh f

9. give life (to) him

10. Amun neb nestu
10b. continuation of line #10 (3rd nest)
11. tawy djed was neb

10. Amun, Lord of the thrones

12. ankh was neb

12. all life and power

13. n Senusert

13. to Senusert (brother of Usert)

14. di ankh f

14. he gives to (Senusert) life

15. heh

15. this is for eternity

11. (of the) two lands, all stability,
powerful
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Proceed now by transliterating and then translating the text in the order listed numerically.

Begin translating the left side of the panel using the numbered order below:

7 6
3

5

21

8 9
10

15

11

4
16

Notice the pat symbol rendered here with stars:

12

13

14

242
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Transliterate
1. Senusert

Translate
1. brother of goddess Usert

2. neb arit chet

2. lord of the divine offering items

3. nubt

3. city of gold

4. heh shen hfnr shen khauy shen

4. millions for eternity, 100,000 for
eternity, 2 thousands of eternity

5. medtu-dje di n n k ankh was neb

5. words spoken (by Heru) (I) gave to
thee all life and power

6. Behdet-

6. the special city of the god Heru

7. neter aah

7. Great Divinity

8. n Sha kau Ra

8. to King “Risings of the Kas of Ra”

9. di ankh f

9. give life (to) him

10. Muntju

10. form of Ra as fighter, defeater of
obstacles

11. neb waset

11. Lord of Thebes

12. n Senusert

12. to Senusert (brother of Usert)

13. ankh was neb

13. all life and power

14. di ankh f

14. he gives to (Senusert) life

15. her ab Madu

15. the personality who is the heart of
the special place: Madu

16. heh

16. heh (for millions of years)
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Translation for Lesson 23: The Stele of the chamberlain Amunemhat

A-Transliteration
Su htp di Asar neb djedu Neter aah neb Abdu

A-Translation
Royal offering is given (to) Asar, Lord of Djedu, the Great God, Lord of Abdu
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SPECIAL RITUAL FORMULA
The Su htp di formula is an ancient and important prescription to make offerings and is used
especially for the gods Asar and Anpu. It is to be carried out by the royalty (anyone
accepting the relationship of royalty and kinship to the gods and goddesses). In doing this
royal offering it causes the divinity to respond in kind by providing what the supplicant
desires. The desires can be anything from property to spiritual enlightenment. There are
three main parts to the formula:
su htp di per kheru
nKa-n
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B-Transliteration
Pert-kheru kha send shes men-chet62 neb nefer ab ankht Neter im n ka n
B-Translation
A spoken offering is made with items including bull head and goose, alabaster, linen material, all
good things purified, living with spirit in the Ka of

62

The “chet” here is a phonetic complement to the word

“menchet” (linen).
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C-Transliteration
Amakh m Ra hnu Amun-M-Hat Maa-kheru
C-Translation
the exalted one, through the mouth of, the inside of Amunmhat (Amun in the beginning), who is
true of speech

D-Transliteration
Iu ab kha ta Neter senjer m hest merht

D-Translation
It is the purified (offering) 1000 loaves of bread, and incense granules and water jugs and
unguent containers.

E-Transliteration
Dhut htp
E-Translation
These are the necessary items for this offering
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Translation for Lesson 24: A Tomb Relief of Nefertary, Hetheru and
Zerqet
Transliterate
1. suhemt urt nebt tawy nebt

Translate
1. queen and head wife, mistress of the
two lands, mistress of

2. nht bnr mert hnut resut ach

2. charmingness, sweetness and love,
mistress of the south and the north

3. Asar63 Nefertary n mery Mut

3. Osiris Nefertary the beloved of Mut

4.
Ma’at
kheru
cher
Asar 4. true of speech, in the presence of
khentyAmuntet saa ankh djed uas neb Asar, the foremost personality of
Amuntet, (it is a) protection, all life and
senab neb awet-ab neb ach-s
stability, all health and all happiness to
she of the north.
5. medtu-dje di n nt64 shaa Ra m pet

5. words spoken (by Hetheru65) (I) gave
to her (to Nefertary) risings (as) Ra in
heaven66

6. medtu-dje di n nt r nheh mi Ra

6. words spoken (by Hetheru67) I have
given to her (to Nefertary) the eternity
like Ra

7. Hetheru hert dept waset nebt

7. Hetheru, chief personality of Waset,
and mistress of

8. pet hnut neteru nebu

8. heaven, queen of all the gods and
goddesses

63

In this usage, the queen is identified as Asar. All religious initiates (male and female alike) are identified with Asar who died
but was resurrected as they will be also –through the offering process and through the wisdom teaching, purification and the
practice of Ma’at (righteousness, order and truth speaking (maakheru)).
64
Since the indirect genitive “n” contains a “t” symbol we can know that the text means “she” or “her”.
65
We know that goddess Hathor is the speaker because the text is facing from (with) the direction Hetheru is facing, who is
seated in the center of the scene.
66
In this context Ra or the sun shining in the heavens is considered as immortality as opposed to the moon which shines
intermittently like people who are born, die and hen are reborn again through reincarnation (uhm ankh).
67
Because the text is facing from Hetheru who is seated.
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9. medtu-dje di n nth heh mi atf a Ra 9. words spoken (by goddess Zerqet)68
(I) gave to her (to Nefertary) eternity
hetep ti djeta
like father mine Ra (the) offering (to)
her forever.
10. Zerqet nebt pet

11. hnut ta djeser

10. Zerqet, the mistress of heaven
(the determinative
of the word Pet
(heaven) appears at the top of
column/line 11)
11. queen-mistress of the holy land
(Egypt)

68
We know that goddess Serqet is the speaker because the text is facing from Serqet who is seated in the far left of the scene. Her
name is spelled out in column 10
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Translation for Lesson 25: Reading A Relief of the Gods Asar and
Tem
Transliterate
1. Medtu-dje di n n Shaa Ra m pet

Translate
1. words spoken (by Tem69) (I) gave to Shaa
Ra (the supplicant) shining in (the) sky

2. Medtu-dje di n n djeta m ankh djed 2. words spoken (by Tem) (I) gave to
(supplicant) life, stability and power forever
was

3. Medtu-dje di n n heh mi Ra

3. words spoken (by Tem) (I) gave to
(supplicant) eternity like Ra

4. Medtu-dje di n n awet-ab neb

4. words spoken (by Tem) (I) gave to
(supplicant) all happiness

5. Tem neb tawy

5. (I am) Tem, Lord of the two lands

6. Anu

6. Anu – (city of the god Ra)70

7. Neter aah

7. Great God
-damaged sections with lost text.

8. Neb tawy

8. Lord of the two lands

9. djeser

9. holy

10. Medtu-dje di n n djeta neb cher-a 10. words spoken (by Asar) given to
(supplicant) all foreverness in presence of me

11. Medtu-dje di n n awet ab neb 11. words spoken (by Asar) given to
(supplicant) all happiness in presence of me
cher-a

69
70

We know Tem is speaking because the text is facing the same direction as Tem and the headdress indicates Tem
City of the god Ra and the earliest priesthood and theological system of Ancient Egypt.
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12. Asar khenti amentet

12. Osiris foremost of Amentet

13. Un Nefer sutn ankhu

13. beautiful existence, king of lives

14. Neter aah heka ta djeser neb

14. the great god, prince of the holy land,
Lord

15. ar nheh heka

15. of eternity, prince71

16. djeta

16. forever

17. saa ankh djed
ha-f neb

72

neb senab neb 17. a protection (for) life, stability, all
health in presence his all

, all

18. menqeb shen

18. special fan
“menqeb”,
denoting high station royalty, with a “shen”
base. The fan also implies coolness, relief
from heat and comfort.

71

Q glyph here is used as syllable “qa” as phonetic complement to the heka glyph.
Damaged text section -should have “was” if it follows the same formula as other reliefs. So this line should read ankh djed was
neb- “life, stability and power, all”
72
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Aset, 4, 12, 22, 23, 25, 26,
38, 53
Aset (Isis), 4, 12, 22, 23,
25, 26, 38
Aton, 12
Being, 15, 22, 29, 31
Benben, 21
Blackness, 13, 14
Book of Coming Forth By
Day, 15
Book of Enlightenment, 13
Book of the Dead, see also
Rau Nu Prt M Hru, 13,
15
Brahman, 61
Buddhism, 4
Caribbean, 4
Champollion, Jean
Fransçois, 42

Cheops, see also Khufu, 19
Child, 19, 251
China, 61
Chronology, 15
Civilization, 15, 18
Coffin Texts, 15
Company of gods and
goddesses, 21
Consciousness, 28
Contentment (see also
Hetep), 29
Coptic, 30, 36, 60
cosmic force, 33
Creation, 15, 20, 21, 30,
31, 53
Culture, 20, 29
Demotic, 41
Denderah, 12
Diet, 4
Diodorus, 37, 38
Discipline, 4
Djed Pillar of Asar, 33
Djedu, 33
Djehuti, 15, 23, 25, 26, 34,
52, 58, 168
Duat, 33
Dynastic period, 15
Dynastic Period, 15
Edfu, 12
Egyptian Book of Coming
Forth By Day, 15
Egyptian Mysteries, 15
Egyptian religion, 15, 25,
28
Egyptian Yoga, 4, 28
Egyptian Yoga Book
Series, 4
Egyptian Yoga see also
Kamitan Yoga, 4, 28
Egyptologists, 16, 17, 28,
37
Enlightenment, 4, 13, 26,
28, 29, 30
Ethics, 15
Exercise, 4

Fire, 33
Geb, 21, 22
Giza, 16, 17, 19
God, 20, 25, 29, 31, 38,
145
Goddess, 15, 31, 33, 34, 53
Goddesses, 28, 31, 112
Gods, 28, 31, 34, 112
Great Pyramid, 17, 19
Great Truths, 28, 30
Greece, 60
Greeks, 34, 38
Hapi, 13
Hatha Yoga, 4
Hathor, 15
Health, 4
Hekau, 52
Heliopolis, 12, 34
Hermetic, 60
Heru, 12, 13, 15, 17, 22,
26, 27, 33, 53, 113
Heru (see Horus), 12, 13,
15, 17, 22, 26, 27, 33,
53, 113
Hetep, 33, 169, 180
Hetheru, 12, 22, 23, 25
Hetheru (Hetheru, Hathor),
12, 22, 23, 25
Hetkaptah see also
Menefer, Memphite, 12
Hidden, 65
Hieratic, 38
Hieroglyphic, 17
Hieroglyphic Writing,
language, 17, 41
Hieroglyphs, 37
Horus, 15, 53
Ibis, 23
India, 4, 34, 61
Indian Yoga, 4
Indus, 17
Isis, 15, 38, 53
Isis, See also Aset, 15, 38
Jesus, 26
Jewish, 15
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Joy, 29
Kamit, 12, 13, 15, 18, 22,
27, 29, 30, 31, 52
Kamit (Egypt), 12, 13, 15,
18, 22, 27, 29, 30, 31, 52
Kamitan, 4, 13, 14, 15, 28,
30, 31, 33
Karma, 4
Karnak, 145
Kemetic, 4, 15, 59, 60, 61
Khepri, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25,
26
Khnum, 33, 34
King, 15
Kingdom, 60
Knum, 33
Korean script, 40
Krishna, 26
Kundalini, 4
Kundalini XE "Kundalini"
Yoga see also Serpent
Power, 4
Kush, 13, 14, 15
Latin, 30
Life Force, 113
Lotus, 113
Love, 3
Lower Egypt, 15, 113
Maakheru, 29, 33, 52
Maat, 15, 17, 23, 28, 29
MAAT, 15
Manetho, 17
Manetho, see also History
of Manetho, 17
Meditation, 23
Mediterranean, 14
Medu Neter, 23, 38, 52
Memphis, 12
Memphite Theology, 15,
53
Men-nefer, see also HetKa-Ptah, Memphis, 12
Meroitic language, 41
Meroitic period, 38
Mesopotamia, 40
Metu Neter, 38
Middle Kingdom, 60
Mind, 4
Moon, 13

Music, 4
Mut, 15
Mysteries, 15, 23, 25, 60
Mysticism, 4
Mythology, 28
Narmer, 40
Nature, 30
Neberdjer, 22, 28, 61
Nehast, 26
Nekhen (Hierakonpolis),
17
Neolithic, 15, 17
Net, goddess, 12, 15
Neter, 4, 15, 20, 23, 25, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31, 38, 52, 57
Neterian, 15, 18, 23, 27, 28
Neterianism, 20, 28, 30, 31
Neteru, 4, 28, 31
Netherworld, 33
New Kingdom, 60
Nile River, 14, 30
North East Africa . See
also Egypt
Ethiopia
Cush, 12
North East Africa. See also
Egypt
Ethiopia
Cush, 12
Nubia, 13, 15
Nubian, 13, 15
Nubians, 13, 30
Nun, 21
Nun (primeval watersunformed matter), 21
Nun (See also Nu), 21
Nut, 21, 22
Nutrition, 4
Obelisk, 21
Old Kingdom, 60
Opposites, 15
Orthodox, 17, 19
Osiris, 12, 53, 61
Pa Neter, 28
Palermo Stone, 17
Papyrus of Turin, 17
Peace, 33
Peace (see also Hetep), 4,
29, 33
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Pert Em Heru, See also
Book of the Dead, 113
Pharaoh, 17, 19
Philae, 12
Philosophy, 3, 4, 14, 15,
18, 28, 59, 61
Pillar of Asar, 33
priests and priestesses, 33
Ptah, 12, 15, 53, 145
Ptahotep, 15, 53
Puerto Rico, 4
Pyramid, 12, 15, 17, 19, 21
Pyramid Texts, 12, 15, 49
Pyramids, 16
Qamit, 13, 14
Ra, 12, 15, 20, 21, 22, 25,
34, 53, 112
Realm of Light, 15
Religion, 4, 12, 15, 18, 27,
28, 30
resurrection, 38
Resurrection, 15, 26, 53
Roman, 53
Sages, 60
Sais, 12
Sakkara, 12
Schwaller de Lubicz, 16
Sebai, 4, 15, 112
See also Egyptian Yoga, 4
See also Ra-Hrakti, 12,
15, 20, 21, 22, 25, 112
See Nat, 12, 15
Sekhmet, 15
Self (see Ba, soul, Spirit,
Universal, Ba, Neter,
Heru)., 13, 23, 25, 113
Self
(seeBasoulSpiritUnivers
al BaNeterHorus)., 13,
58
Sema, 3, 4, 13, 29, 113,
115
Sema XE "Sema" Paut,
see also Egyptian Yoga,
4
Sema Tawi, 4
Senusert I, 145
Serpent, 16, 17, 34
Serpent Power, 34
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Tree of Life, 33
Serpent Power (see also
Spirit, 15, 16, 20, 28
Kundalini and Buto), 34
Sudan, 12, 13, 14
Trinity, 12, 15
Uganda, 14
Sesheta, 33, 34
Sumer, 17, 40
Set, 13, 27, 28, 29, 113
Sumerian, 40
union, 33
Supreme Being, 15, 22, 28,
Upper Egypt, 113
Seven, 34
Ur, 28
Sheps, 26
31, 52
Tanzania, 14
Waset, 12, 145
Shetaut Neter, 15, 18, 20,
Water, 33
23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 52
Tao, 61
Shetaut Neter See also
Tawi, 4, 13, 29
West, John Anthony, 16,
Tefnut, 21, 22
17
Egyptian Religion, 15,
Wisdom, 15
Tefnut (moisture), 21, 22
18, 20, 23, 25, 27, 28,
Wisdom (also see Djehuti),
29, 30, 52
Temple of Aset, 4, 12, 26
Shu (air and space), 21, 22
The God, 15
15, 53
Sirius, 15
The Gods, 15
Wisdom (also see Djehuti,
Theban Theology, 15
Aset), 15
Sky, 15, 16, 17
Thebes, 12
Yoga, 3, 4, 15, 18, 28
Smai, 4, 13, 29, 113
Yoga Exercise, 4
Soul, 4
Tradition, 112
Tree, 33, 34
Sphinx, 15, 16, 17, 19
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OTHER BOOKS BY THE AUTHOR
Prices subject to change.
1.

EGYPTIAN YOGA: THE PHILOSOPHY OF ENLIGHTENMENT An original, fully illustrated work,
including hieroglyphs, detailing the meaning of the Egyptian mysteries, tantric yoga, psycho-spiritual and
physical exercises. Egyptian Yoga is a guide to the practice of the highest spiritual philosophy which leads
to absolute freedom from human misery and to immortality. It is well known by scholars that Egyptian
philosophy is the basis of Western and Middle Eastern religious philosophies such as Christianity, Islam,
Judaism, the Kabala, and Greek philosophy, but what about Indian philosophy, Yoga and Taoism? What
were the original teachings? How can they be practiced today? What is the source of pain and suffering in
the world and what is the solution? Discover the deepest mysteries of the mind and universe within and
outside of your self. 8.5” X 11” ISBN: 1-884564-01-1 Soft $19.95

2.

EGYPTIAN YOGA: African Religion Volume 2- Theban Theology U.S. In this long awaited sequel to
Egyptian Yoga: The Philosophy of Enlightenment you will take a fascinating and enlightening journey back
in time and discover the teachings which constituted the epitome of Ancient Egyptian spiritual wisdom.
What are the disciplines which lead to the fulfillment of all desires? Delve into the three states of
consciousness (waking, dream and deep sleep) and the fourth state which transcends them all, Neberdjer,
“The Absolute.” These teachings of the city of Waset (Thebes) were the crowning achievement of the
Sages of Ancient Egypt. They establish the standard mystical keys for understanding the profound mystical
symbolism of the Triad of human consciousness. ISBN 1-884564-39-9 $23.95

3.

THE KEMETIC DIET: GUIDE TO HEALTH, DIET AND FASTING Health issues have always been
important to human beings since the beginning of time. The earliest records of history show that the art of
healing was held in high esteem since the time of Ancient Egypt. In the early 20th century, medical doctors
had almost attained the status of sainthood by the promotion of the idea that they alone were “scientists”
while other healing modalities and traditional healers who did not follow the “scientific method’ were
nothing but superstitious, ignorant charlatans who at best would take the money of their clients and at worst
kill them with the unscientific “snake oils” and “irrational theories”. In the late 20th century, the failure of
the modern medical establishment’s ability to lead the general public to good health, promoted the move by
many in society towards “alternative medicine”. Alternative medicine disciplines are those healing
modalities which do not adhere to the philosophy of allopathic medicine. Allopathic medicine is what
medical doctors practice by an large. It is the theory that disease is caused by agencies outside the body
such as bacteria, viruses or physical means which affect the body. These can therefore be treated by
medicines and therapies The natural healing method began in the absence of extensive technologies with
the idea that all the answers for health may be found in nature or rather, the deviation from nature.
Therefore, the health of the body can be restored by correcting the aberration and thereby restoring balance.
This is the area that will be covered in this volume. Allopathic techniques have their place in the art of
healing. However, we should not forget that the body is a grand achievement of the spirit and built into it is
the capacity to maintain itself and heal itself. Ashby, Muata ISBN: 1-884564-49-6
$28.95

4.

INITIATION INTO EGYPTIAN YOGA Shedy: Spiritual discipline or program, to go deeply into the
mysteries, to study the mystery teachings and literature profoundly, to penetrate the mysteries. You will
learn about the mysteries of initiation into the teachings and practice of Yoga and how to become an
Initiate of the mystical sciences. This insightful manual is the first in a series which introduces you to the
goals of daily spiritual and yoga practices: Meditation, Diet, Words of Power and the ancient wisdom
teachings. 8.5” X 11” ISBN 1-884564-02-X Soft Cover $24.95 U.S.

5.

THE AFRICAN ORIGINS OF CIVILIZATION, RELIGION AND YOGA SPIRITUALITY AND ETHICS
PHILOSOPHY HARD COVER EDITION Part 1, Part 2, Part 3 in one volume 683 Pages Hard Cover First
Edition Three volumes in one. Over the past several years I have been asked to put together in one volume
the most important evidences showing the correlations and common teachings between Kamitan (Ancient
Egyptian) culture and religion and that of India. The questions of the history of Ancient Egypt, and the
latest archeological evidences showing civilization and culture in Ancient Egypt and its spread to other
countries, has intrigued many scholars as well as mystics over the years. Also, the possibility that Ancient
Egyptian Priests and Priestesses migrated to Greece, India and other countries to carry on the traditions of
the Ancient Egyptian Mysteries, has been speculated over the years as well. In chapter 1 of the book
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Egyptian Yoga The Philosophy of Enlightenment, 1995, I first introduced the deepest comparison between
Ancient Egypt and India that had been brought forth up to that time. Now, in the year 2001 this new book,
THE AFRICAN ORIGINS OF CIVILIZATION, MYSTICAL RELIGION AND YOGA PHILOSOPHY, more
fully explores the motifs, symbols and philosophical correlations between Ancient Egyptian and Indian
mysticism and clearly shows not only that Ancient Egypt and India were connected culturally but also
spiritually. How does this knowledge help the spiritual aspirant? This discovery has great importance for
the Yogis and mystics who follow the philosophy of Ancient Egypt and the mysticism of India. It means
that India has a longer history and heritage than was previously understood. It shows that the mysteries of
Ancient Egypt were essentially a yoga tradition which did not die but rather developed into the modern day
systems of Yoga technology of India. It further shows that African culture developed Yoga Mysticism
earlier than any other civilization in history. All of this expands our understanding of the unity of culture
and the deep legacy of Yoga, which stretches into the distant past, beyond the Indus Valley civilization, the
earliest known high culture in India as well as the Vedic tradition of Aryan culture. Therefore, Yoga culture
and mysticism is the oldest known tradition of spiritual development and Indian mysticism is an extension
of the Ancient Egyptian mysticism. By understanding the legacy which Ancient Egypt gave to India the
mysticism of India is better understood and by comprehending the heritage of Indian Yoga, which is rooted
in Ancient Egypt the Mysticism of Ancient Egypt is also better understood. This expanded understanding
allows us to prove the underlying kinship of humanity, through the common symbols, motifs and
philosophies which are not disparate and confusing teachings but in reality expressions of the same study of
truth through metaphysics and mystical realization of Self. (HARD COVER) ISBN: 1-884564-50-X
$45.00 U.S. 81/2” X 11”

6.

AFRICAN ORIGINS BOOK 1 PART 1 African Origins of African Civilization, Religion, Yoga Mysticism
and Ethics Philosophy-Soft Cover $24.95 ISBN: 1-884564-55-0

7.

AFRICAN ORIGINS BOOK 2 PART 2 African Origins of Western Civilization, Religion and Philosophy
(Soft) -Soft Cover $24.95 ISBN: 1-884564-56-9

8.

EGYPT AND INDIA AFRICAN ORIGINS OF Eastern Civilization, Religion, Yoga Mysticism and
Philosophy-Soft Cover $29.95 (Soft) ISBN: 1-884564-57-7

9.

THE MYSTERIES OF ISIS: The Ancient Egyptian Philosophy of Self-Realization - There are several
paths to discover the Divine and the mysteries of the higher Self. This volume details the mystery
teachings of the goddess Aset (Isis) from Ancient Egypt- the path of wisdom. It includes the teachings of
her temple and the disciplines that are enjoined for the initiates of the temple of Aset as they were given in
ancient times. Also, this book includes the teachings of the main myths of Aset that lead a human being to
spiritual enlightenment and immortality. Through the study of ancient myth and the illumination of
initiatic understanding the idea of God is expanded from the mythological comprehension to the
metaphysical. Then this metaphysical understanding is related to you, the student, so as to begin
understanding your true divine nature. ISBN 1-884564-24-0 $22.99

10.

EGYPTIAN PROVERBS: collection of —Ancient Egyptian Proverbs and Wisdom Teachings -How to
live according to MAAT Philosophy. Beginning Meditation. All proverbs are indexed for easy searches.
For the first time in one volume, ——Ancient Egyptian Proverbs, wisdom teachings and meditations, fully
illustrated with hieroglyphic text and symbols. EGYPTIAN PROVERBS is a unique collection of
knowledge and wisdom which you can put into practice today and transform your life. $14.95 U.S
ISBN: 1-884564-00-3

11.

GOD OF LOVE: THE PATH OF DIVINE LOVE The Process of Mystical Transformation and The Path
of Divine Love
This Volume focuses on the ancient wisdom teachings of “Neter Merri” –the Ancient
Egyptian philosophy of Divine Love and how to use them in a scientific process for self-transformation.
Love is one of the most powerful human emotions. It is also the source of Divine feeling that unifies God
and the individual human being. When love is fragmented and diminished by egoism the Divine connection
is lost. The Ancient tradition of Neter Merri leads human beings back to their Divine connection, allowing
them to discover their innate glorious self that is actually Divine and immortal. This volume will detail the
process of transformation from ordinary consciousness to cosmic consciousness through the integrated
practice of the teachings and the path of Devotional Love toward the Divine. 5.5"x 8.5" ISBN 1-88456411-9 $22.95
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12.

INTRODUCTION TO MAAT PHILOSOPHY: Spiritual Enlightenment Through the Path of Virtue
Known as Karma Yoga in India, the teachings of MAAT for living virtuously and with orderly wisdom are
explained and the student is to begin practicing the precepts of Maat in daily life so as to promote the
process of purification of the heart in preparation for the judgment of the soul. This judgment will be
understood not as an event that will occur at the time of death but as an event that occurs continuously, at
every moment in the life of the individual. The student will learn how to become allied with the forces of
the Higher Self and to thereby begin cleansing the mind (heart) of impurities so as to attain a higher vision
of reality. ISBN 1-884564-20-8 $22.99

13.

MEDITATION The Ancient Egyptian Path to Enlightenment
Many people do not know about the rich
history of meditation practice in Ancient Egypt. This volume outlines the theory of meditation and presents
the Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic text which give instruction as to the nature of the mind and its three
modes of expression. It also presents the texts which give instruction on the practice of meditation for
spiritual Enlightenment and unity with the Divine. This volume allows the reader to begin practicing
meditation by explaining, in easy to understand terms, the simplest form of meditation and working up to
the most advanced form which was practiced in ancient times and which is still practiced by yogis around
the world in modern times. ISBN 1-884564-27-7 $22.99

14.

THE GLORIOUS LIGHT MEDITATION TECHNIQUE OF ANCIENT EGYPT New for the year 2000. This
volume is based on the earliest known instruction in history given for the practice of formal meditation.
Discovered by Dr. Muata Ashby, it is inscribed on the walls of the Tomb of Seti I in Thebes Egypt. This
volume details the philosophy and practice of this unique system of meditation originated in Ancient Egypt
and the earliest practice of meditation known in the world which occurred in the most advanced African
Culture. ISBN: 1-884564-15-1 $16.95 (PB)

15.

THE SERPENT POWER: The Ancient Egyptian Mystical Wisdom of the Inner Life Force.
This
Volume specifically deals with the latent life Force energy of the universe and in the human body, its
control and sublimation. How to develop the Life Force energy of the subtle body. This Volume will
introduce the esoteric wisdom of the science of how virtuous living acts in a subtle and mysterious way to
cleanse the latent psychic energy conduits and vortices of the spiritual body. ISBN 1-884564-19-4
$22.95

16.

EGYPTIAN YOGA The Postures of The Gods and Goddesses Discover the physical postures and exercises
practiced thousands of years ago in Ancient Egypt which are today known as Yoga exercises. Discover the
history of the postures and how they were transferred from Ancient Egypt in Africa to India through
Buddhist Tantrism. Then practice the postures as you discover the mythic teaching that originally gave
birth to the postures and was practiced by the Ancient Egyptian priests and priestesses. This work is based
on the pictures and teachings from the Creation story of Ra, The Asarian Resurrection Myth and the
carvings and reliefs from various Temples in Ancient Egypt 8.5” X 11” ISBN 1-884564-10-0 Soft Cover
$21.95
Exercise video $20

17.

SACRED SEXUALITY: EGYPTIAN TANTRA YOGA: The Art of Sex Sublimation and Universal
Consciousness This Volume will expand on the male and female principles within the human body and in
the universe and further detail the sublimation of sexual energy into spiritual energy. The student will study
the deities Min and Hathor, Asar and Aset, Geb and Nut and discover the mystical implications for a
practical spiritual discipline. This Volume will also focus on the Tantric aspects of Ancient Egyptian and
Indian mysticism, the purpose of sex and the mystical teachings of sexual sublimation which lead to selfknowledge and Enlightenment. 5.5"x 8.5" ISBN 1-884564-03-8
$24.95

18.

AFRICAN RELIGION Volume 4: ASARIAN THEOLOGY: RESURRECTING OSIRIS The path of
Mystical Awakening and the Keys to Immortality NEW REVISED AND EXPANDED EDITION! The
Ancient Sages created stories based on human and superhuman beings whose struggles, aspirations, needs
and desires ultimately lead them to discover their true Self. The myth of Aset, Asar and Heru is no
exception in this area. While there is no one source where the entire story may be found, pieces of it are
inscribed in various ancient Temples walls, tombs, steles and papyri. For the first time available, the
complete myth of Asar, Aset and Heru has been compiled from original Ancient Egyptian, Greek and
Coptic Texts. This epic myth has been richly illustrated with reliefs from the Temple of Heru at Edfu, the
Temple of Aset at Philae, the Temple of Asar at Abydos, the Temple of Hathor at Denderah and various
papyri, inscriptions and reliefs. Discover the myth which inspired the teachings of the Shetaut Neter
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(Egyptian Mystery System - Egyptian Yoga) and the Egyptian Book of Coming Forth By Day. Also,
discover the three levels of Ancient Egyptian Religion, how to understand the mysteries of the Duat or
Astral World and how to discover the abode of the Supreme in the Amenta, The Other World
The
ancient religion of Asar, Aset and Heru, if properly understood, contains all of the elements necessary to
lead the sincere aspirant to attain immortality through inner self-discovery. This volume presents the entire
myth and explores the main mystical themes and rituals associated with the myth for understating human
existence, creation and the way to achieve spiritual emancipation - Resurrection. The Asarian myth is so
powerful that it influenced and is still having an effect on the major world religions. Discover the origins
and mystical meaning of the Christian Trinity, the Eucharist ritual and the ancient origin of the birthday of
Jesus Christ. Soft Cover ISBN: 1-884564-27-5 $24.95

19.

THE EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD MYSTICISM OF THE PERT EM HERU " I Know myself, I
know myself, I am One With God!–From the Pert Em Heru “The Ru Pert em Heru” or “Ancient Egyptian
Book of The Dead,” or “Book of Coming Forth By Day” as it is more popularly known, has fascinated the
world since the successful translation of Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic scripture over 150 years ago. The
astonishing writings in it reveal that the Ancient Egyptians believed in life after death and in an ultimate
destiny to discover the Divine. The elegance and aesthetic beauty of the hieroglyphic text itself has inspired
many see it as an art form in and of itself. But is there more to it than that? Did the Ancient Egyptian
wisdom contain more than just aphorisms and hopes of eternal life beyond death? In this volume Dr. Muata
Ashby, the author of over 25 books on Ancient Egyptian Yoga Philosophy has produced a new translation
of the original texts which uncovers a mystical teaching underlying the sayings and rituals instituted by the
Ancient Egyptian Sages and Saints. “Once the philosophy of Ancient Egypt is understood as a mystical
tradition instead of as a religion or primitive mythology, it reveals its secrets which if practiced today will
lead anyone to discover the glory of spiritual self-discovery. The Pert em Heru is in every way comparable
ISBN# 1-884564-28-3 Size: 8½"
to the Indian Upanishads or the Tibetan Book of the Dead.”  $28.95
X 11

20.

African Religion VOL. 1- ANUNIAN THEOLOGY THE MYSTERIES OF RA The Philosophy of Anu
and The Mystical Teachings of The Ancient Egyptian Creation Myth Discover the mystical teachings
contained in the Creation Myth and the gods and goddesses who brought creation and human beings into
existence. The Creation myth of Anu is the source of Anunian Theology but also of the other main
theological systems of Ancient Egypt that also influenced other world religions including Christianity,
Hinduism and Buddhism. The Creation Myth holds the key to understanding the universe and for attaining
spiritual Enlightenment. ISBN: 1-884564-38-0 $19.95

21.

African Religion VOL 3: Memphite Theology: MYSTERIES OF MIND Mystical Psychology & Mental
Health for Enlightenment and Immortality based on the Ancient Egyptian Philosophy of Menefer Mysticism of Ptah, Egyptian Physics and Yoga Metaphysics and the Hidden properties of Matter. This
volume uncovers the mystical psychology of the Ancient Egyptian wisdom teachings centering on the
philosophy of the Ancient Egyptian city of Menefer (Memphite Theology). How to understand the mind
and how to control the senses and lead the mind to health, clarity and mystical self-discovery. This Volume
will also go deeper into the philosophy of God as creation and will explore the concepts of modern science
and how they correlate with ancient teachings. This Volume will lay the ground work for the understanding
of the philosophy of universal consciousness and the initiatic/yogic insight into who or what is God? ISBN
1-884564-07-0 $22.95

22.

AFRICAN RELIGION VOLUME 5: THE GODDESS AND THE EGYPTIAN MYSTERIESTHE PATH
OF THE GODDESS THE GODDESS PATH The Secret Forms of the Goddess and the Rituals of
Resurrection The Supreme Being may be worshipped as father or as mother. Ushet Rekhat or Mother
Worship, is the spiritual process of worshipping the Divine in the form of the Divine Goddess. It celebrates
the most important forms of the Goddess including Nathor, Maat, Aset, Arat, Amentet and Hathor and
explores their mystical meaning as well as the rising of Sirius, the star of Aset (Aset) and the new birth of
Hor (Heru). The end of the year is a time of reckoning, reflection and engendering a new or renewed
positive movement toward attaining spiritual Enlightenment. The Mother Worship devotional meditation
ritual, performed on five days during the month of December and on New Year’s Eve, is based on the
Ushet Rekhit. During the ceremony, the cosmic forces, symbolized by Sirius - and the constellation of
Orion ---, are harnessed through the understanding and devotional attitude of the participant. This
propitiation draws the light of wisdom and health to all those who share in the ritual, leading to prosperity
and wisdom. $14.95 ISBN 1-884564-18-6
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23.

THE MYSTICAL JOURNEY FROM JESUS TO CHRIST Discover the ancient Egyptian origins of
Christianity before the Catholic Church and learn the mystical teachings given by Jesus to assist all
humanity in becoming Christlike. Discover the secret meaning of the Gospels that were discovered in
Egypt. Also discover how and why so many Christian churches came into being. Discover that the Bible
still holds the keys to mystical realization even though its original writings were changed by the church.
Discover how to practice the original teachings of Christianity which leads to the Kingdom of Heaven.
$24.95
ISBN# 1-884564-05-4 size: 8½" X 11"

24.

THE STORY OF ASAR, ASET AND HERU: An Ancient Egyptian Legend (For Children) Now for the
first time, the most ancient myth of Ancient Egypt comes alive for children. Inspired by the books The
Asarian Resurrection: The Ancient Egyptian Bible and The Mystical Teachings of The Asarian
Resurrection, The Story of Asar, Aset and Heru is an easy to understand and thrilling tale which inspired
the children of Ancient Egypt to aspire to greatness and righteousness. If you and your child have enjoyed
stories like The Lion King and Star Wars you will love The Story of Asar, Aset and Heru. Also, if you know
the story of Jesus and Krishna you will discover than Ancient Egypt had a similar myth and that this myth
carries important spiritual teachings for living a fruitful and fulfilling life. This book may be used along
with The Parents Guide To The Asarian Resurrection Myth: How to Teach Yourself and Your Child the
Principles of Universal Mystical Religion. The guide provides some background to the Asarian
Resurrection myth and it also gives insight into the mystical teachings contained in it which you may
introduce to your child. It is designed for parents who wish to grow spiritually with their children and it
serves as an introduction for those who would like to study the Asarian Resurrection Myth in depth and to
practice its teachings. 8.5" X 11" ISBN: 1-884564-31-3 $12.95

25.

THE PARENTS GUIDE TO THE AUSARIAN RESURRECTION MYTH: How to Teach Yourself and
Your Child the Principles of Universal Mystical Religion. This insightful manual brings for the timeless
wisdom of the ancient through the Ancient Egyptian myth of Asar, Aset and Heru and the mystical
teachings contained in it for parents who want to guide their children to understand and practice the
teachings of mystical spirituality. This manual may be used with the children's storybook The Story of Asar,
Aset and Heru by Dr. Muata Abhaya Ashby. ISBN: 1-884564-30-5 $16.95

26.

HEALING THE CRIMINAL HEART. Introduction to Maat Philosophy, Yoga and Spiritual Redemption
Through the Path of Virtue Who is a criminal? Is there such a thing as a criminal heart? What is the
source of evil and sinfulness and is there any way to rise above it? Is there redemption for those who have
committed sins, even the worst crimes? Ancient Egyptian mystical psychology holds important answers
to these questions. Over ten thousand years ago mystical psychologists, the Sages of Ancient Egypt, studied
and charted the human mind and spirit and laid out a path which will lead to spiritual redemption,
prosperity and Enlightenment.
This introductory volume brings forth the teachings of the Asarian
Resurrection, the most important myth of Ancient Egypt, with relation to the faults of human existence:
anger, hatred, greed, lust, animosity, discontent, ignorance, egoism jealousy, bitterness, and a myriad of
psycho-spiritual ailments which keep a human being in a state of negativity and adversity
ISBN: 1884564-17-8 $15.95

27.

TEMPLE RITUAL OF THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN MYSTERIES--THEATER & DRAMA OF THE
ANCIENT EGYPTIAN MYSTERIES: Details the practice of the mysteries and ritual program of the
temple and the philosophy an practice of the ritual of the mysteries, its purpose and execution. Featuring
the Ancient Egyptian stage play-"The Enlightenment of Hathor' Based on an Ancient Egyptian Drama, The
original Theater -Mysticism of the Temple of Hetheru 1-884564-14-3 $19.95 By Dr. Muata Ashby

28.

GUIDE TO PRINT ON DEMAND: SELF-PUBLISH FOR PROFIT, SPIRITUAL FULFILLMENT AND SERVICE TO
HUMANITY Everyone asks us how we produced so many books in such a short time. Here are the secrets to
writing and producing books that uplift humanity and how to get them printed for a fraction of the regular
cost. Anyone can become an author even if they have limited funds. All that is necessary is the willingness
to learn how the printing and book business work and the desire to follow the special instructions given
here for preparing your manuscript format. Then you take your work directly to the non-traditional
companies who can produce your books for less than the traditional book printer can. ISBN: 1-884564-402
$16.95 U. S.
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29.

Egyptian Mysteries: Vol. 1, Shetaut Neter What are the Mysteries? For thousands of years the spiritual
tradition of Ancient Egypt, Shetaut Neter, “The Egyptian Mysteries,” “The Secret Teachings,” have
fascinated, tantalized and amazed the world. At one time exalted and recognized as the highest culture of
the world, by Africans, Europeans, Asiatics, Hindus, Buddhists and other cultures of the ancient world, in
time it was shunned by the emerging orthodox world religions. Its temples desecrated, its philosophy
maligned, its tradition spurned, its philosophy dormant in the mystical Medu Neter, the mysterious
hieroglyphic texts which hold the secret symbolic meaning that has scarcely been discerned up to now.
What are the secrets of Nehast {spiritual awakening and emancipation, resurrection}. More than just a
literal translation, this volume is for awakening to the secret code Shetitu of the teaching which was not
deciphered by Egyptologists, nor could be understood by ordinary spiritualists. This book is a reinstatement
of the original science made available for our times, to the reincarnated followers of Ancient Egyptian
culture and the prospect of spiritual freedom to break the bonds of Khemn, “ignorance,” and slavery to evil
forces: Såaa . ISBN: 1-884564-41-0 $19.99

30.

EGYPTIAN MYSTERIES VOL 2: Dictionary of Gods and Goddesses This book is about the mystery of
neteru, the gods and goddesses of Ancient Egypt (Kamit, Kemet). Neteru means “Gods and Goddesses.”
But the Neterian teaching of Neteru represents more than the usual limited modern day concept of
“divinities” or “spirits.” The Neteru of Kamit are also metaphors, cosmic principles and vehicles for the
enlightening teachings of Shetaut Neter (Ancient Egyptian-African Religion). Actually they are the
elements for one of the most advanced systems of spirituality ever conceived in human history.
Understanding the concept of neteru provides a firm basis for spiritual evolution and the pathway for viable
culture, peace on earth and a healthy human society. Why is it important to have gods and goddesses in
our lives? In order for spiritual evolution to be possible, once a human being has accepted that there is
existence after death and there is a transcendental being who exists beyond time and space knowledge,
human beings need a connection to that which transcends the ordinary experience of human life in time and
space and a means to understand the transcendental reality beyond the mundane reality. ISBN: 1-88456423-2 $21.95

31.

EGYPTIAN MYSTERIES VOL. 3 The Priests and Priestesses of Ancient Egypt This volume details the
path of Neterian priesthood, the joys, challenges and rewards of advanced Neterian life, the teachings that
allowed the priests and priestesses to manage the most long lived civilization in human history and how
that path can be adopted today; for those who want to tread the path of the Clergy of Shetaut Neter. ISBN:
1-884564-53-4 $24.95

32.

The War of Heru and Set: The Struggle of Good and Evil for Control of the World and The Human Soul
This volume contains a novelized version of the Asarian Resurrection myth that is based on the actual
scriptures presented in the Book Asarian Religion (old name –Resurrecting Osiris). This volume is
prepared in the form of a screenplay and can be easily adapted to be used as a stage play. Spiritual seeking
is a mythic journey that has many emotional highs and lows, ecstasies and depressions, victories and
frustrations. This is the War of Life that is played out in the myth as the struggle of Heru and Set and those
are mythic characters that represent the human Higher and Lower self. How to understand the war and
emerge victorious in the journey o life? The ultimate victory and fulfillment can be experienced, which is
not changeable or lost in time. The purpose of myth is to convey the wisdom of life through the story of
divinities who show the way to overcome the challenges and foibles of life. In this volume the feelings and
emotions of the characters of the myth have been highlighted to show the deeply rich texture of the Ancient
Egyptian myth. This myth contains deep spiritual teachings and insights into the nature of self, of God and
the mysteries of life and the means to discover the true meaning of life and thereby achieve the true purpose
of life. To become victorious in the battle of life means to become the King (or Queen) of Egypt.Have you
seen movies like The Lion King, Hamlet, The Odyssey, or The Little Buddha? These have been some of
the most popular movies in modern times. The Sema Institute of Yoga is dedicated to researching and
presenting the wisdom and culture of ancient Africa. The Script is designed to be produced as a motion
picture but may be addapted for the theater as well. $21.95 copyright 1998 By Dr. Muata Ashby ISBN 18840564-44-5

33.

AFRICAN DIONYSUS: FROM EGYPT TO GREECE: The Kamitan Origins of Greek Culture and
Religion ISBN: 1-884564-47-X FROM EGYPT TO GREECE This insightful manual is a reference to Ancient
Egyptian mythology and philosophy and its correlation to what later became known as Greek and Rome
mythology and philosophy. It outlines the basic tenets of the mythologies and shoes the ancient origins of
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Greek culture in Ancient Egypt. This volume also documents the origins of the Greek alphabet in Egypt as
well as Greek religion, myth and philosophy of the gods and goddesses from Egypt from the myth of
Atlantis and archaic period with the Minoans to the Classical period. This volume also acts as a resource
for Colleges students who would like to set up fraternities and sororities based on the original Ancient
Egyptian principles of Sheti and Maat philosophy. ISBN: 1-884564-47-X $22.95 U.S.
34.

THE FORTY TWO PRECEPTS OF MAAT, THE PHILOSOPHY OF RIGHTEOUS ACTION AND THE
ANCIENT EGYPTIAN WISDOM TEXTS ADVANCED STUDIES This manual is designed for use with
the 1998 Maat Philosophy Class conducted by Dr. Muata Ashby. This is a detailed study of Maat
Philosophy. It contains a compilation of the 42 laws or precepts of Maat and the corresponding principles
which they represent along with the teachings of the ancient Egyptian Sages relating to each. Maat
philosophy was the basis of Ancient Egyptian society and government as well as the heart of Ancient
Egyptian myth and spirituality. Maat is at once a goddess, a cosmic force and a living social doctrine,
which promotes social harmony and thereby paves the way for spiritual evolution in all levels of society.
ISBN: 1-884564-48-8 $16.95 U.S.

35.
THE SECRET LOTUS: Poetry of Enlightenment
Discover the mystical sentiment of the Kemetic teaching as expressed through the poetry of Sebai Muata Ashby.
The teaching of spiritual awakening is uniquely experienced when the poetic sensibility is present. This first volume
contains the poems written between 1996 and 2003. 1-884564--16 -X $16.99
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